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;:)ECiSION

,Chapter 1: Introductiof"!

[1] Transit New Z8cJiand (Transit) is 2 statutory authority established under the Transit New
Zealand Act 1989 (Transit Act). It was originally established with the primary lOCUS on
the provision of an integrated and safe roading network. An amendment to the Transit Act
has resulted in Transit's role being focussed on its state highway activities. Section 5 of
the Transit Act now states that the principal objective of Transit is "To operate a safe and
efficient State Highway system". State Highway 1 (SH1) is the primary national
strategic highway route out of Wellington - combining motorway, rural highway and urban
road over its length.

[2] Transit is a requiring authority pursuant to s.167 of the Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA) In Auqust 1997 Transit 92ve notice of its requirernent (NOR) for designation(s) for
the Full Urban Section Upgrade of the section of SH1, from Plirnmerton to Parernata (the
Urban Section), north of Wellington.

[3] These five appeals arise from Transit's decision to reject the recommendation of the
Hearing Commissioners acting under delegated authority for the Porirua City Council
(PCC) to withdraw the requirement for the designation for the Full Upgrade. Transit did
not accept the Commissioners' recommendation that inadequate consideration was given
to the alternatives and in particular a two lane two way bypass option.

[4] As it was mindful of the concerns raised by the Commissioners however, Transit
commissioned further investigation and a further review of three bypass options. Transit
revisited the Full Upgrade design of the Urban Section of SHl and a "Reduced Upgrade"
design was consequently developed.

[5] The Reduced Upgrade is therefore Transit's response to the safety and congestion issues
which currently exist on the Urban Section of SH1. It is this upgrade we primarily address
in this decision.

I
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Chapter 2: The Site and Existing Roading Arrangements

I

[6]

[7)

The land to which these appeals relate is located within the area of Porirua City. It
extends for a distance of about 4.1 kilometres between a point approximately 300 metres
north of the northern end of the weigh station at Plirnrnerton, south along tile route of the
existing SH1 and a point approximately 250 metres south of Paremata Roundabout (at the
southernmost footbridge), but excluding the coastal marine area.

The land use along the existing route of SH1 is largely residential, mixed with some
suburban cornrnercial activities. Land usage at the northern end of the proposed works is
largely rural on the eastern side of SH1 and on the west, from Plimmerton weigh station to
tile south, the land is in light industrial/c-nrunercial use. This area is referred to as the
Plirnmerton Industrial Estate.

[8] SH1 is called St /,ndrews Road as it passes through Plimrnerton to Goat Point and Man~l

Esplanade from C~cnt Point to the Parernata F-lridD8. South of the Plirnrnerton industrial
Estate is the Plirnrnerton Domain which accommodates a Croquet Club, Pony Club, rug~'y

field and Bowling Club. A Shell truckstop and a small group of commercial buildings are
situated south of the Plimmerton Domain. St Theresa's Church and School are located 011

the eastern side of SH1 on the corner of James Street. From here to Goat Point the land
use is predominantly residential except for the site occupied by Plimmerton Motors and
the Spinnaker Motel.

r9] From Goat Point to the Parernata Bridge the adjacent land use is largely residential with
the exception of the Mana retail area located at the northern end of Mana Esplanade
This retail area (on the western side of SH1) includes McDonalds, a Shell service station,
Palrners Garden Centre, Mana Court retail/business area, New World and various retail
shops To the east of the Parernata Roundabout above Paremata Crescent, the
predominant land use is residential.

[10] The site falls within the rohe of Ngati Toa, which is represented by Te Runanga 0 loa
Rangatira, an iwi authority defined under s.2 RMA. Ngati Toa is the recognised tribe with
tangata whenua status within the wider Porirura area.

[11] There are a number of important Ngati Toa sites located within the general area which are
highly valued for their cultural and/or spiritual significance. These include Ngati loa
Domain (parts of which are considered to be waahi tapu), Taupo Swamp and its environs
(,f~lJa:-ded 3S waahi tapu) and an ancient urupa (burial ground) located just north of
Pukerua Bay which is traversed by SH1 (considered to be waahi tapu despite almost
complete obliteration due to the highway's construction).

[12] The Plimmerton Weigh Station ("the weigh station") is located on the western side of SHi,
just south of the Taupo Swamp. South of the weigh station, the carriageway is one lane in
each direction through to Plimmerton. The two lane carriageway of SH1 continues from
Plimmerton around Goat Point. For some 200 metres no properties have physical access
and parking is prohibited on both sides through this section. Mana Esplanade currently
provides two way traffic movement from Goat Point to the Paremata Bridge. The
carnageway Includes kerbside parking facilities along both kerbs and a central painted
rned.ari.

[13] Mana Esplanade continues towards the two lane Paremata Bridge. The single
southbound lane over the Paremata Bridge expands to two southbound lanes before
Joining the Paremata Roundabout. The non.hbound lanes from the roundabout merqe into
a single lane on the approach to the Paremata Bridge. Grays Road provides a connection
betv'!,:-;c;;i SJla1l:, i-li~"_;r-:\/vr8Y 58 ?l Pauarahariui and S~': -; c1t ~::;::rn:n(:~~Dn 2r"'i~J carries su:;st;?l~ti'~l

vclumes oi trc:/f~c .rcrn the hLJI~.J~ \/alie'y' ncrt;l,o~und O~; =:~i·<·:l.
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[14] The section of SH 1 from Plimmerton Drive south to the Parernata Roundabout is a tVI/O
lane highway with kerbside pal-king lanes in front of the residential area and a 1.5 metre
painted median. It is the most strategically important inter-regional highway link serving
the Wellington region. The daily flow patterns across Paremata Bridge show heavy peak
hour flows southbound each weekday morning with a similar northbound peak flow each
weekday evening. These peak flows are larger on Monday and Friday, reflecting the
weekend trarfic flows out and back into Wellington. There is also a significant rise in
heavy vehicle traffic during the early morning.

[15] Congestion and queuing occur where the road capacity is exceeded dur-ing the peak hour
flows. In the northbound direction the queues occur where the two lanes of the Paremata
Roundabout merge into a single lane to cross the Paremata Bridge. These queues can
extend southwards for up to 1 kilometre delaying traffic. Off peak, free tlow traffic
conditions are experienced through this section. The free flow conditions result in few
9~'Jps i~l the traffic 10r side road and frontage traffic to join. In contrast, durinq peak hour
conditions, the traffic is slow moving, allowing frontage and side road vehicles to join the
SH1 flow.

[16] Under the Reduced Upgrade proposal, the land comprises:

.. The road reserve for the existing SH 11
, including the land shown in the Porirua City

District Plan (the POP) as designated for "Limited Access Road" and for "Roal~
(State Highway)";

• Specified additional land adjacent to the existing SH 1, including land contained
within the boundaries of various properties with frontages to SH1;

• Specified additional land in the vicinity of the approaches to a new bridge proposed
to be constructed in the vicinity of Pauatahanui Inlet near Paremata to the west of
the existing SH 1 bridge;

• Specified additional land of the Taupo Stream and in the vicinity of Taupo Stream, in
Plimmerton and various specified roads and streets including Plimmerton Drive,
James Street in Plimmerton and portions of various other streets in the vicinity of
their intersections with the existing SH1, including Steyne Avenue, Pope Street,
Pascoe Avenue and other land.

A plan taken from the evidence of Mr J R Hudson, Landscape Architect and Consultant to
Transit, is attached to this decision marked Appendix A.

. New Zealand Gazette 1941, page 2053 (Proclamation 3118) LAR GN9S9 190

I
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I

[17]

[18J

Mr D R Rendall, as Transit's Wellington Regional State Highway Manager, provided
en overview and historical summary of events h::aciing to the tpgradc:: proposal. Material
for this chapter was also provided from the evidence of Mrs C A Foster, pee's Planning
Consultant and former Planning Assistant and then Planning Director for the PCC.

The traffic congestion experienced through the Urban Section of SH1 is not Cl new
phenomenon. There are reports of congestion and delay as ec;rly 2S tile:; ~1960s. Transit's
Full Upgrade proposal occurred against a background of numerous studies and
irwestigations to determine the appropriate long term transportation strategy for this pad
of the Wellington Region.

Exiensive studies Wert3 undertaken of options fer irnproving SHi between Parernata and
Macf<3ys Crossino in the 1gSOs. These included a coastal upgrading and Cl new Inland
alignment.

[20J The historical context is in fact dominated by debate over whether the Transmission Gully ..:"
Motorway (TGM) or an upgraded (four laned) coastal route is the appropriate strategic
route for SH 1. The current position is that the TGM is endorsed in the Wellington
Regional Council's (WRC) Reqional Land Transport Strategy (WRLTS) as the IOilg term
strategic route.

[21] In 1990 the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (PCE) evaluated a report
written by the WRC to assess the environmental effect of routes to the north of Wellington.
The conclusions of this report, entitled the Future State Highway No 1 Route
Environmental Impact Report, were endorsed by the PCE. In a responding report, Audit
of the 'Future Highway Number One Route' Environmental Impact Report, the
Commissioner addressed options for a four lane motorway north of Wellington and
recommended that such development should be on the inland route known as
Transmission Gully. Her report also recommended a number of actions including the
following:

That [the Wellington Regional Council and Transit New Zealand] cooperate with and
support the Wellington City Council in seeking to limit the provision of permanent
carparks and discourage low occupancy car commuting to the Wellington central
business district, exploring such methods as a peak hour bus/cerooot lane and/or a
differentlal toll on State Highways One and rwo entering Wellington.

That interim works to improve traffic (that will not compromise an eventual Inland
Route) be investigated promptly in consultetion with local communities at
Paremata/Mana/Plimmerton.

[22] In March 1992, Transit resolved to act as lead agency in initiating appropriate procedures
under the RMA to make provision for the TGM. Further investigative work was carried
out, including feasibility work on financing the TGM as a toll road. Transit resolved in
September 1994 to immediately start the remaining investigation work and obtain a
oesicnation Accordmqly, Transit lodged a NO:~ for the TGiJ1 in April 1996.

[23] Meanwhile in 1994 Transit engaged Traffic Design Group (TDG) and Beca Carter Hollings
& Ferner Limited (BCHF) to consider earlier reports and investigations, then develop
options for dealing with traffic flows on SH1 north of vvelhnqton. These options were
developed on the basis and against the background of the TGM being the preferred
loncer jpiiTi rout- north of \Nell:ngtoi:.
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[24] The capacity improvement studies for SH 1, undertaken between 1994 and 1995,_
investiaated three basic options for the Plimmerton to Paremata Section Upgrade. In

summary, these were:

To upgrade the existing State Hi~lhway;

• To provide a two lane bypass to the west of the existing highway and retain two
lanes on the existing highway; and

• To provide a four lane bypass to the west of the existing highway.

[25] These options were also considered separately in respect of the Plimmerton Section
(north of Goat Point) and the Mana Section (south of Goat ~")oint). f\ number of
combinations of the use of the existing highway and bypasses were considered for these

two areas.

[26] Concept designs were developed for these: options ann were used 8S a basis for public
consultation arid the Assessment of f:necls Oil the Environment (I\EE) undertaken in
1995. As a result, two reports were prepared, the Capacity improvement StU(jy Cpiicti:
Evaluation Report (Reference 2) and the Capacity Improvement Study Options Evaluation
-- Assessment of Effects on the Environment (Reference 3). The study covered SH 1 from .."
Paremata to the coastal section north of Pukerua Bay and was premised on the basis that
Transit would not render SH1 to the north of Pukerua Bay four lanes. To do so would
have been inconsistent with Transit's 10119 term objective of constr-ucting TGM ;::;5 the
"motorway" route north of Wellington and the PCE's conclusions from her 1990 audit.

[27] These reports were considered by Transit officers and a submission was presented to the
Transit Authority in October 1995. The Authority resolved to adopt a strategy for
improvements to SH 1 between Pukerua Bay and Parernata including the following

• Staged replacement of Paremata Bridge;
• Clearways in the peak direction at peak periods on Mana Esplanade and provision of

traffic signals at some or all of the Pascoe Avenue, Mana View Road and Acheron
Road intersections, plus staged introduction of right turn bays at those intersections;

• Upgrading the existing alignment through Plimmerton to four lanes;
• A bypass of Pukerua Bay; and
• Four laning the rural section (between Pukerua Bay and Plimmerton to address safety

issues) .

[28) Transit's objectives for the Urban Section Uporade project are described in the NOr:. It is
the Intention to relieve existing congestion problems associated with this section of the
SH1 route and to assist in ensuring that during the construction of the TGM, there is a
sufficient level of service afforded on the existing coastal highway route by enhancing
traffic capacity between Plimmerton and Paremata.

[29J In accordance with the procedures under the RMA, Transit gave an NOR for
designation(s) to provide for:

I

•

..

The construction, operation, maintenance and repair of road forming part of SH1 of
which parts are to be "Road (State Highway)" and parts are to be "Limited Access
Road" 2:10 carryino OL't of ancillary works 2n~:i activities (includiilg earthworks
excavation, demolition, erection, maintenance and repair of bridges, retaining walls,
anchor supports and other structures, vegetation clearance including for sight
planes and planting); and

The imposition of various restrictions on the use of specified adjacent areas of land
in order to protect and maintain sight planes ("Sight Plane Restrictions") and various
rf.~:?:ri;r<~. \V;!!S Grl':.i ancnor supports CL Liil(: :~cstricticl~;I!) '1er <-~-':: ,-,:;~·1': CI~

eniciern ':~,nc",ioni,lg or operation of the ~~'roject 0, VVO,r..
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[30] At the time of the NOR, it was expected that funding for construction of the TGM would be
available around 2014. Accordinqiy, the Full Upgrade was designed to provide adequate

capacity up until that time.

[31] Mr Rendall's view was that the objectives identified in the NOR recognised that the
additional present and future capacity that should be provided should be no more than
"sufficient". In particular, Transit is very aware of the need to take appropriate account of
the interests of local communities, tangata whenua and the environment.

[32] TI,e Comrnissioners appointed by the PCC to hear the case for the Full Upqracfc':
recommended that Transit withdraw its reauirement. They considered Transit's proposed
upgrade "too tight a tit" wiihin a narrow corridor and this would result in permanent ,c;ilC
unacceptable adverse effects on the residential environment of Plimmerton and
Parernata. The Commissioners believed that further consideration of a two I~:nc~ L:yp(~:;~~

option may have been appropr-iate

[33] Transit rejected the recommendation in its Notice of Decision under s.172 RMA dated
7 March 1998. lt agreed, however, to re-investigate three bypass options and whether a
bypass would be effective, viable and preferable to the Full Upgrade in the NOf~

Accordinqly, a re-evaluation of bypss options and a re-investigation of the upgrade W;]S

undertaken by an appointed Peer Review Team, comprised of Mr A Bradbourne,
Planner and Chairman, Mr 0 Heine, Traffic Engineer, Mrs N Barton, Planninq
Consultant, Ms M 8uckland, Landscape Architect and Mr K Ballagh, Acoustic
Engineer

[34] The bypass options which were re-investigated extended between Goat Point and the
Paremata Bridge. Bypass options to the north of Goat Point through to Plirnrnerton were
not re-investigated as Transit's analysis of the Commissioners' recommendations showed
that, in the case of the Plimrnerton section, the issues were more confined and capable of
resolution Within the boundaries of the NOr~. It was considered that a bypass running
between the fronts of properties and the coast may be less preferable to those affected
residents

[35] In addition to the bypass re-evaluation, a full re-investigation of all features of the design
of the Full Upgrade project was undertaken. Transit however, did not revisit the premise
that congestion relief was required until the TGM was constructed under normal funding
criteria (2014). It W2S Transit's objective to ascertain whether the proper course for the
Mana section was to confirrn the NOR or to pursue a new notice.

[36] The re-evaluation and re-investigation confirmed Transit's decision on the Commissioners'
recommendation while recommending improvements.

[37] Meanwhile, Transit promoted the designation of the TGM (subject to resolving outstanding
appeals) to secure that route. Before and during the hearinq and whilst this decision was
being written, sources of funding were being explored some of which will require
legislative change Transit recently tested its long term strategy of constructing TGM
against the alternative strategy of providing a four-lane highway along the coast from
r\Jki<ays Crossing to Farernata. A study of the two atternative strategies showed the TGM
strategy to be superior strategically, economically, ar.d in environmental and social terms

I

-: - {38] A Willingness to Pay Survey and a review of the corridor strategy based on the coastal
four ianing study was also underway. The survey was commissioned by \NRC and Transit
in order to gauge the willingness or otherwise of those in the Wellington region to pay for

~. ~~:/s~~C) '~~~:Ui~:'i'~:~d~~:~~et~~~I~~·e ~ ~~~U;i~r~'~i~~~'t;\~:~~~i~,~t:~g~~'j:r~;l~:.fu;.lG'N~~'~~~ ~~~:~(:; ~::~':'i,~:·1
only sufficient capacity until such time as the TGM could be constructed, against the
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alternative strategy of providing a four lane highway along the coast from Parernata to
MacKays Crossing, rather than the TGM.

[39] Against all these activities Transit considered the outcomes of the peer review process,
the iNil!in~JlleSS TO Pev Survey, the coastal four laning invc·;tiqi3!ion, an updated analysis
of the benefiVcost ratio (B/C ratio) of the TGM and representations made by the
appellants, and decided to explore options which would provide adequate capacity only
until 2005 (at the time of hearing the earliest possible construction date for the TGM).
Transit was particularly concerned with the environmental impacts of the Full Upgrade on
residents, especially in the Mana Esplanade area, and the perceived risk et delay to
construction of the TGM, by virtue of the design life of the Full Upgrade (15 years as
opposed to 5 years).

[40] Transit's upqrade strategy for SH1 in the Wellington region thus has both a long term and
a short term focus, which call be surnrr.arised as:

I

...."r-., - ... __ ...
, , ..

-- ~.
.. -,'

to

..

•

Transit's long term preferred route for SH1 is what is known as the Inland Route, or
"Transmission Gully" and its preferred project for this route is the TGM.
The TGM may not be constructed for a number of years. Applying present funding
criteria this may not be until 2015, although earlier construction could be possible, if
legislative authority and funding can be secured.
Transit has a strategy to address the existing congestion and safety issues on the
present coastal SH1 corridor through targeted projects, but not in a way that would
compromise the early construction of the TGM .
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ChaRter 4: The Reduced Upgrade Proposal--'- ._,--.'--- -

[41] In response to FC'C's. WRC's and the Residents' concerns, Transit focused on developing
Ci Retiucec UP9raeJG. Transit is of t~'3 view that this is a superior development to the Fuli
Upgrade as it:

• reduces the physical interference with private property by removing the driver sight
plane restrictions from various properties adjacent to SH1;

.. restricts the top end capacity of this section of road and thereby caps the level of
impacts at a level below those which could have occurred as a result of the upgrade;

., introduces for specified periods a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Clearway lane
and accordingly reduces the impact of traffic;
is ,,!most entirely reversible once the TGM is opened and the need for capacity in
excess of today's situation is I ernoved;
1',,1:,; ;:; relatively limited design life at which time construction of the TGM will be r;!'Js:,
or- complete If funded externally. If not, then Transit is committed to reviewinq tne
situation no later than 5 years hence; and

.. makes efficient US,3 of an already existing road resource.

[42] Mr P McCombs, Traffic Design Consultant to Transit identified the following specific
traffic engineering features of the Reduced Upgrade as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

..

•

•

•

•
•

providing indented bus bays on both sides of SH1 near Jarnes Street, near Acheron
Road (southbound), near Station Road (northbound) and on both sides of the
highway near Mana Marina Village;
providing two southbound and northbound lanes for through-traffic at the Grays
Road and Steyne Avenue intersections and around Goat Point to the vicinity of
Acheron Road;
providing one through lane in each direction along Mana Esplanade plus the::: peak
direction Clearway to provide a second through-lane available to the HOV-qualifying
vehicles in the major direction at peak times;
providing traffic signals and controlled pedestrian crossings at intersections together
with computer-controlled linking to achieve smooth co-ordinated "green-wave" flows
for through traffic;
providing a 3.5 metre kerbside and 3.0 metre central lane in the peak direction and a
2.0 metre painted central median;
increasing in the result the lateral clearances available to cyclists and manoeuvres
at driveways;
the addition of 2.5 metre footpaths on both sides completes the generally available
20 metre width of the existing designated road reserve;
at off-peak times, a 2.0 metre kerbside parking lane is provided along Mana
Esplanade leavinq a 1.5 metre "shadovv" width beside parked cars, and a 3.0 metre
marked travel lane beside the 2.0 metre painted median;
providing at intersections, footpaths narrowed to 2.0 metres and the median width
increased to allow a 3.0 metre wide central turning lane;
prohibiting parking through a 55 - 60 metre length of both arterial approaches to the
controlled intersections so as 70 enable two throuoh-lanes and 3 central opposer:
turning lane to be provided at the traffic signal stopiines;
each side road approach is arranged to provide two approach lanes;
widening the eastern footpath on the existing Paremata Bridge to provide a greater
width for pedestrians and other users of the footpath, In recognition of perceived
residents' safety concerns;
!L'p~c:<:t~Q n"'l0" r:\~s~ing Plimrnertcr: PC;C'2;~_~:rj~~n c\lerbr;0~)a imrneriiatelv n~~);·1.h (17 (~r,~_\,I~';

RG~:.G if practicable 10 provide ail additior.a: r,--=!~;tf- f:Y',- :r,::vel Dj! Ded r3 SJt r i2 i1S 8CI':)S;:~,
SH1;
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removing the central raised islands at the intersections of Mana View Road, Station
Road and Pascoe Avenue (avoiding the need to designate land from adjacent
frontage properties along Mana Esplanade);

.. retaininp the existing alignments of Pope Street and Station Road (rernovmq the
need to desiqnate land on the corners);

• retaining the existing left turn slip lane arrangements to and from Mana Retail
Centre (removing the need to designate land on the opposite side of Mana
Esplanade); and
frontaoe modifications will be generally limited to matters such as reconstructing
boundary fences, providing driveway crossing places and replacing or relocating
hedges and some garages

[43] In particular Transit considers the implementation of the HOV lane (through Transit's
hvic(y\Is) will keep trucks in the centre lanes through Mana and maximise the volume of
tidffic using the centre IGnes durinq peak flows. This ill turn will maximise ti,e ciistc;Il(:;';
between most oj the traffic and the »djoininq residential and commercial properties.

[44] At Paremata the existing two lane bridge will be duplicated with a new two lane bridge,
south from which the mad will be four lanes through the redesigned Parernata *'
Roundabout. Resource consents have been obtained for these.

[45] Funding for the SH1 upgrade has not been confirmed by Transfund. Therefore, there is
no certainty that the Reduced UpgrarJe will proceed, even if the designation is approved
by the Court, although there is an indication that it meets the benefit/cost criteria 2

[46] In the event, Transit seeks now to designate only the Reduced Upgrade.

,/<¥>--~--~" .'." "

f.,.

I

See Chapter 8. post at page 55
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• Potu ua City Council

[4"7] F'ec is the territorial authority and made recommendations to Transit ill respe(~t of th(;
NOR under s.171 RMA to withdraw its NOR in relation to the Urban Section Full Upgrade.

[48] The PCC's position as an appellant was in a number of contexts: as a territorial authority
which made the recommendation to Transit in respect of its !'-JOR; 8S a territorial authority
having responsibility to administer' its operative district plan which includes objectives and
policies relevant to the future upgrade of SH1 and the TGi/1 project: as a territorial
authority having overall responsibility for the strategic direction and future of its district
includinq 8S a roading authority in its own right; and as an affected landowner principally
in r(o~;f)f>,t ~'~f ?!irmnerton Domain but also certain other land affected by the development.

[4,)J '1'118 F,,::-r; ;11)PC3!::;d ag8inst Transit's decisinn to confirm the ~~OR because It had
concerns about the adequacy of Transit's consideration of alternative routes or methods
for achieving its objective. It also had concerns relating to the degree of adverse effects
upon the environment, including the effects upon the residents along the urban section of
the upgrade.

[50] It has been the PCC's more recent decision to co-operate with Transit (following the filinq
of appeals) in the further investigation of alternative routes and thereafter, in terms of
negotiation towards an agreed position which followed the announcement by Transit of its
intention to pursue the Reduced Upgrade

[51] In the event the PCC entered into an agreed position with Transit as to the desired
outcome of the appeals. This agreement is reflected in an Agreed Memorandum filed
with the Court dated 17 August 2000 with attached draft conditions and in a "Heads of
Agreement".

[52] Accordingly, the PCC now seeks that Transit's NOR for the Reduced Upgrade proposal
be confirmed, subject to the detailed terms and conditions attached to the Agreed
Memorandum.

• The WelJington Regional Council

[S3] The WF~C:: is 3 party to the appeals pursuant to s.274 RM,'\. It has an interest rn these
proceedings as the body responsible for the administration of the Wellington Regional
Policy Statement (RPS), the relevant regional plans and the WRLTS. This includes, as at
July 2000, the Western Corridor Implementation Plan. The WRC is also the body
responsible for purchasing public transport services within the region. These
responsibilities are important as parallel road and rail services interact with the
performance of tile existing SH1. It also has had a strategic role in terms of carrying out
various studies including participating in the Willingness to Pay Survey to further the TGM
project.

[5<:1] The WRC initially had concerns about the Reduced Upgrade project, principally in relation
to the pc:·jantiC): .mpac: of such a proposal on the timing of ',r'18 TGM. These concerns have
now been satisfied.

[55] The WRC accordingly also entered into an agreed position with Transit as to the desired
/..,,:~-~~",~,'_:--.,-, .?utcorne of the appeals. WRC now seeks that Transit's NOR for the Reduced Upgrade be

./ '.'. ..-- 'confirmed. subject to the detailed terms and conditions attached to the Agreed
'i\~2r;lcr;:;i·ld!.';T1 17 is satisfied that the adverse o':';e:::ts (~( i!:~ ,:"7eo: Ieee' I/'x:rade :::l-i~

'sigr,i1;~dntiy mitigated by the draft conditions and ,:',3'. ':hE: residual acverse s;ieclS ;:,re;;
outweiqheo by the positive effects of the proposal.
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The Residents

At the time of hearing only the Residents groups ("the Residents") remained as
appellants. tV\uch of tile Transit and pec evidence \/.I::;S not challenged by them and the
focus of the hearing became directed to specific issues like noise, vibration, severance,
access, parking, fumes, HOV lanes, pedestrian issues, and the four laning of St Andrews
Road. Over-arching these concerns however, was the Residents' concern that TGM
might not go ahead as a result of the Reduced Upgrade, should we uphold the
designation.

I

[57] Other concerns, relatinq to the impact on residential properties of land taken and sight
plane restrictions, have largely been omitted from the Reduced Upgrade. .

[58] liie f~esidellts were; made up et the fcilowing groups.

(a) A & F Middleton and Others

[59] Mrs F Middleton gave her evidence on behalf of her family and others. Their objection
was to a four lane highway from the Paremata Roundabout to north of Plimmerton. They
VI8V/ the Reduced Upgrade as a "quick fix" solution which may, for uncertain reasons,
become permanent if the Residents are not alert to the fact. The group believes that
given the uncertainty of the TGM proposal, through-traffic should be diverted away from
Mana Esplanade to a bypass road alongside the railway on railway reserve.

[60] Mr5 Middleton provided detailed objections on issues such as pedestrian amenity and
safety, severance, access and noise, which we refer to elsewhere. The group suggest that
if the Reduced Upgrade HOV/Clearways option is approved it be given a limited life of
perhaps 5 years.

(b) Transmission Gully Action Council (TGAC), and the Paremata Residents
Association Incorporated (PRAI)

[61] These two Residents groups jointly presented their case through Mr A R Morrison.
Mr MOrrlson's submissions and the evidence of Mrs H Balham, local historian and
resident, gave the historical context to the appeals.

[67] Mrs 88ihal"n identified the road through Parernata/Plirnrnerton was oriqinally developed by
the local residents to improve access to the coastal communities of Mafia, Plimmerton
and Pukerua Bay (the land being donated by a local landowner). Long-time residents in
the area recall paying off the bridge loan in their rates until around the 1960s. It was put
to us that the community has continued to "share" the road with the nation ever since,
without the broader public being aware of its localised history.

[63] Mr Morrison detailed how the longer distance traffic along SH1 has become a real
problem for the communities in more recent years. The result has been that the
community has become "shell shocked' with the many rounds of consultation, public
meetings, hearings, and submissions over how best to mitigate the effects of a state
hl~;hw;;.y through its resioer.tial environment.

[64] This group of Residents are opposed to the Reduced Upgrade's presentation as an
interim solution, because if the TGM was in existence the upgrade would not be
necessary at all.

,,,' "./ .

;".-C:,.\C :mc' F>:~./-! C':!iCO F number of experts
evicence of \v;"::ch 'y,\~ rere. tu S;sl;?vlhers.
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(e) Plimtnerton Residents Association Incorporated

[66] The case for the Plirnrnerton Residents was in agreement with that of the TGAC and PRfl,\
but its particular focus is the St Andrews Road section of the upgrade route. The
r\,~sidelits were represented by Mr .J l.arnoie, Chairmen of the Association. :t was his
overall submission that the Piimmerton Residents do not want the upgrade, instead
seeking an earlier start on TGM.

[67) A number of local residents and representatives of local businesses were called to
support this group's case. Their evidence vv8 refer to elsewhere also.

(d) I Barlow

[68] Mr B,01l"Iow presented a comprehensive review of a bypass alternative which we consider
i2ter tn this decision

(e) Shell New Zealand Ltd and IvkDonald's System of NZ Ud

[69] These parties filed section 271A RMA notices. Their concerns have been resolved by
consent and a record of those resolutions is attached to this decision marked Schedule 'I.

I
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Statu!;)!y Fremework

[70] The statutory .rarnework for considerinq iSS112S in respect of designations under the RMA

is as follows:

I

•

•

•
..

..

•

Sections 166, 175, 176 and 176A which set out the legal effect of a designation and
outline the plan procedures;
Sectiorl 168 .vhich sets out the matters to be included in the NOR;
Section 171 (1) which sets out the matters to which reqard and particular regard
should be had by the territorial authority (and the Court);

Part 11 to which s.171(1) is subject;
Section 171 (2) which sets out the territorial authority's discretion in determining the
rr-::q u.rernent:
StctiCii '172(2) which sets out ?- re()~Jirin~1 authority's power to modify its
requirement; and
Section 174 which sets out the appeal process and confirms the Court's discretion in
determining the appeals.

[71] in terms of background to the designation process, 5.166 provides that a desiqnation is a
provision made in a plan to give effect to a requirement made under s.168. Under s.175,
where a designation is confirmed by the Environment Court, the territorial authority is to:

include the designation in its district plan and any proposed district plan as if it were a
rule in accordance with the requirement as issued or modified....

[72] Once in place a designation has the following effects, pursuant to s.176(1):

• it removes any requirement to obtain resource consents otherwise required under
the relevant plan;

• it gives the requiring authority consent to do anything in accordance with the
desiqnation;

• it prevents any use of the land which would prevent or hinder the work without
written permission of the requiring authority.

Jurisdictionel tssue as to the L.egality of the Notice of Requirement

[73] Section 172(2) sets out a requiring authority's power to modify its NOR. It reads:

s.172. Decision of requiring authority-

(2) A requiring authority may modify a requirement if, and only if. that modification is
recommended by the territorial authority or is not inconsistent with the requirement as
notified.

(3) Where a requiring authority rejects the recommendation in whole or in part, or modifies
the requirement, the authority shall give reasons for its decision.

[74] It is Transit's submission that the reference to the "requirement" in s.172 RMA, is the
recuirernent 2S modified by Transit in its decision, pursuant to s. 'j 72(2), the subject of the
appeals. Transit maintains that the modifications made le the requirement in i,S cecision
are relatively minor, including the addition of some conditions and minor adjustments to
some plans. Account must be taken of these modifications, therefore, bearing in mind

/< ---:". that it is Transits decision which is the SUbject of the appeals.
r:

~ . .
~.

.ro
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VVlth regard to the power to modify a requirement under s.174(4)(b), Transit considers that._
the scope of this power is 3S described by the Court in QlJClY Property ManC!9~.r:D,~llt

Lirnitco v Transit New Zealando That is, the Court may make changes to the requirement
t~~~td~- m'it ;:J'lter i~~=ssential~ature or character In that case the Court held that a I\jOf~

d . ,,'. " ~; " - ·I·····g ... ,n·"·,,,'~ .-, .• ')05'1 I'Fj " V"',I \ ..,,\,;,~h L'·,,,,.., l'O("j'res i'l !') 1)1'oes nUL UE;I!r!~~dd:; Cl requ Ilrl. OUll \vl ilY ::, ~). \..)~_ ... C:l I c .. V'":i.v ',·11" .....-1 I ~; ;' •. ;. -',,<, I ~ I .. \.~ ....

undertaken according to the NOR provisions from the outset. Under the F<Mi\, the
assessment of the project is ongoing and not limited by statements in the NOF-\ itself.
Accoroincly, in exercising its powers under s.174(4)(b) RMA, the Court is not confined by
the parameters of the Full Upgrade project as described in the original NOR, 01' In
Transit's decision. Instead the Court has jurisdiction itself under s.174(4)(b) to modify the
requirement so as to provide for the Reduced Upgrarje HOV/Clearways proposal.

It was the PCC's case that although the Reduced Upgrade is somewhat different from the
proposals '~:"bi :'ced within Transit's original NOR, Transit has not lodged any different or
cha lilS\,:;:Jd, Transit has siqnalleo its intention to scale down the ~~CDP(:-:

of tll'-; Fut! Cle2rway~) proposal to the Reducer! Upgrade.

[77] In Mrs Foster's opinion for the PCC, the process of consultation followed by Transit
leadinq up to the lodgement of the r~OF~ was thorough. Having said that, she .,,.
acknowledged the practical difficulties created for Transit in undertaking consultation in a
climate of uncertainty surrounding the TCJM. In this context, much of the feedback from
consultation (and many of the submissions on the upgrade issue) focussed on a
preference for the TGM rather than focussing on the effects of the Full Upgrade
Clearways proposal

(78]

[79]

(80]

[81 ]

However, she considered the consultation in respect of the earlier proposed sight plane
restrictions was not adequate but identified that these restrictions are now in fact not a
feature of the proposal

Mrs Foster also highlighted the difficulty which became apparent during the 1998 hearing
that, because Transit had described the Full Upgrade Clearways solution as an interim
one, many people assumed that it was going to be in place for only a short time and then
removed. This was not Transit's intention. However, in her view, this problem is now
overcome by the Reduced Upgrade, provided it endures for only an estimated short
period of time.

With regard to the amended proposal, Mrs Foster acknowledges that Transit had
uncertaken only limited consultation about the details of the Reduced Upgrade tarpeted at
the appellants as representative community groups. But she concluded this was
appropriate given the planned short term (interim) nature of the proposed works. She also
considers further consultation with the PCC, the WRC and the community is required to
determine the appropriate long term transportation solution for this part of the corridor and
to address any ongoing environmental effects of the operation of SH1 through the
community MiS Foster therefore supported the commitment by the PCC, the WRC and
Transit, expressed in the draft Heads of Agreement, to undertake a review of the effects of
the Reduced Upgrade prior to 2005, and involving a public process.

The Resident groups PP~I and TGAC submit that their appeals relate to the original NOR
dated 28 f'\UgtJ:;t 1S;:~37 (as modified by the inclusion er the conditions set out in Transit's
IJotice of Decision of 7 Auqust 1998) But they consider it is now apparent that Transit is
no longer pursuing the proposal outlined in the notice. They say that they were advised of
Transit's alternative proposal at a meeting on 30 March 2000 and sketches were received
on '14 April. As far as they are aware, there has been no public notification of the
alternative proposal. Nor are they aware of any move by Transit to amend the NOR

W28/2000 ("QDM"), P;)~ , 118
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r\.Zither, Transit is asking the Court to modify tile notice in order to provide for an

alternative proposal.

--~I

[82] Accordinoly. they ask the Court to consider whether Transit's alternative proposal can
appropriately l,e catered for by modifying the original notice under s.174 - or whether this
would entail an alteration, and therefore a new notice.

[83] The Residents also consider that Transit's original NOR is insufficient in that:

..

•

The designation now being sought is different from that in the notice (e.g. no sight
planes are required and the land purchase requirements are different);
The reasons why the designation is required are different (because the expected
time span of the works is much less) (s. i ()8(3)(a));
Tile site description, the nature of the work and the pro Dosed restrictions are all
ciiterent (eg. the works nov, . ;t:!ud:; :iOV 131;2:5 and different lane widths. 2110 the
oropcsed hours of operation ;:;re ditfercnt ) (s.: 68(3)(b));
There will be different effects on the envucnrnent (e.g. diuerent safety arid ;:,1.lenity
impacts) with different mitigation possibilities and the extent to which alternatives
have been considered -- indeed, the alternatives now relevant -- have changed (e.g.
lesser (two lane) alternatives are now even more relevant) (s.~168(3)(c));

The f12W proposals have not been the subject of consultation with most of the
persons likely to be affected (only with the appellant groups and after decisions had
been made) (s.168(3)(e));
The proposals have not been included In a notice which has been served on
affected parties, publicly notified or l'J(-; ::LJbJ3') of a hearing.

[84] In respect of the final point, PRAI and TGAC argue that public submissions to the PCC
hearings were made (or not made) on the basis of a notice which was for an "interim"
solution to the congestion problems. "Interim" was described in the notice as a period of
10-15 years up to the expected time of construction of the TGM. The solution now beinq
proposed is still "interim" but for a period of 5-6 years up to 2005/06, including the
planning and construction period.

[85] It is the Residents' contention that if the original notice had been in relation to an interim
period of only 5-6 years, the public attitude toward it - and therefore the nature and
number of submissions - would have been significantly different. There were members of
t;18 oublic who were prepared to accept the justification for the original Full Upgrade in
view 01 the expected 10-15 year time; spc-.;rl be.ore construction of TGM but would not be
prepared to accept the justification for a Reduced Upgrade for only 5-6 years.

[86] Furthermore, the public as a whole has had no opportunity to voice their opinions on
Transit's claims that the adverse effects of the Reduced Upgrade are likely to be less than
those of the original upgrade proposal. In fact, the changes are few but significant, for
example:

•

•

•

The potential extension of the Clearway hours will increase social severance even
more by further preventing parking at more inconvenient times for residents,
caregivers, visitors, delivery people etc;

The removal c; the sight plane restrictions (considered essential for safety reasons)
and the narrowing of the centre traffic lanes will make it even more dangerous for
vehicles to access and egress many properties;
-I-he use of HOV lanes will make the situation even more confusino and danaerous
with more lane changes required and potential disruption ~ith enforcement
rne asures; and
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.. Requirinq land to be taken near the intersections is largely at the expense of_
footpaths which are even more narrow, rnakinq it even more difficult and unsafe for

pedestrians.

[87) The PFZ/\I and the TGr\C argue that generally, the pub!ic is unaware of Transit's
alternative proposal and has been denied the rights normally afforded them under the
RMA in respect of the Reduced Upgrade. This includes the ultimate right to appeal. They
therefore ask the Court to consider whether the NOR (as modified by Transit's notice of
decision) properly describes Transit's alternative proposal in terms of 5.168.

[88) Section 290 RMA sets out the general power of the Court in regard to appeals and
InquIries. F~ek'\lilllt to appeals, 5.290(1), (2) and (<1) provide as follows:

(4) The Environrnerit Court h2S the sarnv power, duty, and discretion in respect C'fcl decision
appealed aqairist, or to which an inquiry relates, ;:is the person a9ainst whc)':) decision
the appeal or inquiry is brought.

(2) The Environment Court may confirm, amend, or cancel a decision to which an appeal
relates.

(4) t--'othing in this section affects any specific power or duty the Environment Court has
under this Act or under 8ny other Act or regulation.

A89) Section 290( 1) provides the Court with the same power in respect of a decision appealed
against as a person or entity against whose decision the appeal is brought (Transit).
Section 290(1) must be read with s.290(4). in this regard, subsection (1) should not be
read to limit or affect the scope of the more specific power of the Court under s.174(4) to
confirm, cancel, modify or impose conditions on the requirement as it sees fit. Section
114(4) states as follows:

(4) In determining an appeal, the Environment COUlt shall have regard to the matters set out
in section 171 and may-
(a) Confirm or cancel a requirement; or
(b) Modify a requirement in such manner, or impose such conditions, as the Court

thinks fit.

[90] Section 171 refers to the recommendation of the territorial authority and s 171 (1) states as
follows:

(i) Subject to Part 11, when considering a requirement made under section 168, a territori, I
authority shall have regard to the matters set out in the notice given under section 168
(together with any further information supplied under section 169), and all submissions,
and shall also have particular regard to -
(a) Whether the designation is reasonably necessary for achieving the objectives of

the public work or project or work for which the designation is sought; and
(b) Whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes, or

methods of achieving the public work or project or work; and
(c) Whether t.he nature of the public work or project or work means that it would be

unreasonable to expect the requiring authority to use an alternative site, route, or
method; and

(d) All relevant provisions of any national policy statement, New Zealand coastal
policy statement, regional policy statement, proposed regional policy statement,
IGgional plar., proposed reqional plan, district. plan, or proposed district pial' , ..

[91) The Court on any appeal therefore IS required to revisit all the issues under s.171(1) as
»: ~".'.' '" well as those arising from Part 11 RMA

".

I

[92J'
\

Meanwhile in terms of 5.172(2), Transit is able to modify its requirement only if this was
~{::_sornn~endeo' H~e t8t'Tiio;-ic:i 2Ulho;-ty (::>CC) O~~ onlv if VJha.~ i::; ~;,opcsed is net
lr.consistent with the requirement as notified. In so d',:.;;n~" ·112:l~:t is f'equii·e·j tu g;VE
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reasons for its decision. We therefore looked carefully at the PCC's Recommendations
and Transit's Notice of Decision dated 7 August 1998.

[93]

[94]

[95]

[96]

[97]

[98]

[99]

In Transit's Notice of Decision we observe that in terms of the Residents' concerns about
.he It'iT,C'!CiI of : i.t pi~mes, Transit's conoitions in Appendix B of ;,5 decision record at
Clause 12 that sight plane restrictions are to be deleted from a number' of properties alon;
Mana Esplanade. And in Clause 15 it is recorded that where it is demonstrated by the
affected owner to Transit that the site restrictions are no longer required for the safe
egress of vehicles, Transit is to give notice for the removal of that designation to the pec.

The evidence disclosed that what has occurred since Transit's Notice of Decision of
/\ugust 1998 was issued, is close examination of every property along the upqrade route
In relation to access issues by Transit's traffic engineers and In particular Mr McCombs
who gave evidence on the specifically affected properties to the Court

r'/ieanwhi1e, the fJCCs F~ecomm(~nd3tionsat Clause 106 to the Hearing Commissioners;
indicated ill evidence by Mrs Fletcher, included such matters as construction (,f W:".!

vehicle access lanes from SH1 for numbers 75 - 91 St Andrews Road, repair to a vehicle
bridge over the T3UPO ~)treal11 and new road crossinqs at 91 St Andrews Road. vvhere
access IS to be constr-ucted along the frontages 75 - 91 St Andrews Road, any new
fencing or hard paved areas are to be desioned by a registered landscape architect. in
addition, Transit has made various commitments to all residents whose properties may be
affected along the length of the Reduced Upgrade.

Collectively, all of these issues have come through to Transit's Reduced Upotede
proposal in terms of s.172(2). None of these modifications made are therefore
inconsistent with the NOR.

The fact that it is Transit's decision which is appealed therefore does not prevent it as a
requiring authority from further modifying or refining its proposals if the refinements or
modifications are found to have lesser adverse effects when the proposal is about to be
assessed by the Court. Indeed the Court itself has the discretion to modify a requirement
or impose conditions which reflect the best evidence placed before it under iL, clear
powers in s.174(4)(b) HMA4

Transit identifies the life span of most of the benefits of the Reduced Upgrade are lonq
term (eg the Plirnrnertcn Roundabout and overbridge, acoustic treatment of dwellings,
pavement renewal etc). In fact, the benefits can be achieved without recourse to any
physical works, by amending the Transit bylaw which allows them to take place, and
through proposed condition 55 of the Heads of Agreement (Restrictions on the Operation of

Kerbside Lanes) subject to public process under s.181 RMA which provides for alterations
to designations.

A,s to the expected time span of the Reduced Upgrade, Mr McCombs explains the
regulation of the operation through the HOV/Clearway is in response to residents' desire
for early construction of TGM. It shortens the period for which the Reduced Upgrade will
provide congestion relief. Should the TGM construction occur later than 2005/2006
however, further years of capacity up to 2014 may be secured by modification of the
regulation of the' HOV/Clearvmy. To this end Transit has undertaken to consult with the
community about the issue and this decision records that fect as a condition 07 consent

/"~:-"=cjlQ9]With respect to sight lines, the nature of these restrictions in the light of safety concerns is
.', ':to hrnii the ability of the residents to deal with their properties 2S they wish. They were the

subject of concern to the PCC and the Residents. The sight plane restrictions in fact
continue in Cc: !.J(r~l; the Ccu:i determines such 2 modificat.on should 012 r,'i2C~P to ~he.

aPM: page Q
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NOR. Transit found in its re-evaluation of the Full Upgrade, that as El safety aspect of the _
work they are no longer necessary And in fact no traffic expert considered they should
he retained. Instead Transit has provided site specific arrangements for each resident
should they be required. In addition. the traffic management systems P0t In place - the
combination of the HOV lane and iight controlled intersections, and lack ()f p8rkinq all the
Clearways will, as we identify later, provide sufficient time for residents to access their
properties safely at peak hours.

[101] As to the different lane widths proposed by the Reduced Upgrade, Transit argues it IS not
credible to ar.iue that any potential submitter would be influenced 2S to whether to make 3

submission on the NOR by the marginal changes in the lane widths proposed which in
effect are largely of benefit to the local community. We accept that argument given the;
fractional extensions that have been made. The extensions increase the lateral
c:("~;r(:iflces available to cyclists and vehicle manoeuvres at driveways. We discuss this
l~j::;ui:,lJrther elsewhere under ":=':a rely Issues".

[102] In respect of the argument that the proposed condition 55 amends the Clearway hours,
Transit identifies it is noted that the AEE in the I\lOR specified that the hours "may be
varied depending upon future traffic and driver behaviour ... " and did not propose that the
hours be limited by a condition. Condition 55 specifies hours bearing ill mind a
reasonable expectation of some variance over time, as the AE:E signalled.

(103] Finally, we observe that the existing highway is an existing physical resource owned by
• the Crown and controlled by Transit for the Crown under the Transit Act. There can be no

inference that it is somehow "owned' by the local community and that it is the only party
affected by the changes.

[104] SH1 is the Wellington region's strategically most important link. It is essential that it
continues to provide a safe and efficient link for the benefit of all.

Findings

• It is open to Transit to modify its proposal after the Notice of Decision on the
Commissioners' Hearing has been released in order to further mitigate perceived
adverse effects on the environment.

• The HOV/Clearway lane and its management in the way proposed, manages
capacity and at all times leaves the way open for the TGM to be built. it is a
rr.odification to what was proposed in the NOR which was a Clearway alonq Mana
Esplanade at peak hours. The traffic management arrangements are designed to
keep heavy traffic in the centre lane away from the Residents and to their benefit.

• The Court has the power under 5.174(4) RMA to modify all the issues arising from
the NOR in the light of the most up-to-date evidence in such manner or impose
such conditions as it thinks fit.

.<t~'~~--~<-"
.. /".:,"'.,,-----
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/,~'
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(a) Reesoneble Necessity for Designation

[105] Section 171 (1)(a) requires the Court to have particular regard to:

Whether the designation is reasonably necessary for achieving the objectives of the
public work or project or work for which the designation is sought.

[106] It Vias submitted by Transit that the enquiry under s.171(1)(c:;) is to whether the
oesiqnetion, 2S a form of RMA approval, is reasonably necessary to give effect to the
proposal (riot as to the necessity of the project itself)". Whether the location of t11'2 chosen
'(Jute i~3 appropriate or not is a matter for examination under 5.171 (1)(b) and it IS important
'i'>~ ' ;V'J ' . .~.:Jf tncse provisions are not confused.

[101 j if ~~II:' sub!r:ib tnat confirmation of the requirement to enable the n.ecfuced U;lrJracle i~

appropriate with regard to 5.171 (1) considerations. The objectives of the project are set
out in the NOR and explained in Mr Rendall's evidence as follows:

'" To relieve existinc; congestion problems associated with this section of the S/-{1
coastal route; end

• To assist in ensuring that, during the interim period pending construction of the
Ill/and Highway route, there is a sufficient level of service afforded in relation 10 the
e.(isting coastal highway route by enhancing ueitic capacity between Ptitnmerton
and Petetnete.

[108] A desiqnation can function both in authorising the activity by the requiring authority (the
"project or work") and restricting activity by others that would "prevent or hinder" the
project or work. The designation is necessary, subject to the ability to exclude the sight
plane restrictions and to reduce the designation footprint - as proposed in the Reduced
Upgrade. The building line restrictions remain necessary so as to restrain land use and/or
development of these few properties that might otherwise prevent or hinder the work. The
desiqnation serves to identify the project or work in the PDP to give the public a clear
indication of the work intended and its conditions.

[109] Finally, Transit SUbmits that the project will address the pressing need to provide relief
frul~', the congestion issues affecting this section of SH1. By so doinq, the project will
assrst ill enabling people and communities to provide for their social, economic and
cultural wellbeing and their health and safety, in terms of s.5 RMA (to which s.171 (1) is
subject).

[110] In Mrs Foster's view. the question at issue is also not whether the project is necessary but
whether the otocess of designation, under the RMA, is necessary to achieve the project
objectives. Neither is the question concerned with whether or not the project objectives
are correct. In this PCC concurs With Transit. Mrs Foster identifies that the designation is
intended for two purposes:

" Identification of land to be acquired by Transit for road wicenino: and
9 Idel'lllficatiorl of areas of land affected by Cl building line restr.cuon.

A •••«c=...!J.11] In the short term, Mrs Foster argues, Transit needs to be able to identify the land which is
<~~. :~:_~=-_ . ::....."'~-equired for its project and to protect it from activities which might hinder the future work

-, ',~ tint II such time as Transit acquires that land for the work. There are few alternative
n'(;:c~:-:;;~i~:~n'ls which C~H; ~;;eC::.~:0~ Transit an eouivalent means of identification ~.:·nr interirr
.~{(_ ..~e( '.. ;C;:·'i r:' ~;};I .'. The ~.') I o..ess of d~-~3:,~; ;·1 ~.r~, ) .. i:>l S l;~''::-~ S :lh;~t '(!-:r:: ; ::,';. ne:: ~;; ;l'1:2 i ",;~ f''..LL1;'C I~::>,~

-------"------
s Babmmor. v Invercara:_ City Council (19931 2 NZRMA 30.486

I
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appears in the district plan and is clearly understood by oil present and future owners _
The desinnation will enable Transit to operate, maintain and repair the state highway
consiSlf.:nt1y throuqhout for its stated road purpose more appropriately than district plan

zonlllQ or resour ce consents could do.

[112] Given the project objectives, Mrs Foster considers the designation is a necessary and
appropriate means of securing the land and restrictions sought by Transit to give effect to

the project.

[113] The Residents submit that due to the project's limited design life, the desiqnation in the
NOf~ is no longer appropriate. Any delay in TGh..1 beyond 2005 will mean that there is not
3 sufficient level of service in the interim period pending TC3M. Conversely, if TGM is
significantly advanced, they argue that a sufficient level of service (with iess risk of
cornpromis.nq TC;~v1) could be achieved without Transit's proposed upqrade.

[1 V] In the: chjectivcs, therefore. it seems trnt tile objectives themselves, t:-IC
appropriate design life for the project, the level of service deemed to be sufficient and the
reasonable necessity for any particular designation, are all dependent on the timing of
TGM - a factor which is currently cornpletely unknown.

[115] f.,':r W ,I 3arclay, as Traffic Consultant to the Residents, asserts that Transit's strategy
envisaqes that the proposed Clearways will be ill operation for 3 5 - G year period only.
He considers this translates into a service life of 2 - 3 years and concludes for that period,
the Reduced Upgrade is not worth the cost or disruption frorn the construction works. Nor
is the Retiucec Upgrade worth the impact overall on the Residents.

[116] Accordingly, the PRAI and the TGAC conclude the designation in the NOR is not
reasonably necessary. Its use would be reasonably necessary to enable Transit to
undertake the particular project now proposed but the reasonable necessity for any
particular designation for achieving the objectives of the work is dependent on the
feasibility and tirninq of TGM, the timing of the proposed upgrade and the interests of local
communities. tangata whenua and the environment. The particular designation sought for
the Reduced Upgrade is therefore likely to compromise the objectives by compromising
the establishment of the Inland Route. Taking into account the adverse effects of
Transit's Reduced Upgrade proposal, a reasonable person would conclude that a
sufficient level of service in the meantime can be afforded without this particular
designation

Evaluation

[117] A designation under Part VIII RMA is defined in s 166 as a provision made in a district
plan to give effect to a requirement made under s.168 for a project or work: s.168(2)(a). It
is a form of consent mechanism (as opposed to a resource consent) for large scale utility
operations affec~[ng the public interest.

[118] As the Court has found in a number of Transit cases, the issue is whether the designation
as a form of approval or authority is reasonably necessary. It is not whether the work is
reasonably necessary. This approach is reinforced by the wording of s.168(3)(a) which
else refers to the reasons why the designation is needed - not reasons why the work is
needed .

.,<-·,+119] A designation is a powerful olanning tool because land under a designation is, in effect,
/~,:\: ~_~' .. ',.:given Its own planning regime within the district plan. We note the PDP (Policy CI.IA)

.. ,~ -, .' . .seek to protect the corridors of the existing and proposed major transport routes in Porirua
Ci';-y. i\r;c; 111':3 principal method for protectino future ;"()8d rcu.es an::.: \//o:'-i< C::-1 ~\-ic:;"n ~~'

I
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[120] As noted there is no need to take private property to benefit the wider public interest. Sight_
line restrictions are able to be lifted from private properties due to the reduced nature of
the upqraoe. The traffic management solutions as opposed to road builcJing ones are
themselves able to be altered solely within the existinq desiqnation

[121] The designation allows Transit to undertake the project in accordance With the conditions
on the designation. It allows land for the project to be identified in the POP to give a clear
indication to others of the intended use of the land should they wish to locate its proximity.
It will restrain land uses or development that would otherwise prevent or hinder the
project. In narrow terms therefore, the designation as a form of approval is reasonably
necessary.

[122] We note (in any event) all of the proposed Reduced Upgrade between the Parernara
Rc~t:nd3bout ?r1c1 Acheron Road may be undertaken within the scope of the existing
ci\:~.i~natjon contained in the ~)D~), with tilt>. cxc,:~tion of an indented bus stop on the west
side of Mana Esplanade to the south of tl le ~~ana business area.

[123] Therefore the redesigned Paremata Roundabout, the new Paremata Bridge and the kerb
reconstructions throuqhout the length ef lViana Esplanade, footpath reconstruction, the
installation of traffic lights and pedestrian crossings, and the introduction of the HO\}
kerbside lane in fact may take place as of right.

[124] Should then the designation be confirmed as the appropriate mechanism to achieve the
objectives of the project'?

[125] The evidence suggests there are significant safety and congestion problems which the
upgrade route and work is intended to alleviate. On broader terms therefore, the
designation is reasonably necessary to achieve the objectives of the project.

[126] In F:at Transit's specific objective is to provide a safe and efficient highway system north
of Wellington, then our analysis of sustainable management issues and effects later in this
decision shows that the Reduced Upgrade achieves just that. The objective of this
particular work is not dependent on the feasibility and timing of TGM. In safety terms and
congestion relief on SH 1, the Reduced Upgrade is required !low.

[127] The ,c.,EE (background environmental assessment to the proposal) explains how Transit
has developed a strategy for upgrading SH 1 from Paremata to beyond Pukerua Bay and
eventually buiiding TGM thus:

In the interim, the Plimmetton/Peretneie Section Upgrade is one of three upgrade
projects intended to relieve current safety and congestion problems and continue to
provide a sufficient level of service (but without compromising the establishment of
the Inland Highway route).

[128] Transit's objectives as identified in the AEE are also thus to relieve the existing congestion
problem associated with this section of SH1 in the interim before TGM is built; and to
assist in ensuring, during the interim period pending construction of the Inland Highway
route, that there is a sufficient level of service afforded by enhancing traffic capacity
between i::ll:liimerton and Parernata.

[129] With respect to the particular project objectives for upgrading SH1, we note that the level
--= '- of service afforded only has to be "sufficienf' by enhancing traffic capacity between

Plimrnerton and Paremata. The evidence of Transit experts indicated this is also
achievable under the Reduced Upgrade through implementing the HOV/Clearway lane.
Th.srcaves int'3c.~t Trar.sit's policy to secure an inland route (,3i ::;(1JT,e tiMe in the future.

--.:' ~;

: '
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[130] We note too over-capacity on the subject route such as four laning along Mana Esplanade _
or any bypass alternative would not support the operation of a toll system on the TGM
route (as an example). As the evidence demonstrates sufficient traffic capacity IS able to
be achieved through to about 2014 by chanqinr; how the proposed Clearway/HOV IS

operated.

[131] The Reduced Upgrade is both a short term strategy and one that may be made to last
effectively until the TGM is commissioned, whenever that may be. It is generally agreed
that the Reciuced Upgrade Clearway option should be reviewed in five years time, and
depending if other traffic options proceed, most of the siqniticar.t changes under the
upgrade may be reversed at that time. Removal of the HOV lane and the allowance of
kerbsicJe parking at all times are but two examples of the effects of such reversal.

[132] Meanwhile the designation as a forrn of approval preserves all these options.

Findinas.. . •t._

I
I

•
•

•

•

There is currently a state highway designation along this route.
Transit's objectives are to provide a safe and efficient state highway route from the
Paremata Roundabout to Plimmerton, to relieve existing traffic congestion, and to
provide a sufficient level of service by enhancing traffic capacity conservatively 
without compromising the TGM.
The Reduced Upgrade because of its modified nature and scope may take place in
part within the existing designated road reserve in the PDP.
The required designation is a reasonably necessary method to achieve the
objectives of the work under s.171 (1)(a).

(b) Alternatives

[133] Section 171(1)(b) requires particular regard to be had to:

Whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes, or methods
of achieving the public work or project or work.

[134] Section 171 (1)(b) requires consideration of whether the requiring authority has acted
arbitrarily or given only cursory consideration to the alternatives." It is not necessary to
establish that the chosen alternative is the best of all available options.

[135] Before the Court, Transit identified:

• A number of alternatives were considered before a decision on the proposed
Reduced Upgrade was made. Those options included "Do Nothing", various two
lane and various bypass options (both for Plimmerton and Mana) and various lesser
options for upgrading the existing route (e.q. tidal flow, painted median or centre
lines through Mana).

• Investigations during options assessment, and when the chosen Clearway option
was developed, involved multi-disciplinary consideration of engineering, traffic and
environmental factors.
The peer-reviewed re-investigation and re-evaluation c/ options which VV3S

undertaken following Transit's decision on the Cornmissioners' recornrnendatior,
affirmed Transit's initial findings, namely that the Clearway upgrade was an
appropriate choice.

[136] Mr. McCombs' firm undertook different studies of alternative routes, before and after TGM
'N8p pror.oscc.

s, Wa!mairi DistrlCi Council v Chnstchurch City Council C30/82, pages 24,25; Estate of P A Moran v Transit New Zealand
1/'.' 55199 (":::8C") page 34. QPM, p;'ge 35
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[137] Options considered within Mana-during the original 1994-1996 investigations for route
selection ("51-11 -. Petemete to Puketue Bay -- Capacity Improvement Study - Summary
Report" 1995) included:

" Relocation of lengths of railway, with a two lane bypass at the rear of residential
properties facing Mana Esplanade;

e Simi1hr, but with Cl four lane bypass;
.. Further options, various combinations of two lane bypass and tv1ana Esplanade,

including operating them as a two way pail";
.. Morning and afternoon Clearways option, upgrading existing r03dw2Y using traffic

signals at main intersections, kerbside parking during day (recommended design).

[138] In all, nine different Mana bypass options were assessed and two Clearway options. The
Full U,ograch option WdS initially selected as most appropriate i)y Transit.

[139] Mr McCombs in his evidence-in-chief outlined in some detail an individual "lesser r/esiWI'
option - lesser than the Full Upgrade - that was considered before finally opting for the
Reduced Upgrade. .,;-;.

[140] In addition he outlined the consideration (and reasons for rejection) of:

(a) a larger (250 m) weigh lane (northbound) from the new duplicate two lane bridge
coming to a single lane prior to Pascoe Avenue intersection.

(b) "seagull island' treatment at either or both of the Steyne Avenue and Grays Road
"T'intersections.

[141] Mr B Julyan, a Consultant Planner, employed by BCHF and who gave planning
evidence for Transit, had this to say in respect of the applicant's consideration of
alternatives:

• both the initial options investigation, which prececfed Transit's decision to
lodge its NOR, and the subsequent options re-investigation, were informed by
consultation and environmental investigation;

• both investigation processes were undertaken so as to enable Transit to
consider and weigh up the alternatives with an open mind;

It in neither case could the investigation have been described as either arbitrary
or cursory In initial options invesiiqeiive process was perhaps to a lesser
level of detail then the re-investigation, but both outcomes were consistent.

[142] We note that Mr Julyan was not cross-examined and so his evidence remains
unchallenged Mr Bradbourne, Town Planning and Resource Management Consultant to
Transit, also affirmed that:

More than adequate consideration has been given to other routes to achieve
Transit's objectives ...

[143) Mr Bradbourne was not challenged either on this conclusion.

The Reduced Upgrade
" .... _ 'l:"-~ ~~

.{~'M] It was Transit's case that the proposed upgrade and operation of the highway as a high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) Clearway during peak hours is an effective means or method of
overcoming the chronic deficiency in the transport facilities of the wider highway network.

I
•
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It affirms this solution was arrived at after extensive consideration of alternatives _

Findinus are:

I

cs

•

The Plimmerton to Parernata upgrade is needed now to alleviate congestion;

f'lopel consideration has LJ8i.:;il given to altei natives;
The reduced form of upgrade with operation of Clearways restricted to HOVs is an
effective means of removing congestion and delays eveo. pending the earlier
construction of Transmission Gully: but it will also last longer in case, for example,
Transmission Gully is delayed.

.,

[145] Transit emphasised that a key factor is that both through and local traffic needs must be
met, since inadequacy on either issue leads to congestion. Peak flow rates occur in the
peak period, approaches from the north in the mornings and from the south III the late
afternoons. Long queues c{ew"lor upstream of the recognised capacity restraints at
Plimrnerton (southbound) and Parernata Bridge (northbound). Evening trarfic O;jcks 1.'::1
::Hld affects unrelated tr:iific movements. Delays have worsened in some C3SfS, but hJvr:~

not worsened in others as drivers divert through local suburb streets, causing new sets of
delays. Congestion, delays and associated adverse effects are expected to grow 'Norse.

[146] Transit therefore consider the use of the Reduced Upgrade Clearways as an option is
erfr;c;tive and economic, minimises the use of private land; is an effective use of existing
road resource; and the road call be returned when TGM is complete. In Mr McCombs'
words "the nature and forrn of the Reduced Upgrade design is by itself well suited to what
is needed in a short to medium term project'.

Do Nothing

[147] This, says Transit, cannot be an option, because:

• Morning and afternoon peak periods will continue to lengthen by a further hour
within the next 6 to 8 years;

• Individual delays would expand from about 11 minutes (weekday mornings) to
beyond 30 minutes, and weekday afternoons from 16.5 minutes to beyond 45
minutes;

• Delays of around 16 to 20 minutes are tolerated, with drivers making choices to shift
travel time or take alternative routes off the state highway.

SaTc:ty is also an important issue.

[148] Mr Barclay raised the issue of small scale alternatives. He was not satisfied that Transit
had made strenuous efforts to optimise operations within the present two lane regime.
They also include signal controlled intersections, merge rnodification and increased
capacity. We assess his suggestions under sustainable management and efficiency
matters in considering the Do Less alternative but they are not of sufficient scale to
address the obVIOUS problems

[149] The Residents' submission on s.171(1)(b) generally considered that the various means of
/~ ~~.~' -reasonablv meeting the objectives (indeed the objectives themselves) depend on the
., feasibility and timing of TGM. Because of the uncertainty about this, the consideration of

alternatives should Ideally cover at least the following possibilities:

(3 .. TGtJi is completed in 2005/6 and any upgrade is completed by 2003;
(b TGM is completed in 2005/6 and any upgrade is completed around the same time;
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(c) TGM is completed significantly later than 2005/6;
(d) TGrV1 is abandoned.

[150] Transit's consideration of alternatives was initially based all possibility (c) - H'18 likelihood
tuat T\3fVi wou:o be cJiIlple',ed around 701'2 or later (2nd the upqrade could be completed
earlier).

[151] The Residents consider that Transit's revised proposals are based Oil possibility (a), t.e

the expectation that TGM could be completed by 2005/6 and the planned Retiuceo
Upqrac:I'.] could be completed by about 2003. However there is no indication in Transit's
evidence that lesser alternatives have been seriously considered, For instance, althouqh
tile; WRC's tochnical analysis suggests that a do minimum option (replacement bridge
only) would have a higher BIC ratio, it IS not seriously discussed as 'lll alternative Nor is
;:; d(;-i:uthil'lg~ik'l"i::,ti\le or the various options proposed by the Residents groups,

[152] ~;ir!1113rly, the :<,;~;:'eilts contend there has been no consideration of alternatives based on
an expectation that possibilities (b) or (d) could prevail.

[153] The Residents identified that they appreciate that Transit is in an unenviable position
because of the uncertainties regmding TGM and that it is difficult to cover all possibilities,
but believe; that consideration of alternatives has been inadequate in that:

• under both alternatives (particularly the original), dismissal of any two laned, grade
separated bypass alternative without further investigation v..;as, in their view, arbitrary
(citing what became known as the Barlow OptIOn);

• under both scenarios (particularly the revised), consideration of alternatives
involving more minor improvements within a two lane configuration (or no
improvements) has also been either arbitrary or an oversight.

[154] Transit responded to those submissions by observing that whether TGM is constructed
early or late, the proposal will deliver a much improved highway asset which will sit better
with its urban environs and be capable of further adaptation in response to changing
needs over time. Transit's strategy, contrary to what Mr Barclay indicates, is not to
provide for Clearways for a 5-6 year period. The Clearways will remain in operation until
construction of TGM,

[155] t\lor will there be a service life of only 2-3 years The Reduced Upgrade provides for a
number of permanent benefits including the new roundabout for the entry to Plirnrnerton
and safer arrangements for school buses with the new Jarnes Street link, and traffic lights
on Mana Esplanade

Jhe Barlow Option

[156] We do not intend to traverse the nine bypass and two Clearway options (reconsidered for
Transit) in any detail, with the exception of the Barlow Option because:

(a) Mr Barlow presented evidence to the Court on this proposal;
(b) The indication from the Hearing Commissioners was that Transit did not fully

ec,'lsI';(':! this option in their re-evaluation process

[157] Mr Barlow is a local residenUratepayer living at Mana View Road and is a Civil Engineer.
~."'-:'7~-=-"'.,>.,1n 1992, in response to a Roading Authority Consultants public invitation for suggestions

;7 <" ~;:- . trorn local people, tv'lr Barlow otiered a suggestion to "try and solve existing and predicted
roadmq and social severance problems for the Paremata to Plimmerton urban section of
S:r.=··:rl~_l·//Qh\l~I·a.vCne". This sugpestion has been modified over :he ~.'e~J·~~ ,~nrj h8S become
~~:l~'~\:;./n 2.S ')";;Cj Ba.:"/c.\N Cpticr",

I
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[158] Mr Barlow's proposal is for a two lane grade separated bypass using the existinq rail __
corridor. Tile important features of this proposal include the following:

e Parernata north slip lane veers to left. Paremata south single lane overbridge enters
Porirua motorway after crossing motorway lanes. The exi~;tir·lg pedestrian overbriC:qe
may have to be relocated;

• All local traffic plus drivers wishing to visit/stop in Mana/Plimmerton, go straight ahead
to unaltered Paremata Roundabout Through traffic (60% of total flow) is further away
from Parernata School. Only local traffic (40% of total flow) use existing Parernata
Roundabout and Bridge;

.. North Island Main Trunk (NIMT) Railway would be shifted approximately ten metres to
the 'Nr~~t. /\ new two or three line railway bridge to be built over the Parernata Inlet.
The new two lane bypass would use the existing railway bridge. The new road reserve
(cor;;,:!".} ,'"itil::; the existing railway corridor) wuuld be 2 x 35 metre lanes plus 2 x
1.5 metre shoulders C::IlU room for an acoustic barrier and laridscapinq Of! :h·:' e;.:,~;trjr:l

edge There would be 110 intersections Oil the bypass;
• An overbridge for vehicles and pedestrians would be installed at Pascoe Avenue. This

bridqe gives about a 1 to 15 grade, does not affect Ngati Toa Domain fields, and grade
separates the intersection with bypass and the railway. The existing rugby club
pavilion is lost with this proposal, but it can be reconstructed, again, without affectinq
fields (In the domain, at either Pascoe Avenue/Cruising Club intersection or off the
western end of Pascoe Avenue;

• The Mana railway station will have to be relocated;
• The relocated railway would meet the existing N!MT line at Shell Mana at the north of

Mana Esplanade, bypass and railway would follow around Goat Point per the BECA7

designs;
• Steyne Avenue intersection would be closed but a pedestrian subway would be

installed here to give access between St Andrews Road and Steyne Avenue;
• The bypass runs through part of Plimmerton Domain to a new grade separation

structure over the top of a roundabout at Plimmerton Drive.

[159] There are a number of positive aspects of the Barlow proposal, such as:

• No traffic lights;
• Reductions in travel time;
• Reduction in pollution and noise due to smooth flowing traffic;
.. VI/ill le(1V~ The i::.~:.p\::made/StAndrew Road exactly as they are, ~Jiving the community a

substantial reduction in existing community severance;
• Roadside residents have safer access to their properties;
• Pedestrians and cyclists have wide safe footpaths and substantial parking/buffer lanes

on The Esplanade:
• Enhanced access to community facilities;
lit Room for extensive landscaping, appropriate lighting and acoustic protection on The

Esplanade, Steyne Avenue and Plimmerton Drive entrance and on the bypass;
• Little construction disruption or modification required to private property.

[160] The Commissioners' report considered that a bypass running between the fronts of the
properties and the C02'3t r!.('y be less preferable to those affected residents. But they
noted tnat Transit already owns some of those properties.

Beca Carter H::JiI'ngs & Ferne. l.: _ '3CHF} - Do- «nent entitle: Traffic Feasibitr, and Effectiveness of Bypass Options (TFER\

I
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[161] In a report put before the Court by Transit entitled "Mana Bypass Re-evaluation Options, __
Definitions and Issues, June 1999", the following was said about the Barlow Ciptiot,

The proposal set out in Mr Barlow's 1998 submission is shown in Concept 14. It would
be expected iCJ be effective in trettic terms but its feasibiUy is (jeppndent on the treiiic
engineering acceptability of complex bridging arrangements around Paremdta
roundabout and the Pauatahanui Inlet. These matters are discussed in the TFER. 8

Transit concluded that the extent of bridging and rail relocation would be inconsistent
wnh its objectives to :

.. Provide only sufficient capacity to complement the coastal section,
• Avoid delay in the construction of Transmission Gully by virtue of over capacity

through Mana,'
.. Ensure the level of expenditure on the project is consistent with the long term

tuuuc of the propose'.
HOI'.'VI.Y, elements (If the proposal have been inc0'T)oraled in the bvpiJ,c;s option,)
toceteit to the east of the relocated railway line ttiet tieve not been eiimineict: 9

[16~1] In a Transit document put in evidence headed "Appendix 2C; Bypass Re-evaluation and
Clearways Reinvestigation", it was stated:

Transit advised that it did not wish to have iuttner evaluated, options involving a grade
separation at Paremata roundabout, as these options would provide greater capacity
than Transit's roading strategy for the area requires, involve a greater scale of cost
then Transit was prepared to incur in addressing the congestion issues and could
potentially de/ay the TGM project (by provision of over capacity).

On that basis, the MEAC 10 proposal (as presented in Appendix 0 of Reference 7) was
not considered further because it required grade separation over Paremata railway
station and Paremata roundabout. Similarly, the components of Mr Barlow's proposal
(set out in Appendix C2 of the Traffic Feasibility and Effectiveness Report (Reference
6)), south of Pauatahanui Inlet were not evaluated further (although other aspects north
of the Inlet that were consistent with Transit's objectives were considered).

[163] A further reason for not pursuing the Barlow Option, or any other bypass option related to
the viability of TGM as a toll road. According to Transit the viability of TGM as a toll road
depends on the reversibility of any increased vehicle capacity provided on the existing
coastal route prior to the commissioning of TGM and this would not happen under the
Barlow Option.

[164] Meanwhile Mr Julyan in his rebuttal evidence for Transit believes that the Barlow Option is
sufficiently characterised in the two lane options considered and the document in the AEE
carried out in 1999.

[165] Matiu Nohorua le Rei, the Executive Director of Te Runanga 0 Toa Rangatira lnc
gave evidence on behalf of the Ngati Toa tribe. Mr Rei's evidence (Which was not the
subject of any cross-examination) demonstrated a preference for the "Clearways option"
(Reduced Upgrade) over any bypass option. He said:

We believe that these bypass options will seriously impact on Ngat i Toe domain.
Apart from the impacts on the physical facilities, there will be a significant impact on
the spiritual level. .. , The realignment of the railway tracks and construction of a
bypass would be an unnecessary intrusion and impact more severely on its Mauri.

Ti"E::; ..pagei6, para 4.3.:
'0 Mana Bypass Re-evaluation Options, Definitions and Issues, June 1999, page 6, para 2.1

Mana Esplanad- L.,cwm Committee

I
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Evaluation

[166] Mr Julyan's view was that Transit's obligation to provide Cl safe and efficient highway
network would make it "difficult" for Transit to accept a 00 Not/ling option. The Court
heard evidence horn 011 parties describing the adverse impacts of the present traffic
situation and for that reason we are more than satisfied that the 00 Nothing option was
given adequate consideration. The only support for this option came from the Residents
groups concerned that any improvement in this section of the state highway system may
compromise an early start to TGM. Transit's submission to the 00 Nothing option advises:

Doing nothing in the hope that this may advance tile cause of TGM would worsen
ttic highway/urban interface and conflict between the interests of local anci regional
communities. In this regard, such a cause is at odds with sustainable management.

[16/J Despite tr.e view of some of the R:--;sidents that lh,'y would be prepared to accept the
present tr;,rrr,; situation until tile completion of we do not seethe 00 No!l;:nQ option
as any way acceptable or sustainable ill F-\MA terms and we discuss this further in the
chapters which follow.

[168] As to the Barlovv Option, prima facie there are a number of defects in Mr Barlow's
proposal which are evident from presentation of evidence and cross-examination

It is inconsistent with the WRLTS, as it could delay the construction of TGM;
It would not meet Transit's objectives in respect of the scale of cost as noted in
Dr Rarnsay's evidence (Or G Rarnsay, Geotechnical Engineer and Team Leader
for BCHF Resources, employed on the upgrade project);
It requires the use of and construction on TranzRail land (TranzRail having a veto
under s.12 of the Railway Safety and Corridor Management Act 1992) the outcome
of which is uncertain;
It would affect the Plimmerton Domain over and above the extent to which it is
already affected;
It would cause further severance effects for residents in Plimmerton, intervening
between the coast and houses, a number of houses being oriented towards the
coast (although we note that some of these houses are owned by Transit);
It is in conflict with the wishes of the Ngati Toa tribe.

[169J It is Transit which submits that the Berlow Option would result in further social severance
prob.erns associated with Ngati Toa Domain. We are not clear how this will be, qiver: H13t
the Domain is already adjacent to the NIMT Railway, itself a major contributor to social
severance. And any increase in social severance contributed by the addition of the
proposed bypass must be weighed against the reduction in social severance which would
occur on Mana Esplanade as a result of the majority of "through traffic" using the bypass.

[170] Transit submits also that the bypass would create a significant adverse effect at Goats
Point, With a "spaghetti junction" of elevated structures. But we are not clear how this can
be either. As Mr Barlow states "this is grade separated at each end and a bridge at
Pascoe Avenue. Otherwise the total development is at or near grade".

I

.,-.--

[171] ~~evei1heiess we concluded the irreversibility of the Betiovv Option,
uncertainties surrounding Tranzfcail preclude any further exploration.
with Transit's objective for this particular work .

its cost. and the
It is inconsistent

1172J As to the TGM, while clearly important to all parties to these proceedings, TGM is also an
issue clouded in uncertainty. No evidence disputed the earliest that TGM could be
constructed vr;.u:c be 2005/6. It rernams 3:1 irncortant part of Transit's overall rcJ2dinr::
s'~rc:·~s~y c.~ '",r'le;; 3S tr.a: o·r "liRe and ins evidence at tl2 he~;-ir;g co.iiirrne ~h~0. SUl .~. Gi''/j
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i~; not an alternative to the upgrade. And it is misleading to describe it 8S such. Its scale, _
function and effect are very different from what is proposed with the Reduced Upqrade.

[173] It is worth bearinq in mind also, that the TGM is already before the Environment COUlt and
is In tll,; p: OC(;S:,; ~,i in:.:~;iatio:l. There 1'3 I':athing in evidence before us therefore to indicate
that 211 parties in favour of the F-\educed Upgrade see this as an alternative to the TGiVI.
And even if TGM were to proceed earlier, its unpredictability would indicate that the
positive effects Transit would achieve under the Reduced Upgrade and the fact that some
of its aspects may be reversed to the benefit of the Residents if TGM proceeds, helped
contirrn in our minds that TGM has been given adequate consideration and th8t Transit
has not acted arbitrarily.

[174] A.s to the other alternatives, we are satisfied they have been explored thorouqhly as
witr,~;ssed by the evidence of the Transit witnesses.

[175] In more specific ~t;:Tns the CI82rVJ2Y option of the Reducec! Upgrade is to be reviewed. !.[

that review shows the removal of the Clearvo/ay IS appropriate at Cl later dale <md physicai
changes are needed to restore the kerbside parking lane to full time, then the works would
be minimal

[176] Nor do we see as the Residents do that the Reduced Upgrade will have a service life of
only 2-3 years It would clearly be adequate with minor physical changes for an extended
period depending Oil the timing of TGM's construction. And in the meantime it provides
many prominent specific benefits.

[177] As noted, the enquiry under this provision is as to the adequacy of consideration that has
been given to alternatives. Following Waimairi District Council v ChIL~.tC::!l~jrcb__~~.Y
Council 1 1

, the test of "adequacy" is assessed in terms of whether that consideration has
been more than cursory and whether the requiring authority has acted arbitrarily. It IS not
necessary to establish that the chosen alternative is the best of all available options,
although the evidence shows that the Reduced Upgrade is the best balanced solution of
all available options considered.

Findings

I

•

•

•

•

•

We do not find the "Do Nothing" option or The Barlow Option as valid options in
terms of s.171(1)(b).
The Betiow Ootion and other bypass options create uncertainties as to whether
they would obtain resource consents and they would conflict with the common
objective of securing early construction of TGM and with the WRLT5 Western
Corridor Implementation Plan.
Do Less (The Barelay Option) will, as the evidence demonstrates, be ineffective in
relieving congestion and not alleviate safety issues.
TGM is not an alternative option to the Reduced Upgrade. It is to be achieved
during the lifetime of the Reduced Upgrade and is of a different scale and effect.
The Reduced Upgrade has a narrow specific function for a limited period in time
with many of its aspects reversible. Other aspects provide permanent specific
benefits.
The Reduced Upgrade is an appropriate option in the circumstances where the
timing of TGM is uncertain. It is of a form and nature which allows other options to
remain open.
Transit has given adequate consideration to alternative sites, routes, or methods of
achieving the public work or project or work - and has therefore satisfied the
assessment in terms 5.171 (1)(b).

. '\..
....,.,.

" C30/c at pages 24. 25
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(e) Planning Instruments

[176] Section 171(1)(d) requires that particular regard be had to:

,~,Ii relevant provisions of any national policy statement, New Zealand coastal policy statement,
regional policy statement, regional plan, proposed regional plan, district plan or proposed district

plan.

[179) T'F; appropriate provisions of the relevant planninq instrurnents were fully evaluated in
MIs Foster's evidence tor the PCc. The designation IS not required to be consistent with
the planning instruments but the Court is nevertheless required to give them particular

regard.

[H3(1]T"h('~ f~e~;idc:lts thruugil ivir MOi-rison submitted the planninq instruments :Jre "notoriously"
c\)ei! to di.termo interoretations. Provisions ale both consistent in some regards or
il;consI3te:lt III other rC~;dr:;s within the same planninq document -- which it W2S submitted
is the case here. Instead of pursuing those provisions therefore Mr Morrison focussed on
two matters in the WRLTS with which the Residents took issue

[181] The first was in reference to the WRLTS in providing other safety and capacity
improvements of SH1 between Peretnetn and ~v1c:Kays Crossing appropriate to the tirl/log
of TGM. Whilst this was explained to the WRLT Committee as "Iow cost and reversible"
the Residents consider neither would appear to apply to the Reciuced Upgrade.

[182] Secondly, the explanatory note to. the draft addition to the WRLTS was not intended to
form part of that document and in fact no amendments were made to the WRLTS. The
Residents consider it is therefore not appropriate for the PCC to use the explanatory note
in Mrs Foster's evidence in the way it has.

Evaluation

[183] Because they were not challenged by the Residents, we do not evaluate the PDP
provisions in any depth, identifying only the relevant ones where issues are raised.

[184] With respect to the WRLTS, we note it is not a planning instrument under s.171 (1)(d), but
its role in strategic transport planning is recognised in the WRPS and the PDP (under s.74
RMP), and In an indirect \Iv'?'! it has relevance. In response to Mr Morrison's concerns
about the statement 011 "lov« cost and reversibility" being unintended in the document, we
note that in his evidence-in-cnief Mr A W Brennand, Manager of Transport Policy for
WRC, observed that the WRLT Committee did not place any constraints on the interim
highway improvements in terms of design, other than they should be appropriate to the
timing of TGM. The precise words in the Western Corridor Implementation Plan are to
"provide other safety and capacity improvements on State Highway 1 between Paremata
and Mcl<ays Crossing appropriate to the timing of Transmission Gully".

[185] We note too that at Attachment 6 to Mr Rendall's evidence for Transit "Western Corridor
Implementation Plan" that it is the plan which expresses the fact that the requirement is
not inconsistent with the WRLTS and will not compromise the agreed strategy for the
ultimate construction et the TC;M. /\5 submitted L;y Transit. the fact thai the Recuceo
Upgrade accords with the WRLTS is a relevant indicator of the fact that the option will
assist to meet wider regional needs in accordance with the sustainable management
purpose of s.5 RMA.

1186] ~.':' ..0 public access in the Repional Coastal Plan, no pari of the requirement is within the

./.". --, '''-.

/'

" .
,r" .",

C~~_::':",l~,i i-·<:'r~. l:' terms 0'; pubiic 2CC8SS !~.;~_:_;C~) \~·!;t;I;,r"l 'i~'l~:: C:CI2st?~ ~i:2;i~-;,.:: /~,i·tS,::., 2p':?r~ ~';<:)rr:

te nporary disruption during ccnstruction, public access wili be maintained.
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[187] III terms of the Proposed Regionai Air Ouality Management Plan the proposal i~:;_

consistent with those objectives and policies as we shall see in the discussion on au
erruss.ons later in this decision

C7 Transport

Objective C7.1 To achieve a seie and efficient transportation network that enables the
people oi the City 2nd the wider community to provide for their social
And economic well-being without creating significant adverse
environmental effects.

Policy C7.1.1 To use a roading hierarchy as the basis for the management Gf the
etiecis of treitic on ac~jacent activities, aWl the effects of ectiviues Oil the
trensootteiion neiwcn V.

Policy C7.1.4 To protect the corridors of existing and proposed major transport routes
in the City

[189] The plan's chief method of implementation for protecting future road routes is through the
designation of land. The principle of designation is supported by its value as a teinnique
to secur-e road corridors.

[190] The objective and policies are met by most aspects of the Reducei) Upgrade, namely they
endorse a safe and efficient transport network, providing for better social and economic
wellbeing and as the evidence demonstrates, potential adverse environmental effects are
able to be managed or remedied through conditions.

[191] We looked carefully also at Policy C7 .1.5 as follows:

Policy C7.1.5 To encourage the undertaking of major road improvements in a timely
manner and in a sequence, location and form that reflects
comprehensive economic, social and environmental assessments.

[192] The explanation to Policy C7 .1.5 states:

This policy promotes a stteieqic approach to rnajor road improvements so that these
improvements are loca/ed and constructed in due tirne. Improvements that will be
encouraged are those which aid off peak efficiency, address petiicuier local,
environmental and safety problems, and do not rely on additional capacity being
provided on other sections of road.

[193] Policy C7.1 Ss principal method of implementation is "to continue to refine the overall
strategy for the roads within and through the City, and for Transit New Zealand and
Council to ensure that their programmes of road development work, are intf:gra/ed, and
anticipate the long term needs of/he City'.

[19,1J i-he principal reasons fOI- Policy C7.1.5 are that:

This policy seeks to ensure that the transportation network is developed in
conformity with the Regional Land Transport Strategy, as referenced in the
operative Welling/on Regional Policy Statement.

T'te mcs: sicniiicen! rcecino issue for the City is ire Trenstniscicn Gu/ly hi9h'~'ay

sc'iea.«. :·,./r;'/-:.:17 V'i-<Juid comprise 21 kt?7 c' nov/ conc'ructic: j',',,? u,» '>:: ini: r l~·;'i.r-;i:-j:_;(

(9km from Rani Heights to Pauatahanui and -j2 km from Pauatahanui to the
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northern city boundery). Alternatives to this scheme include irnprovemcnts such as ._
incremental wic!ening of the existing State highway through Mana, Plirnrnerton am!
Putcerue Bay and nlso the easUwest cross links such as Gra.:/s Roeti am! State
;-fighway 58 alongside the Pauatahanui Inlet.

Council has a strong preference for the Transmission Gully route as a high priority
It is seen as having long term strategic benefit for the City and Region. However, it
is acknowledged that the enhancement of the capacity of State Highway One is also
necessary

The policy seeks to encourage the agencies concerned to avoid incremental
development work which might prejudice the best long term solution to the roading
needs of the City and Region.

[1SS] V'ie are satisfied that what Transit intends with the Reduceo Upgrade is entirely consistent
with Policy C7.1.5 and confirms what is stated in the explanation and reasons ill
particular it does not compromise the timing of the TGM and is in conformity with the
WRLTS. It is however an incremental work but is specifically intended to relieve peak
hour congestion and will also assist with off peak efficiency. As Mrs Foster for PCC
identifies, the Reduced Upgrade is required as a project in itself and does not rely on
capacity being provided on other sections of the road. There is urgent need to improve
the congestion problems and the resulting effects through the Urban Section.

~[196] Policy C7.1.6 is also relevant, and provides:

Policy C7.1. 6 To encourage major new developments and activities in a manner that
makes best use of the City's existing and proposed transportation
network.

("Developments" in the context of Policy C7.1.6 means land use developrnents.)

[197] The Reduced Upgrade proposal does not offend this policy either. Essentially what is
proposed is a traffic management system which makes best use of the existing roading
network.

[198] We address other relevant provisions of the planning instruments more specifically
elsewhere.

Finding

• The Reduced Upgrade proposal is not inconsistent with the relevant planning
instruments, or the WRL TS.

I
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HMA - Part /I

[AI 98] Section 5 F\MA states as follows:

5. Purpose
(1) The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural
and physical resources.
(2) In this Act, "sustainable management" means managing the use, development,
and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables
people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing
and tor their health and safety while-s-

(a) ~)ustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding
minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future
generations; and

(b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and
ecosystems; and

(c) i,voiding, remedying, or rniiiqatinq any adverse effects of activiti« O:i

the environment.

[199] Given the nature of the evidence, it is appropriate to also consider the issue raised
under 5./(0) F:z.MA as to the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources in
respect of traffic and roading routes.

[200] Because of these provisions, to which the PCC should have particular regard under
s 171 (1), we are also required to assess the Reduced Upgrade proposal in the context
of the sustainable managernent of the Wellington Region's resources.

[201] We assess various issues arising from the evidence which relate to the sustainable
management of the SH1 upgrade route. We assess too the impact of the Reduced
Upgrade modified proposal on the Residents and the facilities to the east and west of
the upgrade route.

[202] The only issues identified are those raised by the Residents or their witnesses. Others,
unchallenged, are taken as accepted. Some issues which relate more specifically to
health and safety and amenity are referred to later in the decision.

Planning Instruments

[203] f\s noted, Objective 7.1 of the POP seeks to achieve a safe and efficient transportation
network. Policy C7.1.2 states:

To ensure that the adverse effects of land use and development on the efficiency and safety
of the transportation network are taken into account, and any intersection or frontage
conflicts are avoided or minimised or remedied as appropriate.

[204] The developments along SH1 are adding their own pressures to the route. As well as
providing for through traffic therefore, the urban interface has to be recognised and
provided for.

Managing Traffic Sustainably

[205] The nature of development and activities along the route of the upprade serves
combinations of both through and local traffic needs which escalate at peak times and

-'.. particularly on Friday evenings, the weekends and public holidays .
. ,-'"

-[206]·~ is Transit's case that the modified design of the Reduced Upgrade now allows for as
r'''l.'ch of th;"::: construction as practicable to be undertaken v"c:-:in the width of the
';~~>~!SLng ioae! reserve, while achieving the icyg~~ rn~~:.jori'~y of >e'le';(~: ~~O t~·!;·DU~~\·, C::-;G Iccc~'\
-traffic of the Full Upgrade design.

I
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[207] The result of this modification provides for much less intrusion on private property
(sight line restrictions have been removed) while providing efficiency measures and -
congestion relief to both the local residents and the public travelling SH 1. Mr
McCombs S,31d this:

In ail uveriili sense, tile ptimety strategic itnpottence of th: route os » ,State
Highway is determined by the long distance movements. Equally, it needs to be
recognised that the essential provision of adequate and convenient access to the
Region generally, the port, a itpon, and specialist tecnities, can itseii only be
assured if adequate provision is also made for local movements occurring along
the corridor. Both needs require to be met since an inadequacy on eluier part
results in congestion, as is occurring at present, and a resultant widenim.]
interference to the economic disadvantage of the region as a whole. The
proposed upgrade is a component part of the over all strategy aeJopted by Transit
tJZ in providing effectively for the required combrnation of long-distance, inu»
regional, and local traffic needs pending the construction of the Treosmizsion
Gully tcute.

[2OCj] Transit's principal desired objective for the proposal is the avoidance or removal of
waiting queues, and resulting shortened delays and lessened overall travel times and
costs.

[209] For local traffic, the objectives include easier access and shortened delays when
turning to or from any of the individual side-roads and/or retail developments. With the
degree of lengthening queues and entrapment now occurring at the Parernata
Roundabout, this extends to Include the desirability of improved and easier local
circulation to and from Paremata and Whitby.

[210] Other related objectives include lessening the traffic penetration from SH 1 traffic now
occurring within the Waitangirua and Whitby neighbourhoods (as described earlier) and
the avoidance of the interference now beginning to occur at the Te Whakawhitianga
interchange serving the northern end of the Porirua City Centre.

[211] For Residents using local driveways to and from properties along Mana Esplanade
itself, the immediate objectives within the Reduced Upgrade include maintaining the
presently provided central painted median to facilitate local access and turning
manoeuvres.

[212] For pedestrians, local upgrading objectives include both maintaining and extending the
ability and safety of pedestrians generally and in particular of those crossing the arterial
flows.

Congestion Relief

[213] Mr McCombs for Transit spelt out in some detail the effects of the current congestion
on SH1. He estimated 300 vehicles in two lanes (150 vehicles in each lane) stretching
1 kilometre moving slowly over approximately the 5 kilometre stretch of road to the
Plimmerton Weigh Station as having serious adverse effects. He described the
situation thus:

.. The congestion causes lengthening delays for commuter travellers: as at
February 2000, the weekday morning period delays now average 11.5 minutes
and are present from around 6.45 am - 8.15 am (90 minutes): the afternoon
situation is 'complex'; the peak period waiting queues along SH 1 to the south of

\ the Paremata Bridge extend to about 1 kilometre in length averaging about 16.5
~;inUJ~S delay.

" ..~' Tne congestion with queues and delays is a reccpr.isec [eature 0,', Saturdays,
Sundays and public and local holidays.
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The ccncestion causes diversion of drivers through Whitford Brown Drive and
local streets not intended for arterial travel; congestion is built up and time delays
are experienced on these streets also.
The congestion causes orowinq economic costs in terms of additional time and
chtance travelled, delays and oueues at more distant intersections, increased
penetration of neiqhbourhoods (wit:) their OVvT: fn\'lrc·nrTle:lta! costs).
A significant history of accidents, including nose-to-tail collisions.

I

[214] If the Urban Section is left in its present form, it is Transit's case that the present
morninq and afternoon peak periods will continue to lengthen by Cl further hour in the
next 6 - 7 years and individual delays will expand by about 30 .- 45 minutes

respectively.

[215] We had other extensive evidence from the Transit witnesses including Ms C N
,f,)hnstone, Chief Executive for the Chamber of Commerce and Mr N Hyde,
!)rofF:ri.y Services M;:;nager 'ior Centre Pait about conqestion issues ;u;:j the effE.~r.;t

'.;n U,,; !ccal and iegir)lldl communities as d result. Mr Hyde told the Court th.it while
supportinq TGM, Centre Port also strongly supports the construction of the Reduced
Upgrac1e as soon as it can be achieved. He said this:

It is of note that 70% of goods passing through the POlL either originate
from or are destined for the central to lower North Island area ami of these
goods 30% move by road, principally over 5111. In terms of ferry
passengers there are in excess of 1.2 million travellers of which an
estimated 50% move to and from the Interisland ferries via 5H1.

In an era where just in time inventory management is becoming crucial in
order to keep the cost of manufacture and servicing down, the port is
finding that cargoes are arriving just prior to ship loading and that imports
are being removed almost immediately following discharge. This results in
the movement of cargoes at all times of the day including the peak traffic
periods where delays on 5H1 in the Plimmerton-Paremata vicinity can
result in cargoes not meeting, particularly for exports, the departure time of
the vessel. Ferry passengers are also affected during peak traffic flow
periods when endeavouring to meet departure times for ferries, as are the
transport operators moving domestic cargoes to fixed timetable ferry
services.

[21 Sj tv'ir Barclay for the Residents, toe, realised the seriousness of the congestion problem
although his brief was to review the investigations of others. Mr Barclay concluded:

The seriousness of present traffic problems must be acknowledged. At
peak hours the roadway has reached its practical capacity and there are
delays for both through and side road vehicles. I am in no doubt about the
need tor an appropriate long-term solution to these problems.

[217] Ms J Meade Rose, Consultant in Social Planning to Transit explained that the
congestion identified by Transit gives rise to problems of access, safety, amenity
issues and severance. Mr Brennand, for WRC, identified if there is no relief, worseriinc
conqestion will give rise to residents and businesses shifting from the area ;r-) the IJng
term.

-:/~-:-~]2\8],A,nd as will be seen under safety and amenity issues, the Residents along both Mana
':.Esplanade and St Andrews Road also identified serious congestion difficulties and

do,/<nstream effects stemming from these.

, .--.: I
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[219] Mr Bar clay for the Residents approached the congestion issue as solvable in the short
term, through a series of small scale operations and in particular optirrusation -
measures within the present two-lane traffic regime. He considered, for example, the
southern approaches to Parernata Bridge which involves merqinq two lanes Into one
could achieve traffic flows of 1600 _. 1800 vph. He considered Transit should consider'
extending the lenqth (currently at 6C metres) of the two :JJIC sC~:li0r\ into -fir; 9(' n"1'::rer

one-lane length remaining on the approach to the bridge. This would, in his view,
move the rnerce closer to the Paremata Bridge, the influence of the Paremata
roundabout cOL~d be reduced and more storage space would be available for vehicles
at the merge. J~, further advantage would be in shifting the merge from a place where
there is a slight uphill grade to a slight downhill grade so that heavy trucks could
accelerate away more quickly.

[220] Apart from capacity improvement, Mr Barclay considered such measures would reduce
the lerlqth of time queues extended back to the Parernata F\.ouildabout and into the
high speed environmer.t to the south. There are, he considered, ccrrespcndir.o
benefits .o traffic : . idy and efficiency. The witness described in detail irnptovernent..
that could be made including kerbline changes to widen the approach to the bridge by
an extra 1 to 2 metres, reviewing the cross-section of SH58 to obtain the extra width,
and the closure of the left turn short cut from the bridge to SH58.

[221] Mr McCombs' evidence identifies the cause of the current traffic problem as a lack of
sufficient traffic lanes to cope with peak flows in the Urban Section of the upgrade:

At Paremata, the issue is simply that the levels of traffic demand exceed
the capacity of a single lane flow not only across the bridge itself but also
along the length of the Mana Esplanade and St Andrews.

[222] We are satisfied from Mr McCombs' cross-examination that it is not the Paremata
Roundabout and merge lanes which cause the congestion along the upgrade route but
the limited capacity of Paremata Bridge itself and the highway through Mana.
Mr McCombs stated that there is a curve and a merge in the road where it Joins onto
the bridge, which creates the congestion. He concluded that while it will be practicable
to improve the merge rate slightly, with small gains being made, it would not be
sufficient to clear up the up-stream queues and the present congestion would remain
practically unchanged.

[223] Mr McCombs made it clear that the detailed capacity characteristics of the merge
sections result from the combination of a whole series of diverse factors ranging from
such matters as the width and curvature of the road, the proximity of the curves, the
extent of the lateral clearances, the nature and mix of vehicle sizes, the presence or
otherwise of other manoeuvres, the relative speed of vehicles, and the proportions of
vehicles on either lane, to mention just a few.

[224] Both Messrs Barclay and McCombs measured the northbound flow rate as 1430 
1550 vph Mr McCombs considered local adjustments to kerblines and markings could
be achieved to allow 1600 vph northbound onto the bridge Mr Barclay however had
identified i 600 - 1800 vph as being achievable Mr rv'icC()!r,bs disputed this figure
stating

There are no exemples anywhere within the environment of the Western
Corridor that a two-to-one lane merge achieves a present capacity greater
than the 1430 to 1550 vph that is measured at this particular location. As is
{.'/:J/n-'} evident, this is whollv insutticier: to .?el the irevel needs Oil the
c.·c;'~'-":;i:Jn;"l)/ it, itns c. ea of tne netwoti:

I
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[225J Even if it was possible to increase the northbound flow rate across the bridge to a
sustainable level Mr McCombs identified that this would result in signi:lcont additional __
new ler~c~ths of 'standing and slow moving queues 211 along the length of Mana
Esp:':iII;:;(~e It would also create long delays ;'lffectin~J 8:1 the side roads and driveways
off t!J2 [:spianode and impact on pedestrians and local access The Trc,nc,i: witness
describeo Hie Residents' proposal as having severe adverse effects on local
circulation, property access to Mana retail businesses, and road safety issues He
stated the queues instead of being south of the Paremata Roundabout then appear
south of Grays Roei! and Steyne Avenue intersections and so obstruct all of Mana
Esplanao'e through all of the evening peak.

[226] 'vVe accept therefore it is not simply a matter of altering the length of a painted line. In
this ca:;e we are dealing with a queue which is currently 1 kilometre long at peak
periods. At Paremata Hie issue remains that the levels of traffic dernand exceed the

er the Si lane flow, not only across the bridqe Itself but also the length of
rV,t1113 csr~,12nad(; and St f,ndrews Road.

[227] There W3S no effective rebuttal of Transit's evidence.

[228] In response to dialogue between Transit and the appellants, Transit investigated the
possibility of reducing, but not eliminating, the degree of extra capacity created dUrln~J

peak hours by the second lane along Mana Esplanade. This was to reinforce in part its
commitment to the TGM. As a result of the investiqations, it decided to introduce the
HOV restriction on the use of the Clearways The purpose of the modification is to
keep trucks in the central lane, limiting the volume of traffic using the left hand lane
durrng the Clearway hours, and enabling the resulting overall operating capacity of the
scheme to be actively managed in a manner that more closely matches the immediate
traffic carrying needs of the route, pending construction and completion of TGM.

[229] The Reduced Upgrade Clearways lane with HOV restrictions in place would require the
additional lane provided in place of the kerbside parking during the Clearways hours to
be limited by means of bylaws so that It is used by buses and other passenger service
vehicles, taxis, and private vehicles carrying two or more persons. Bicycles and
vehicles utilise the left lane for the purposes of left turning into or out of adjoining
properties, commercial accesses or side roads. At the time of hearing the lane was to
be indicated on the road surface with distinctive marking with the limits on vehicle types
displayed on the Sigil.

[230] The HOV scheme in the southbound direction along Mana Esplanade would
commence where the kerbside parking otherwise applies through the remainder of the
day, just south of Acheron Road intersection and extend through to nearly opposite the
Mana Marina Village. In the equivalent northbound direction, the scheme commences
just north of rVlana Marina Village in the vicinity of No. 5 Mana Esplanade through to
about the vicinity of the Palmers Garden Centre site. During off-peak hours the initia:
length of this northbound section up to about Station Road would otherwise be
available for kerbside parking.

[231 J The cperatir.q hours of the HO\! lone would be the same as the recommended
Clearway, being on weekdays 6.30 to 9.30 am southbound, arid UD '0 three hours
between 3.30 to 7.00 pm northbound. Sundays and Public Holidays' are identified as

»> " __ requiring an HOV/Clearway for a maximum continuous period up to three hours
" , ·.;(;ommencing 3.30 pm - 7.00 pm southbound. Proposed condition 55 relating to

"Restrictions on the operation of kerbside lanes" in effect restricts Clearway operations to
ope r,j~ r..' v/ith~;J such r"ea~~ hours z:: :cng r/lC3ila E:.:~ ~~i3;j~':·(~s.

-'-: .
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[232] Mr f\lcCornbs identified the HOV scheme IS not intended in response to a shortfall in
capacity, but as a mechanism enabling an operational limit to the decree of additional 
traffic capacity created during peak hours by the addition of the kerbside lane. The
requirement effectively limits the available capacity to around one and a half times that
of Just a single lane in the peak direction (approximately 30 -- 35% of peak hour traffic)

[233] Transit considered operating Clearways both ways north of Acheron Road all the way
to the Plirnrnerton Roundabout but that proved impractical because it relied on just a
single through-lane at Steyne Avenue and Grays Road in oeak hours. That proposal
was, Transit considered, insufficient to clear present levels f congestion leading to the
inescapable conclusion that St Andrews Road required fou: taning

[234] It was the Residents' submission that the use of HOV lanes will make the traffic
Situation on Mana Esplanade more dangerous with more lanes required and potential
cJisruptiurI due to the need to carry out enforcement measures. The Residents along
lvlana [spi::m3d;:; in particular were also concerned at the:; closer proximity of
pedestrians 10 the streams of hst rnovinq larger vehicles in the inner HOV lane

[235] Mr Barclay also was critical of the HOV lane in the Mana Esplanade environment and
he did not vie'N it as a trivial matter. In summary, he identified driver compliance
issues, lack of experience of the Transit traffic witnesses with HOV lanes, sufficient
vehicle capacity now until 2014 using conventional clearways, safety issues, possible
Violation rates, confusion for drivers in choice of lane, lengthy queues on approach to
the lane, all as part of his concerns.

Evaluation

[236] We note in cross-examination, that it was acknowledged by Mr Barclay that the reason
for the HOV Scheme IS to reduce flows in the inside lane in order to reduce conflicts
with residential access, parking and environmental impacts.

[237] We note too that Mr 0 G Heine, Principal Transportation Engineer with Opus
International Consultants Limited ("Opus") reviewed the investigation undertaken by
BCHF (Fur1her Investigation Task: Corridor Arrangements September 1999) which
involved Clearways layouts similar to that proposed in the Reduced Upgrade.
Mr Heine in his review of the Reduced Upgrade was satisfied the Clearways examples
were appropriate and the assessment methodology and conclusions reached
concerning the occupational characteristics of Clearways was reasonable.

[238] Nevertheless we gave anxious consideration to the implementation of the HOV lane on
the Clearways, considering like Mr Barclay, that it might introduce driver confusion on
approaches, which would cause not only longer delays along the route but also
significant enforcernent issues in addition, in conjunction with the Clearways system it
could bring pedestrians closer to larger vehicles on the kerbside lane, possibly
reducing pedestrian amenity.

[239] Further, in respect of traffic carrying capacity, Mr Barclay considered that the HOV
scheme will only make a marginal difference to the traffic carrying capacity of the
highway - namely 200 vph whereas he would expect a difference of 750 - 1000 vph.

[240] Mr- McCornbs pointed out however, the HOV scheme is not intended to be a response
to any shortfall in capacity, but is a mechanism enabling an operational limit to the

_.....,-~=~_ degree of additional traffic capacity created during peak hours by the addition of the
- ,:~'·keroside lane. in essence, the HOV requirement effectively limits the available

capacity to about one and a half times that of a single lane in the peak direction.
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[24 -I] This in turn results in a lesser degree of additional traffic capacity for the route as a
whole. It means there will be less reduction In pedestrian amenity than anticipated for 
the few identified hours each day, with greater opportunity for motorists to access their
properties along Mana Esplanade (with or without the assistance of the traffic lights)

[242] In our view of this evidence, there are distinct trade-off's :rom the sy~:te,rn II,/:-;ch have to

be acknowledged.

[243] Mr Barclay raises the matter of the increased use of the HOV lane occurring with the
addition of turning traffic, with a further allowance for 10% violations by ineligible
vehicles. He estimated a pctential lane - choice split of above 43.2%. And he
suggests restructuring the HOV to 3+ occupants to provide a 20 - 30% estimated
usage in order to give better service.

[244] Mr r'/icCombs however said this:

"A 3+ scheme v/ouu! substantially increase the number of occasions when
queues v/Ould form on the approach to (he lane. In both morning and afternoon
peaks, there is potential for long queues to extend back into a high speed
motorway-type environment. At boit: Paremata and Plimmer1on, the queues will ,,:;.
be in the nght-hand lane with fast-moving traffic passing on the left. In safety
terms I regard this as less satisfactory than having a queue in the left lane, where
drivers in the queue have good visibility of cars in the adjacent lane.

The queues would also complicate operation of the two roundabouts. At
Paremata a third approach lane has been added to reduce the problem but this is
not proposed at Plimmerton."

[245] Mr McCombs satisfied us that the proportion of traffic using the kerbside lane will
reduce, achieving a workable outcome through a range of 30 - 35% of peak hour
traffic. It appears most (90%) of the trucks through the area (and which have a major
impact) are estimated as the result of survey ineligible to use the bus lane. And it is
considered that particular conditions in the Western Corridor that produce the relatively
high vehicle occupancies now, will prevail into the future.

[246] There is thus no evidential justification that we could ascertain to alter the HOV
definition to mean "vehicles with 3 or more occupants". The critical factor is to provide
for a consistent flow of traffic along the esplanade at controlled progression speeds,
while at the same time sustainably managing capacity sa as not to conflict in any way
with the introduction of the TGM.

[247] As to enforcement issues Mr McCombs also satisfied us that there were adequate
layby areas along the upgrade route in which to police the scheme and that following
vehicles will not be held up in that process.

[248] With regard to adequate driver notification of the HOV system it was explained that the
HOV siqnaqe required to be displayed in the area of St Andrews Road in between
Pope Street and Goat Point, is part of providing sufficient length for drivers to adjust
and change lanes if necessary. In the northbound direction, this is provided for over
the 400 metre length from north of the Pare-nata Roundabout.

[249] There was some discussion between the Court and Mr McCombs about the short
.'. '.. length of the HOV lane through Mana possibly creating commuter confusion.

-'Mr tVlcCombs acknowledged that good signage and a properly prepared publicity
.. csmpaipn will be required. But, he observed, because the operation is shorter in length

t'li-:'JL'?h t·".:; S,:'ii8S of controlled traffic signals, cOiTliJlia,ic(:: wiil bE: mere readily 2sh ip\'8ci

·DeC2USS motorists car-not gc;in rnucr: c: 3;'1 advar.tace by ine~a!:y :J,:.inC.J the; ker':)sid(,~

lanes - travel in both lanes will occur r~etty much at ~the same- speed ..~ [it is] really a
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matter of road management rather than ... providing large and obvious advantages to
one particular group of drivers he said.

[250J And as to traffic accidents on Clearway/HOV lanes, Mr McCombs stated that the safety
records of Clearways give no indication of difficulty or a reported pattern of accidents
involving driveways or a related lack of inter-visibility bdN:;sn vehicles. lie h;:;d
reviewed the Clearways along sections of Great South Road, Dominion Road,
Manukau Road and Balmoral Road in Auckland, having somewhat similar footpath
widths (varying between 1.9 metres -- 3.5 metres). McCombs had had direct
experience of the implementation of some of these. Mr Heine's evaluation of and
conclusions about the system were an additional endorsement of Transit's approach

[251] Proposed condition 55 binds Transit to peak hours for the operation of the HOV lane.
As Mr Julyan identified, if it is ever to be otherwise Transit would have to secure a
cl1angp. 0,' alteration to the designation, pursuant to s.181 RMA which provides for
public partir.ipation.

[252] Final!y, we concluded that for the times the Clearways with HOV are in use, at the
speeds identified by Mr McCornbs (29.6 km/h am and 29.3 km/h pm at year 2004 (peak
direction Journey speeds)), through a series of light controlled intersections, the
proposal is neither unsafe nor unsustainable. We find the Residents' criticism in regard
to the HOV/Cle3rways Issue is thus unfounded.

Levels of Service

[253] The network model adopted by Transit for the Reduced Upgrade replicates all
intersections and significant commercial driveways along the length of SH 1 stretching
1.84 kilometres from 200 metres north of the James Street intersection to the northern
abutment of the Paremata Bridge. This is a critical area along which to provide a
satisfactory level of service. Intersection Performance was also a critical part of
Transit's review of Option 3A (and subsequently forming the basis for the Reduced
Upgrade). Transit considers that it achieved the best practical balance in terms of the
resulting level of service to both local and through-traffic, sufficient operating life to
adequately handle projected growi:h in both the short and mid-term periods (until the
alternative inland TGM route is constructed) and reduced property impacts.

Evaluation

[254] Currently there exists a sinqle lane at the Steyne Avenue and Grays Road intersection
in peak hours with resulting limitations. It IS clearly insufficient to clear the present
levels of congestion We noted in an aside when discussing accident patterns, which
we describe elsewhere, Mr McCombs stated that the accident pattern at the Grays
Road intersection with St Andrews Road was not a particularly pretty story.

[255] Transit identified in assessing arterial route travel times and levels of service between
the Paremata Roundabout and 200 metres north of James Street, that the Reduced
Upgrade proposal would achieve northbound a range between 37.9 km/h am to 35.2
km/h pm weekdays northbound in the year 2004, and 34.3 km/h am to 36.6 km/h pm
weekdays southbound. The year 2014 for levels of service are somewhat less than
those. \!ve note an appropriate level of service for urban arterials having a free flow
speed of 50 kph/nour is 45 krn/h (A) arid 35 krn/h (B). It was Mr t\,'lcCornbs' evidence
that levels of service A to D are able to be regarded as satisfactory in peak period
traffic while levels of service E to F convey increasing levels of intersection failure and
delay. So we conclude that in the shorter term, satisfactory levels of service can be

'actJ,ieved under the Reduced Upgrade
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[256] Mr McCombs also identified that the overall level of service provided to side road
enterinq and crossing movements is confined in his overall route analysis as being
significantly improved by the installation of traffic signals. HOV limits produce slightly
hiqher delavs but the level of service provided to all users rernams within the
~1~er:c;:t2bie ranqe of C - D. Sufficient capacity will be available for side road demands
..0 be accommodated Wi,l lclerable jirf-lils. Extremely high delays were assessed at
Grays Road during the am peak, and Pascce Avenue on Saturdays if the preset It
priority - controlled intersection is to be continued.

[257] Mr McCombs said in relation to Option 3A:

"Tile reduced upgrade design concept is shown as capable of ecuievinc,
(a) satisfactory overall level of service: (b) corresponding to an achieved 32 km/t:
journey speed with average side road delays or around -; 7 seconds lengthening
to an essesseii 26 seconds by the year 2014.
Such a design is s,'wwn in these terms to represent cLld prcvicJe an eticctive
rer(om7cw;::e 3/iU' einenitv in a balanced manner and meeting the needs of bctt.
through ami local traffic."

[258] Various witnesses including the Residents spoke of the excessive speed of vehicles
along the upgrade route particularly at night This had adverse effects, including
vibration and noise

[259] With the installation of traffic lights throughout the upgrade route and the urban
residential section provided by the two roundabouts at either end of the upgrade route,
Transit identified that it is necessary for roundabouts to be closer to the buiit up area so
the motorists do not have to speed up after leaving the roundabouts and in particular in
relation to Jarnes Street and Grays Road at Plimmerton.

[260] When asked what would happen to motorists' speed faced with a four lane highway
over some 600 metres from Steyne Avenue to Acheron Road, Mr McCombs observed
that Transit's expectation is that with a posted 50 kph area and surrounding urban
development, motorists will be aware they are in a restricted speed area and will as a
consequence be required to observe the legal speed limit. in effect this will be little
different from the current situation off peak.

[261] When asked about off-peak times traffic which will be moving from a single lane
through Mana Esplanade and will then be faced with a two lane section from Acheron
[<080 to Steyne Avenue, Mr McCornbs was unable to identify what is well over the
posted speed limit now. But the witness considered that he did not expect the speeds
will change very much from what he forecasts along Mana Esplanade. From the
progression speed along Mana Esplanade between the signal gaps up to 42 km/h
Transit identified that when drivers travel north through Acheron Road and round into
St Andrews Road the crossing still has the same relatively controlled lane widths and
central median. The resulting environment is not expected to alter travel speeds.

[262] Mr Barclay for the Residents identifies that for travel in the southbound direction signal
controls of the key intersections at the Grays Road and Steyne Avenue will be of
benefit In developing the full capacity of the road. He believes that whatever option is
cnosen, ~;!9nd: ilisTaiiatic:l should ne consirJered- recardless. This solution, as
iv'ir McCombs identifies. is what is recommended v\rithin the r;'bducec!
proposal Five traffic controlled intersections are to be provided.

[263] We noted the majority of traffic demands are along the upgrade route and the majority
of 'fJreen time will be devoted to through traffic. But one of the key aspects of the

i~·~ L) g~\le rl'i()r(~ Pquit8td:.? distributior, 01' ~r-et:rt time .;<) s:(je l·,,~·c~:js as well. Thr-?
L1S::~' o: ';s;cp'" Cl' V/2~)\ ~-;g:!s v/:,uhi riU! prc.:·\Jic:p ~·.s~;~:~;·~,~~·:,: ..;:·.:' ".' 1:--:' ',-_.~._ :"lI~C"~

traffic entering or crossin ',e highway to and from the side roads.
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[264] In addition there will be pedestrian controls also at the traffic lights (the button creates _
demand on the system and the system responds). But rather than holding up through
traffic with pedestrian demands, Transit satisfied us the average waiting time will be
between 35 to 45 seconds for pedestrians crossing the highway with the largest waiting
period about eo seconds if pedestrians are unfortunate enough to arrive just as the
crossing light has finished

[265] Pedestrian crossing is in fact timed to fit in with the overall greenwave progression so
that the overall interaction between both vehicle and pedestrian movements are 211
controlled in seouerice and that sequence itself determined within the overall
progression required along the route.

[266] The Impacts of four laninq in St Andrews Road will involve:

• 2 metre high acoustic barrier fences
• a cut in bank opposite the Steyne Avenue intersection
.. a raised central median between Steyne Avenue and Plimmerton Roundabout

(the low mountable kerb type rather than the solid vertical barriers)
• the removal of 1 house and relocation of 2
• a 35 metre kerbside and 3.0 metre right hand lane

[267] It was Mr McCombs' evidence that because of the particular characteristics of St
Andrews Road, the close proximity of the intersection spacing, the volumes of through
and turning traffic, the road alignment, the necessary provisions for pedestrians and the
nearness of the rail level crossing, the provision of two traffic lanes in each direction
along this road is necessary for achievement of the overall performance objectives for
the Reduced Upgrade.

[268] By contrast, and if four lanes are not able to be provided, the resulting inefficiencies
would produce fresh adverse effects throughout the area in the form of standing
queues and delays within the central portions of the route. This will affect side roads
and residential and commercial frontages across the adjoining neighbourhoods.

[269] As to the desirability of encouraging southbound traffic to keep to the centre lane
further away from the residential frontages in St Andrews Road, Mr McCombs
considered it practical to provide variable message signs which will actively rnanaqe
traffic away from the residences particularly at night when trucks are particularly
disturbing.

[270] Mr Barclay for the Residents did not give evidence on the St Andrews Road proposals
apart from a reference to the need for traffic lights. But Mr Lambie, as the Residents
representative, had this to say:

"The proposal for St Andrews Rd is for a fulltime four lane highway, including a
raised central median north of Steyne Ave. The only thing with any element of
sustamabi!ity in this proposal is the sustained pressure from TNZ to iorce a four
lane nign'l/dY thmu;;h this narrow residential area . . .

It is difficult to imagine how in effect doubling the width of the road. puttmg in a
raised median to prevent cross traffic, erecting a concrete wall which will block
some view of a seashore, moving traffic 2-3.5 metres closer to houses, mstalling
traffic liohi« will not make residents feel more cut-off. more exoosed to the

and mtimiaeie-:"
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[271] For her part Mrs Foster for PCC did not see that Transit's proposed changes along St
Andrews Road are reversible when the Reduced Upgrade gives way to the TGM,

[272] Tile residents at 83-91 St Andrews Road will not be able to turn right into their
accessway from SH1, nor will they be able to turn right onto SH1 - because of the

raised kerbed median.

[273] Or G Rarnsay, during cross-examination, indicated that some of those residents
already parked their cars in Grays Road and walked because they are already
experiencinq difficulties - the proposed upgrade will present a "safer method of access
than currently exists" for those residents.

[274] Or Ramsay also indicated that the houses at 150-180 St Andrews Road wi!1 be closer
to the kerbside (by between 2-3 metres).

[275] Whilst Cl traffic efficiency issue, we consider four lani:1g along St Andrews Road also
has traffic safety implications as seen under the heading of Safety and Amenity Issues.

[276] But there are particular characteristics to St Andrews Road which have led Transit to
require four lanes as follows. The road:

• carries a series of closely spaced intersections
• exhibits associated intense local turning and pedestrian movements within a 420

metre curved stretch of SH 1 between Jarnes Street, Grays Road, Steyne Avenue
and Pope Street

• has greater volumes of side road traffic generated in St Andrews Road at the
Grays Road and Steyne Avenue intersections compared with the otherwise small
side road volumes occurring along Mana Esplanade

• the existence of the railway level crossing
• has a curved road alignment around Goat Point.

[277] Mr McCombs stated:

This has the effect in St Andrews Road through peak and off peak hours of
requiring a proportionally greater amount of the green time at the traffic
siunals to be used by the side road and a correspondingly lesser proportion
of The ioial available green time for main road ilows. This factor is further
accentuated by the need to achieve "greenwave" co-ordination between the
closely spaced intersections in this section of the route.

The result in traffic engineering terms is that two traffic lanes are required to
be available along St Andrews Road in both directions at all times of the
day, and with a 50150 split in each lane in order for the overall scheme to
achieve satisfactory petiorrnence.

[278] When we examined all these matters and saw the situation for ourselves on our site
visit, V'le are now clear that the particular design outcome with two traffic lanes in each
direction ",I8S reouired compared witn the requirements aiong M2na Esplanaor . if it is
not carried out, the principal southbound queues would remain while along all
northbound peak periods there would be standing queues within the neighbourhood

'-'-. and along the whole length of Mana Esplanade.

[279) Th,,: curved read alignment of St Andrews Road around Goat Point and through the
ir.·:<~rs€'c;icnr~ fC:<)Jii~eS Gr-iv~l~ ~:j9n~ 2:~'j~3l~lces ~"nc opt?r;~Li:l~-; ::>c~i(;ty i~n(::c::sun.:~s \1"'1 :~, dj'f~jr:u1l;

area. The difficui~les are accentuated by the ccrr.bmat.on 0'1 volurnes c.i i~..I;-:·1;:19 t;-8i-, v
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from Steyne Avenue and the proximity of the railway level crossing which requires
additional space for stacking of vehicles between the stopline and railway tracks

[280] We agree with Mr ~IicCombs two through lanes are necessary if the proposal IS :0

achieve its required overall objective of clearing the delays and enabling operations
through to 20CJ5!6 and providing a satisfactory level cl service.

[281] With regard to Mrs Foster's concerns that the four lane section north of Steyne Avenue
will create some enduring environmental effects, we noted with interest Mr Julyan's
rebuttal evidence. The traffic volumes turning north from Steyne Avenue are not likely
to alter he stated and whilst full reversal may not be practical, it may not be dc'slr;:ible
either. We note there are likely to be further housing developments in Cam borne and
1:Jllrnmerton itself ill years to come which will impact on this route. There may he some
wisdom in future years in leaving matters as they are, but that is for the F~esidents,

Transit 311d the PCC to decide at a future time.

[282] The reassessment of SH1 options by Transit originally left the Paremata Roundabout in
its existing form. But the re-evaluation of the local traffic related effects associated with
the roundabout and the service station and inter-connections with local roads
determined an upgrade of the roundabout should proceed.

[283] It arises from consideration of the particular details of the intersection operation and the
identified need to provide for and improve the amenity and convenience of traffic
movements to and from the local roads in the vicinity.

[284] Mr McCombs made it clear that the greatest gain for the area as a whole in this respect
comes from the ability of the upgrade plans to remove and avoid the occurrence of
extensive queuing on the approaches and the resulting entrapment of other traffic to
and from the local streets and Whitby that has been the principal cause of difficulty and
breakdown for the present roundabout operation.

[285] The plans will also relieve the present patterns of intrusive behaviour by motorists
experienced across the forecourt of the adjoining Mobil service station where Mobil
have to put chans across to prevent motorists from using it as part of a rat-run.

[286] Under ideal conditions, while we accept the practical flow rate around the Roundabout
may well be increased, Mr McCombs made the point that the occurrence of only some
trivial or otherwise almost unnoticed event in the interaction between drivers, will cause
speeds to slow and trigger congestion. Currently any reduction in levels of use
however apparently takes one to two and a half hours to clear.

[287] The Residents had concerns about the safety and difficulty they have of getting out of
the Parernata R.ailway Station. At the moment they have two lanes to cross; the new
arranqernent will mean three.

[288] It was Transit's evidence that patrons travelling from Paremata, Papakowhai and
Whitby will have the right of way on the roundabout and Transit does not expect there
Will be ar.y difficulties with entry at peak hours. Currentlv motorists ,m SHl traveliinq
north who have right of way, generally give way to people exiling the carpal k as traffic
is often slow moving and normal courtesy applies. With the Reduced Upgrade the
congestion on SH1 northbound will be removed and it is therefore recognised that it will
be moderately difficult to exit the carpark. But Transit has identified alternative means

. of -providing a southern exit to the carpark to the southbound traffic should it be
rE:q\~Ji:e,j to alleviate z~.n\; future difficulties ij1 ':hat ri::.ga.t~d.
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[289] A new roundabout at the northern end of Plimmerton is to be created to provide for
required side road connections to Plimmerton Drive and via a new link to James Street. _
This roundabout, as does Paremata, also marks the transition for drivers between the
fast open road sections of the route and the slower suburban characteristics of the

route through Mans.

Parking ,1\lon9 The UpGrade Rout~

[290] One of the concerns for both Residents and businesses along the Reduced Upgrade
route has been the question of parking. Draft conditions 50-52 require Transit to
provide carparking to replace existing carparking arrangements that will be removed
with the upgrade.

[291] We note that in relation to parking the POP provides as follows:

I

Policy C7.1.9 To ensure that all activities provide ecleouete cn-sito visitor
parking.

The explanation to Policy C7.1.9 states that this policy is aimed at ensuring that little or
no teiience is placed on the roadside as a parking area. This in effect means for
businesses as well as for residents.

Paremata Station

[292] The responsibility for the Paremata Railway Station carpark lies with the WRC. Six
existing carparks will be lost in creating the new roundabout and these will be replaced
under a condition agreed with PCC and WRC at its southern end. There is substantial
room available for extending that carpark even further to the south should it ever be
required.

[293] Mr McCombs made the point that there is another carpark available to the Paremata
commuters on the other side of the highway. The railway station is able to be
accessed from the carpark across the pedestrian overbridge. Thus there are choices
available for commuters who feel they may not access the roundabout easily because
of the faster traffic flows through the area caused by the operation of the Reduced
Upgrade

Mana Esplanade

[294] Along Mana Esplanade there is carparking outside the Bridge Shoppe, the dairy and
medical rooms which (we were told) also affects sight distances from the Marina View
intersection with Mana Esplanade.

[295] Mr G and Mrs H Oinou live behind the Bridge Shoppe which, along with Omega 3
Seafood, is owned by them. The business shares a narrow service lane leading off
Ma:la Esplanade and they also use Marina View for vehicle access.

[296] With respect to the Bridge Shoppe, it was explained that 99% of the custom is from
passing traffic, most of it northbound. Customers generally park outside the shop The
Dinous believe that if the parking directly outside the shoo is occupied, ootential
customers will oe dissuaded from stopping. The same v:ill occur with Orneqa 3.

[297] New recess parking bays are provided in the plans for northbound drivers in the new
length of Mana Esplanade between the new bridge and Marina View. This will be
before reaching and relatively convenient to the Bridge Shoppe and 65 metres away
from Omega 2, ciCiCSS rl/lana Espla flade. In addition 7-.'3 ancle parks are ~G be made
available 2.: IV\o~lna View (40 metres aWej irom '82Ci-, UID I) ) .
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[298] Mr Julyan meanwhile identified that the Reduced Upgrade will provide for kerbside
parking all along at least one side of Mana Esplanade at ail times. Proposed condition _

55 requires this.

[299] Transit has also now, through Mr McCombs, concluded that parking along the kerbside
can be permitted to extend to the southern bounoary of G t/2!13 Avenue. This extends
to the waterfront parking area as suggested by Mr and Mrs Dinou. The parking will be
available at all times except at peak periods when the southbound Clearway is
operating.

[300] Meanwhile proposed condition 50 provides for the replacement of carparkinq spaces in
Jarnes Street whilst the on-site parking available currently at St Barnabas Church (in
fact a road reserve) will change with proposed condition 52 providing for new parking in
the Redoubt Lane area. This is land owned by Transit which will provide some
alternative to kerbside parking otherwise not available at peak hours and for local
users.

[301] In addition, other recessed parking is provided for shop owners on the western side of
Mana Esplanade for those travelling north.

St Andrews Road

[302] No kerbside parking is allowed along St Andrews Road now. A downstream effect of
four laning on St Andrews Road is that kerbside parking will remain restricted because
of the insufficient physical width of the road.

[303] After carefully traversing all the options it was Mr McCombs' judgement that whilst 2 or
3 kerbside parking spaces might be possible about the frontage of 158 St Andrews
Road, their provision would not be safe. Mr Davin for the PCC confirmed this view.
And when members of the Court were standing on the Plimmerton Overbridqe at the
time of the site visit, we saw from that vantage point the volumes of traffic discharging
down this section of the intended upgrade in the mid-morning. The existing difficult
situation was made very clear as we watched a car travel down the western footpath to
access a residential driveway. The speed and the degree of the following traffic made
it difficult for the driver to turn directly from the road into the driveway.

[304] Mr McCombs identified 5 parking spaces as available for the Residents, businesses,
and visitors on the open southwest corner of St Andrews Road and Steyne Avenue.
He commenced this option to us. A further possibility is to provide an area of up to e
cars on part of the land owned by Transit at 77 St Andrews Road by widening and
making a use of a portion of the proposed accessway leading in from Steyne Avenue.
The existing footpath would remain.

[305] We looked carefully at these proposals concluding that both sites should be provided
as they are an improvement to what exists. A copy of a map taken from Mr McCombs'
supplementary evidence (Attachment 3) shows the site of the 5 carparks with traffic
calming measures at the open southwest corner of St Andrews Road and Steyne
Avenue. The landscaping proposed may raise questions as to safety of the vehicles in
that particular location but we had no direct evidence on this.

[306] Meanwhile Mr McCombs proposed an additional condition suggesting five additional
carparks with further consultation with the Plimmerton Residents - proposed condition
5210,. It is a condition we have adopted because it has to be in the Residents' best
interests.

[:107] t\1rs "E:'"adey, a resident. consioereo the four lan.no \,~j~~S GcinG to cauce rnaicr prcclerns
brp8~king 0:1 Si1:';;. Si-,e would no iO:lger t1aJ8 SPE:CE:: "[0- c;i\:e off~hs :T;c:JC; > and iruo ::

~ garage She currerrv uses outside her rouse on the grass to park or along the sice
,.

~.
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the qaraqe. Mrs Bradey considers that if the upgrade takes piace she would have to
use this space to do a very tight reverse turn to put her car into the garage "so I will -
have vel)! little parking of any description anywhere". Other r:;;esidents had similar

problems.

[308] Transit has offered pr-operty improvements such as the on-site turning provisions
previously to various owners. The Court was informed that Transit will stand by these
offers, despite the lack of any safety need for the sight plane restrictions

Property Impacts

[309] As noted elsewhere, the Reduced Upgrade significantly reduces the extent to which
residential properties are affected by land taken or restriction on land uses. This had
been of considerable concern to the Residents.

"The removal of the site plane restrictions will simplify these issues, as less
modifications to properties will be necessary. As a result, there will be greater
flexibility available to attain Transit's socral objective of mitigating the effects on
lifestyle values and amenity"

[311] No traffic expert argued for the retention of sight line restrictions over private property.
The two peer review traffic experts (Mr Oickson called by Transit as well as Mr Heine)
did not advocate their use,nor did Mr McCombs.

[312] The Reduced Upgrade avoids the need for taking of land along Mana Esplanade.
North of Steyne Avenue however one residence needs to be removed from 75 - 79 St
Andrews Road. It is the only one which is required to be demolished and is owned by
the Crown and three others have been purchased by Transit.

[313] We were advised by Transit it has assessed its relationship with Residents' property on
a property by property basis. It seeks a process of negotiation with individual owners in
accordance with the Public Works Act 1981. If agreement is not able to be reached
with the landowners at 75 and 79 St Andrews Road, Transit would purchase these
properties.

[314] By contrast with the original upgrade, the Reduced Upgrade now considerably
nlitigat(~~; the (extent to which private property modifications or restrictions are
necessary for the proposal. Transit advises through Or Ramsay and Mr Rendall, those
modifications are now essentially confined to:

• Nine properties required to be purchased or modified north of Steyne Avenue to
provide the modified and safer access arrangements.

• The effects on part of the Plimmerton Domain are to be the subject of property
negotiations within the Heads of r\greement and the associated Public Works
Act.

• Building line restrictions for four properties in the vicinity of the Steyne Avenue
cut-face retaining wall, to protect the wall.

.. Modit"ic,3iIDns to aCC8SS arrangements have been neoctiated and settled by
consent orders with McOonalds, Shell and Mobil.

'. Minor frontage modifications for various properties mainly as a consequence of
the footpath renewal work, and subject to conditions requiring reinstatement.

[315] In addition, if owners who are made offers for acoustic treatment wish to have it

the agreement rnernorandurn (proposec conditions 2 'I -27)

,M-

I
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[316] The Court accepts that the agreed conditions for the making of offers of acoustic
treatment of dwellings and all other works, make adequate and fair provision for the 
interests of private property owners. We note included in the provision are rights for
the owner s to access independent advice.

Esrtbwork» and Construction Issues

[317] The major earthworks required will be outside the urban area and include the
Paremata-Plimmerton Roundabouts. Frontage modifications will be required for a total
of 62 properties of which 49 would be for these only indirectly affected by the
designation.

[318] The extent of the earthworks required in the activities relating to footpaths and property
frontages extends from Ii - 1 metre in depth at a maximum and adjustments to the kerb
ahqnrnent If! the order of 1-3 metres. Slope stabilisation and retention opposite Steyne
Avenue and regrading of footpaths will be required. This would not, in Dr I<amsay'::;
view, constitute major carthworks, but is more in the nature of street works frequently
undertaken by a local council as part of the upgrading through an area. It is not, ill
Transit's view (nor ours), a major engineering work in terms of complexity or the size of
tile plant required to make it. We agree.

[319] Draft conditions 13-20 provide for mitigation of construction impacts:

• Normal hours of construction;
• Provision for special short term operations to occur outside usual hours of

construction but only ill particular circumstances and preceded by notice being
provided to the occupiers of nearby residential properties;

• Traffic management;
• Disruption to property access
• Construction noise (in terms of NZS 6803: 1999) and a construction noise

management plan including procedures for handling noise complaints.

[320] Draft condition 44 also requires Transit to ensure that all contractors involved in
construction of the Reduced Upgrade prepare and implement a dust management
plan.

[321] Mrs Foster was of the opinion that the proposed conditions are appropriate and
adequate to mitigate foreseeable construction impacts and we accept her assessment.

Provision for Cyclists

[322] The existing SH1 does not make formal provision for a cycle facility. Cyclists share the
road between kerbside parked vehicles and the traffic streams. The footpaths do not
make formal provision for cycle use.

[323] The POP however provides a new regime for cyclists

Policy C7.1.7 To encourage the use of bicycles for commuting, recreation,
and general access around the City.

The explanation to Policy C7 .1.7 states that Encouraging the use of bicycles means
making the use of bicycles more convenient and safer.

[324] Or Ramsay for Transit said in view of the low cyclist use of SH1 ascertained
from surveys and the fact that additional land would have had been required, no
-1 ...vc ---;fir" t: ·'..... j;n··l fr, ··I!·I.:..,! '1-'''': bee 1"'\ [''-0 1 ·:-le~1 :;.o,~· ,1.',. ~_ l'\i,,- .... ·-· I)' 0"

\.;1,.r:-' ....l~H., "'''Y''-'''' I:::; IC I\.) i c',' .•• L.~: ~ r--i \/1;] l.... 1'[ :n l It: ~ r r....)r-\.. \. ::c·r~·~1 i~~!C-' 1+:.::;;")ln~

"Implication of Reducea' Upgrade iot Cyciists" he said in terms f the mooiiied lane
arrangements now proposed following r-invesuoauon, the wider 3.5 metre curbside
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lane along Mana Esplanade would provide additional room for both parked vehicles
and for cyclists travelling during off peak hours.

[325] The evidence of both Dr Ramsay and Mrs Foster for pec established that although the
proposal may provide more shared room for cyclists and for parking during off peak
hours, this is not the case during peak times. :,hs Foster says:

Given that most cycle use occurs during peak times, and although the
numbers are not large, the changed environment would actually make it
more difficult for cyclists to safely travel the road at peak times.

Overall the proposal reduces the provision for cyclists at peak times. If this
had the effect of forcing cyclists onto the footpath, conflicts could develop
between cycling and pedestrian use which would not be desirable for safety
reasons.

[326] Mrs Foster goes on to talk about a "Strategic Walkway Proposal" which envisaqes a
walkway between Plimmerton and Pukerua Bay. The plans indicated in the strategy
show the walkway extending across the Paremata Bridge to the southern end of Mana
Esplanade and how cyclists may be able to use these walkways for cycling.

Porirua City Council (PCC) has not yet resolved the details of a walkway
through the urban section but work on this is ongoing. Transit has
undertaken to make available its land at either end of the urban section to
facilitate the development of a combined walkway/cycle route to the extent
that is practicable which is constructive.

There is no provision for a dedicated cycle lane on either the eastern side
of the existing bridge or the western side of the proposed duplicate bridge
but PCC has accepted the proposed 2 metre footpath width as being
sufficient for a combined footpath and cycle facility given the expected
number of pedestrian and cycle users across the bridge.

[327] Mr Barclay for the Residents in his evidence-in-chief said:

Since the Council hearings, Transit has amended the proposed cross
section for Mana Esplanade, increasing the width of curbside lanes from
3.3 to 3.5 metres. This is a marginal improvement which still does not meet
AustroaC's sienoerd: for a shared cycle anci traffic lane. I refer to the
Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice Par114, Bicycles (3) where
the desirable minimum width is 4.0 metres, with an absolute minimum of
3.7.

If the median is occupied by turning vehicle, then some of the cars in the
right hand lane will have to stop, or slow to the cyclists speed.

Even a small number of cyclists will have a disruptive effect, and I believe it
important that appropriate and adequate provision is made.

If on-street provision cannot be made. the alternative is to encourage
cycltsts to use the footpath. ;::'or a shared cycle and pedestrian path,
Austroads recommends an absolute minimum width of 2.0 metres with
additional lateral clearances, defences or moving traffic ... I regard 2.5
metres as a minimum design width for the path.

A/onC} i/i[1'78 Espteneoe, 2.5 metre footpaths have been ptcpors-t! Br/hough
there arc. some continuity issues at itnersec'icas t/ij' 1'-;a1.",' cc; =;,TI.') (er,,::,:,
to the two bridges where traffic lanes occup) the full width at lines of the
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day. There will be no shoulders enit footpaths will be no more than 2.0
metres wide,

[328] Mr McCombs stated in his rebuttal evidence

B · " .i., .i :>: f" c veiteble I'O"JO' C'p~r'n I'", ';'''I'lod "r"'II,,.c,,nl,, ""rn!'jn'" c)"n_fOdOI}, Vvllcle ,flU Cl U -L 11 c ..), dUG-- ....> t u i t ~~-,' c'ilu /1 'JI..J"~ ",-,;; ... \..,1,.") 1./

small as is the case, the guidelines point to judgement being needed to
achieve the best overall result.

In respect of Mana Esplanade, these factors point to the desimbility of
prcvioinq as well AS possible for cyclists during the vast malority of the
week while curbside parking is permitted. and in this regard the 3.5
dimension chosen for the curbside lane matches the guideline
recommendations shown at the top of its Figure 4.7 as attached labelleci
rigure 6, except that the speed environment of 'eboui /1.Q kilometres an
flour' has ucre been used ut: to 50 kilomeires an tionr In other
tile 3. .5 dimensional provision is the same and accords with (joor! practice.
It is not 'below the absolute minimum for cycle use ... ' as Mr Bare/ay claims
in para 13.5 of his evidence,

.. He may have overlooked the fact that for most of every day there will be
parking in the curbside lane. The principal need ecccroinotv is to consider
the provisions under the heading "As a shared 'bicycle/carparking' lane" as
I have illustrated.

[329] Mr McCombs goes on to talk about the plans currently being considered by the PCC
contemplating provision of a cycle lane alongside the Domain linking with SH58 to the
south and with SH1 at Plimmerton in the north, and he concluded by saying "I consider
the arrangements for cyclists are safe and appropriate It.

Evaluation

[330] The continuation of vehicle numbers and the speed of those vehicles which we saw on
our site visits and on which we have detailed evidence, leave us with some concern for
the safety of commuter cyclists (some of whom will be children), particularly during
peak hours.

[331] At the present time the arrangements on Mana Esplanade is a 2.1 metre parking lane
against a traffic lane carrying up to 1600 vph. Under the Reduced Upgrade in peak
hours cyclists would be in a 3,5 metre kerbside lane shared with the HOV traffic flows.
Mr G L Dickson, Traffic Engineer and Town Planning Consultant called by Transit,
anticipated the flows in the HOV lane to be about 600 vph. He considered that whilst
35 metres width is at the minimum end of what is an acceptable range, given the traffic
flows, this operation would prove satisfactory, In off peak hours the cyclists would be
able to use Hie 3.5 metre kerbside lane - again with parking which would be
considerably better than the present situation of a 2.1 parking lane,

[332] Cycle surveys undertaken for this project indicated low cycle usage on weekdays and
slightly higher usage In the weekends: more importantly most cycling occurs at the
Pt:'iL: travel times anr' between 1000 am and noon on Saluid8Ys We concluded that
unoer this proposa: the opportunity for cyclists varies, depellci,ng on:

, '(a) whether they are recreational or commuter cyclists; and
(bL whether they are cyclinq at the time of and in the direction of the operating

Clearway.
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[333] Transit established that Mr Barclay had referred to an out-dated version of the
Austrcads Guideline. The wider 3.5 metre dimension chosen for the kerbside lane _
matches the Austroads Guideline, except the speed environment "of about 40 km/h" IS

being used at 50 km/h.

[334] h)r most of the day there will be parking in the kerbside lane. Cc nsecuently it is a
shared bicycle/carparking lane much the same as it is now. So in that respect nothing
much will change. From the evidence of Or Ramsay and Mrs Foster we accept
therefore that at peak times the opportunities for commuter cyclists may be reduced but
only for that limited period.

[335] While the PCC plans for cycleways in the future will certainly be an improvement for
some cyclists and for recreational ones in particular, we are unsure if they will do much
to improve the lot and safety of commuter cyclists, particularly on Mana Esplanade at
peak times.

[336] 'vVe note that survey results indicate that the volume of commuter cyclists is not hi(Jh
and despite tile answers given in cross-examination by Mr McCombs (he put it .iown to
local geographical constraints), we are unsure to what degree this is influenced by the
current traffic environment and in particular the paucity of provision for commuter
cyclists

[337] One issue which considerably concerned us was that proper provision be made for
cyclists to safely cross the Paremata Bridge. The evidence indicated that the amenity
of pedestrians was dubious now on the existing bridge. If that is so, what must it be
like for cyclists? Whilst Or Ramsay stated there would be no difficulty in providing for a
2.5 metre footpath on a new bridge, he only "expected it to be possible" for the existing
bridge.

[338] In respect of the new bridge we understand resource consent has already been
granted and a 2.0 m footpath is proposed. Our preference would be for a shared
facility, complete with railing and of sufficient width to comply with Ausroads Standards.

[339] We also urge Transit to look carefully at either the extension of the footpath to 2.5
metres on the existing bridge to accommodate both cyclists and pedestrians, or if
necessary at some "clip-on" arrangement which might accommodate both.

• The combined 3.5 metre kerbside lane which is to accommodate cyclists accords
with the relevant safety standards and appears at present to be sufficient for the
current low number of cyclists.

• For the future however, following on from Policy C7.1.7 in the PDP, we consider
that the PCC and Transit are obliged to give greater consideration as to how they
best accommodate cyclist users.
Provision for cyclists on the existing Paremata Bridge should be made available
now if at all possible. .

Costs and Benefits of the Reduced Upgrade as a Measure of Efficiency

[340] At the time of the hearing it was Mr McCombs' evidence that even if the construction
period for TGM was 6 years away and not 15 as first envisaged, there are substantial
cost benefits (CB) in removing the congestion from Mana and surrounding areas. On
current funding criteria the benefits would outweigh the costs by 6: 1.
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[341] Emeritus Professor L F Jackson from Victoria University who has studied transport
economics, transport planning and transport systems design at the Mas~;:lchusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) gave evidence for TGMAC. The thrust of Professor
JackSO,"1'S evidence In respect of costs and benefits was that:

(a) tile Reduced Upgrade could be justified in fin2i"icic::i t(~nn:;:

(b) benefits would flow from the time the Reduced Upgrade was completed until the
opening of TGM:

(c) the Reduced Upgrade will delay the start of TGM.

[342] Professor Jackson suggested that if the after Reduced Upgrade delays/costs are 15%
of those before the Reduced Upgrade, there would be savings in excess of $320
million, provided the Reduced Upgrade is completed in 2003 and TGM is opened
before 2008. However, the additional savings (on top of the $320 million) would be
only $20 million if opening of TGM did not DCClJr until 2014.

[31d] In aridition to the rnonetarv costs of the delays identified by Mr McCombs (which INe
discuss eisewhere) Professor Jackson also attempts to quantify the "non moneuzed'
cost of the Reduced Upgrade. His evidence is that a completion of Reduced Upgrade
would prevent early achievement of the optimal long run solution to the problem, or put
more simply would delay the start of TGM. Professor Jackson lists the benefits (as he
sees them) of TGM as:

• secu rity of route:
• enhancement of capacity:
• design for seismic robustness;
• separation of long haul and local traffic;
• many aspects of amenity for both users and residents;
• improvements in safety;
• reductions in accident costs:
• major reductions in transit time for intra-regional movements:

[344] Professor Jackson argues that because .Reduced Upgrade will delay TGM and the
community will be denied these benefits, then they become a "non monetized" cost of
the upgrade. He argues that the Transitrrransfund method of calculating the benefits
of roadinq projects, explicitly avoids considering the projects role in the development of
economic, social and cultural activities in the whole Wellington Region. He suggests
this leads to substantial under investment in infrastructure and a preference for
"marginal" high return projects at the expense of "large lumpy" projects like TGtvi. He
says TGM is a large lumpy project which has a lower total cost than a whole sequence
of marginal improvements along the present route.

[345] He goes on to say if the reduced upgrade proceeds without any commitment to TG,
and the 'marginal approach' is followed, it is inevitable that the best long term solution
and its large number of additional benefits will be pushed further down the priority list.

[346] Mr Brennand, subpoenaed by the Residents, also recognised the wider social and
economic benefits that would accrue from an early opening of TGM. He said:

"TGM is a different scale of project that INil1 have a ziqniiicer.t impact on the social
and economic environment of Wellington and therefore will generate benefits that
are not quantified under Transfund New Zealand's benefit cost procedures".

l
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[347) Mr McCombs gave detailed evidence on the length of delays experienced by drivers on
this section of SH1 from 1994 to the present day. lie said:

oeievs and queues occurring for progressive!y !cr7f"cr r)8rio(fs each year have
now reached a stage where the worsening effects are extending over continually
widening areas, and are affecting increasing numbers of people across other
parts of the network and across adjoining neighbourhoods.

[348) Mr McCombs produced in evidence Figure 4 in which he estimated the dollar cost (in
wasted expenditure of the community) in terms of:

• additional vehicle cost;
.. fuel consurnpuon:

excessive erruss.ons:

" wear ;:iI)rj tear;

••

•
..

personal time waiting in queues; or
extra otherwise unnecessary travel across an adjoining neighbourhood .

[349) He estimated that in net present value terms the additional costs borne by highway
users as a charge on the community amounts to $230 million between 1994 and out to
2019 - if a Do Nothing approach is adopted. When discussing Figure 4 he interpolated
a figure which was not disputed by any other witness - namely the costs of delays in
next 5 years are $30 million for a project which is only $18 million.

[350) In terms of Transfund benefit to cost formula 1, the Full Upgrade would have a BC of
approximately 18 and in terms of the Reduced Upgrade he says:

a BC ratio in excess of the funding cut-off, even with ear!y completion of the
alternative inland route, is equally capable of being achieved by the reduced
upgrade and HOV schemes described later in my evidence.

[351] Professor Jackson argues in his rebuttal evidence that it is misleading and that the
benefits should only be assessed as accruing until the opening of TGM.

[352) However, Mr McCombs further on in his evidence-in-chief, says:

even if the construction pericd for Transmission Gully is 6 years, and not 15 as
first envisaged, there are substantial benefits in removing the congestion from
Mana and surrounding areas. On current funding criteria, the benefits would
outweigh the costs by 6 to 1,

[353) Although both these BIC ratios relate to the Full Upgrade, we have no reason (or
evidence) to question Mr McCombs' assertion" in respect of the likely BIC ratio of the
Reduced Upgrade.

[354) We note that Professor Jackson disputes Mr McCombs' methodology and in particular
his use of 2000 as the reference year to establish the net present value. He argues
and shows on his Table 1 that different (reduced) total costs are arrived at if 1994 is

Transit New Zealand's Benefit/Cost Analysis
Benefit cost !SIC) ratios are used by Transfund to rank all roading projects according to their national priority It also
ensures that funds are allocateo on a baSISthat is economically rational The BIC analysts nas three principal functions
• It determines that all projects funded by Transfund are economic

It ensures that the best option IS chosen to resolve any particular reading issue
It ranks projects In terms of tneir benefits so that priority can be given to triose which offer the oreatest benefit to the
nation as a whole -

(NORpara 24, page 12)
That a B'C ratio in excess of the fU:ldin; cut-off is - evable by the Recicec Upgrade - see discussion above
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used as the year of reference. The main reason for this is that the annual costs have
risen (significantly) between 1994 and 2000

[355] Transit identify that although some features of the Reduced Upgrade will have a lirnited
life - until TGM IS commissioned, Mr McCombs reminds us that It will also confer
permanent benefits on the Plimrnerton arid f\,4dna ccmruniues. He listed these as:

• traffic lights to enhance the equity of side road and pedestrian movements;

• renewed road pavement and footpaths;
.. acoustic treatment of dwellinqs;
<. a new overbridge at Plirnrnerton:
.. new carparking areas;
.. a new roundabout for the entry to Plirnrnerton, assisting its separation from the

higher speed rural highway and enabling a landscaped gateway to this
cornmuruty:
safer arr ancernents for school buses with new Jarnes Street lir;~.

[356] Transit conclude that with the Clearway and bridge remaining in place between 14,000
to 23,000 vehicle movements per day with or without tolls, will still need to use this
section of road even if TGM is constructed early. "The reduced upgrade will deliver an
improved asset to the community."

[357] Mr Barclay, for the Residents, does not challenge the cost/benefit analysis provided by
Transit. He does however conclude that depending on the timing of TGM, the
f~esicients will be subjected to 18 months construction period for a project which may
only be in operation for a short time. Mr Rendall for Transit during cross-examination
stated that the costs of any additional congestion etc during construction of the project
were recognised in the B/C calculation. He went on to say that those costs of
disruption or delay during construction have been assessed as being minor.

[358] Mr Morrison, in his opening submissions for TGMAC acknowledged that "there are
some adverse effects on the community which could be alleviated by Transit's
proposaf'. However, he went on to submit that "the community is prepared to endure
the adverse effects in the short term because they believe it will lead to a more
sustainable future". Mr Morrison was referring to the commission of TGM.

[359] We note Mr Brennand considered that if the TGM project is delayed, that it is more
advantageous in BC terms to put in the improvements to SH 1 now. TGM is in fact
delayed, and we believe the benefits of the Reduced Upgrade are sustainable.

[360] The issue at Paremata and Mana is having an adverse and confining effect on the
economy and welfare of the Wellington region at large. Costs at the present time of
losses due to congestion are estimated at $20 million per annum. Transit forecasts that
this will double to $40 million per annum in another four years and reach $60 million in
six to seven years from now (McCombs Figure 43

) . We were told that works which are
relatively low scale such as the traffic management procedures which are what the
Reduced Upgrade is concerned with here, achieve high B/C ratios compared with
projects involving large scale earthworks bridqes, culverts etc In this case the B/C
ratio of 18 includes a new bridge across the inlet. Without it the SIC would be higher.

..r;> c_. -,A B/C range of 10-20 is not unusual for projects involving this level of expenditure.

I

Travell'!:r1e Costs at Queues - At Present Growth Rrends
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[361] Although there may have been some disagreement on the dollar value of the costs of
the delays on the state highway it became clear to us that:

.. The delays being experienced currently on this section of SH 1 are unacceptable;
" That on a dollar basis the benefits of the Reduced Upgrade outweigh the costs;
" On Transfund's B/C procedure the Reduced Upgrade 'NOL'id comfortably meet the

required threshold;
o The Reduced Upgrade will deliver some permanent benefit to the community

[362] The difficulty for the Residents is that they, while not seriously challenging the present
costs of tile delays, are concerned that the Reduced Upgrade will seriously threaten
the start of TGM. We have already stated that the commissioning of TGM is something
about which there is no certainty.

[363] fV1r Brennand identified that without tolling, TGM is unlikely to qualify for funding for
rnany years. He also identified that the risks surrounding the commissioning of TC;M
relate to enabling legislation, funding, tolling issues and resource consents.

[364] The questions we must ask ourselves is:

Would the possible benefits (earlier commissioning of TGM) outweigh the certain
costs (continuing and increasing delays) of the 'do nothing' option, or put another
way, would the certain benefits of the Reduced Upgrade outweigh the possible
costs (delay of TGM).

[365] Because we have no way of knowing how Reduced Upgrade will affect the timing of
TGM we find in favour of the known/certain benefits that will accrue as a result of the
upgrade, particularly as the increased capacity on the upgrade route is being kept at a
level which is "sufficient', and therefore less likely to impact on the opening of TGM. In
any event we note that much of the increased capacity of Reduced Upgrade (HOV
lanes etc.) are reversible on the opening of TGM.

Finding

• We conclude that a study of the costs and benefits as known favours the
Reduced Upgrade.

.ov.!-~r.§JLfil)9in9..-Q.!l....Sustainable Management and Efficiency'

• We find that Transit's proposals meet the tests for sustainable management and
efficiency pursuant to Part 11 (s.5(2)) RMA.

-----.
I
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fhapter 9: Health and SafiUY

RMA

[366] The focus of the Court under this heading is the question of the health and safety and
amenity of users of the Reduced Upgrade including the surrounding residents. As a
consideration under s.5(2) RMA, such issues are necessary aspects to consider when
assessing the designation

Planning Instruments

[367] The relevant planning instruments in relation to public health and safety issues are
contained in the PDP r,3 Suburban Zone Objectives and Policies and C7 Transport Policy.
VVe particularly draw attention to the relevant provisions relating to quality ol the residential
environment in thr~ SubUltJan Zone in which the Reouced Upgrade is situated:

C3 Suburban Zone Objectives and Policies

I

Objective C3.2

Policy C3.2.1

To encourage an environment which continues to sustain Porirua
City's subutben zone as an attractive, healthy and safe place in
which to live.

To protect and enhance the amenity and character of the
residential resource by eJefining standards for the bulk and location
of buildings, and the nature and scale of activities.

Anticipated environmental outcomes include:

C3.4.1

C3.4.7

C7 Transport

C7.1.3 Policy

A high standard of residential amenity which benefits the health and
wellbeing of the community.

Safe suburban streets and adequate pedestrian access and movement

~'

~:

'~'

To avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse environmental effects of the transportation
network on the environment.

[368] We also draw attention to the Urban Section of the provisions of SH1 (Paremata
Roundabout to Plimmerton) which identifies the upgrade route as a major urban arterial
road.

[369] The existing SH1 is provided for in the PDP by designations numbered K0401 (Limited
Access Road) being the rural portion and K0402 (Road (State Highway)) being the urban
portion. These are shown on sheet 13 of the maps and in section K of the plan.

[370] SH 1 is classified in section i\J4 2S a primary road with the rural portion between
Plimmerton and Pukerua Bay as Major Rural Arterial and the urban portion between
Paremata and Roundabout to Plimmerton as Major Urban Arterial.
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[371] Table 3, H5 of the PDP, characterises the region's Major Urban Arterial roads as having:

.. 10,000 - 25,000 vpd

.. )0 kph design speed

.. minimum 30m width
• two 3m parking lanes
• four 3.5m traffic lanes

PDP Transport Po!ic~

[372] The following objectives and policies relating to transport are particularly relevant to
consideration of Transit's Reduced Upgrade:

Objective C'1.1 To ectiieve e safe snd efficient trensponeiion network that enobtes
the people of the Ciiy am} the wider community to provide for their
social and economic well-being without creating significant adverse
environmental effects.

Policy C7.1.2 To ensure that the adverse effects of land use and development on
the efficiency and safety of the transportation network are taken
into account, and any intersection or frontage conflicts are avoided
or minimised or remedied as appropriate.

Policy C7.1.3 To avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse environmental effects of
the transportation network on the environment.

[373] The explanation to Policy C7.1.3 states:

"The use and location of roads can significantly impact on the natural and physical
environment and on communities. This policy is to ensure that due regard is given to
ensuring a high standard of amenity through good design, landscaping and that the
siting and classification of roads (in accordance with the Roading Hierarchy) takes
into account the surrounding lane uses, including the ecological values of
environmentally sensitive areas."

Road User Safety: The Present Traffic Climate and Accident Patterns

[374] Transit's review of the Full Upgrade considered the following factors (relevant to traffic
safety only) as important:

• replacement of earthquake prone Paremata Bridge
• adequate operational safety

[375] It is intended that the existing two lane bridge will be duplicated with a second two lane
bridge, south of which the road will be four lanes through to the redesigned Paremata
Roundabout. Resource consents are in place for the bridge.

[376] ln terms of operational safety, Transit maintain that in its existing form and with present
traffic flows this length of SH1 experiences a number of safety-related problems which

. could be improved through the Reduced Upgrade. It is to these we now turn.

I
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[377] ,cl.. summary of the reported accidents for the length of SH1, 1 kilometre south of the
Parernata Rour.dabcut, to 0.8 kilometres north of Plimmerton Drive for the most recent
5 YC~rH period 1995 - 99, indicates a total of 29 injury and 173 non-injury accidents
including 7 serious events and 1 fatal accident.

[378] A significant number of the reported accidents in this existing length of road are nose-to
tail/rear-end collisions arising from misjudged vehicle speeds and unexpected stops
occurring amongst queues in congested conditions. These patterns are particularly
evident on the external approaches both southbound prior to Grays Road, and northbound
prior to the Parernata Roundabout arising (particularly) from the present inadequacies of
the Parernata to Piirnrnerton length of the route. A further concentration of these nose-to
tail accidents is also shown either side of the zebra pedestrian crossing, just north of the
Station Road anc tkiln View Road intersections.

[379] ~jr McCombs rioted that comments have be[;:1 made consistently by residents to the effect
that it IS difficult to cross the road as a pedestrian, especially during off-peak periods, wi,(~i1

the traffic is travelling at higher speeds. Some pedestrians consider the zebra crossing
near Station Road to be unsafe in this rE;gard. Mr McCombs also notes that the particular "",
concentrations of rear-end accidents and two pedestrian fatalities (one in 1992 and
another in 1996) in this vicinity supports the view.

[380] The other predominant pattern on the existing route involves injury accidents and collisions
~. involving right-turn manoeuvres to and from the various side roads. Some 63% of all the

accidents that have occurred at the Plirnrnerton Drive, Jarnes Street, erays Road, Steyne
Avenue, Acheron Road, Mana View Road, Station Road and Pascoe Avenue involve right
turn manoeuvres either to or from the side road, and a similar pattern is evident at the
various Mana Shopping Centre driveways.

[381] Traffic accidents along Mana Esplanade occur significantly because of nose-to-tail in
congested conditions (unexpected stops/misjudged distances). Also accidents involve
right turn manoeuvres through avoiding queues.

[382] The Reduced Upgrade option is seen as lessening nose-to-tail occurrence whilst the
increased number of signals will also improve right-turn accident occurrences. Overall
Transit expects that there will be a significant reduction of accidents outside the peak
travel times (20 - 30% expected) of the present situation. Mr McCombs concluded:

Such occurrences in my view reflect an unsatisfactory performance for the existing
road in terms of its delivery of safety for through-traffic, and equally unsatisfactory in
terms of its amenity and safety for local access and pedestrians. Such patterns will
continue and worsen in the future, and arise principally from the combination of
traffic volume and road layout, and more particularly from the present lack of
adequare or proper traffic management which is especially evident in the patterns of
pedestrian, rear end and turning manoeuvre accidents.

[383] Mr Barclay, for the Residents, said this:

IN/tll or wiinou! the cteetwevs, the Mane Esp!anade section wit' be
substandard, with frontage conliicts. a relaiively hign accident rate, and an
environment hostile to pedestrians, cyclists and residential activity.
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[384) Mr Barclay WClS critical that the HO\! scheme does not appear to offer safety benefits over
a conventional Clearwav. He considered that along Mana Esplanade it will complicate
turning manoeuvres and" intersection operations. If the non-HOV traffic is stopped or slow
moving, the ability tor vehicles to move sideways to accommodate cyclists wil] be affected.
On the approaches to the lanes, the need for lane changing will, he consider-s, create
additional turbulence with a high speed environment.

[385] Mr Barclay's statements were the only reference by the Residents' expert to the accident
rates on the Reduced Upgrade route.

[386J Mrs V;Jn Son, VJh0 lives cn the esplanade, gave an eye witness accounts of numerous
nose-to-tail accidents Clk)flg that stretch of the upgrade rout«, many of which have caused
cars to mount ',he footpath. Mrs Doornbos, who also lives on the esplanade, qave
evidence that several trucks have crashed on that road causing near misses to others with
one killing a motorist. Mrs Doornbos considered that the implementation of the HOV lane
will further add to the accident tally as will the nose-to-tail accidents. .,;;

[387) Mrs Dinou, who owns the shops on the esplanade referred to earlier, also spoke of peak
hour traffic nose-to-tail accidents. She observed that the present congestion gave rise to
recurring difficulties for the passage of emergency vehicles (having to use the central
median), associated hazards with other vehicles, such as motorbikes also making such
manoeuvres. Mrs Dinou referred also to the dangers of pedestrians crossing the highway
under the present conditions.

[388J We find the Transit evidence of the current situation is supported by that of the Residents
and is of major concern. A copy of a map showing Accident Patterns on the route of the
Reduced Upgrade taken from the evidence of Mr McCombs is attached to this decision
marked Appendix B. We note there are 41 accidents listed for the Paremata Roundabout
and 17 for the Grays Road intersection with St Andrews Road during the last five years

[389] The Residents' expert evidence suggesting that a "relatively high accident rate will remain"
as a result of the Reduced Upgrade needs close examination. Mr McCombs would expect
the upgrade overall to promote a small reduction in the total number of adverse incidents.
As to the operation of the HOV lane the additional manoeuvres are expected by Mr
McCornbs to produce a rnarqinal increase ill damage-only incidents. The total number of
crashes likely during periods when the HOV lanes are operating will be influenced by
driver attitudes to selective allocation of travel lane. A positive response should result in a
lower accident rate than would occur if the present situation was allowed to continue.

[390J The avoidance of queues on the external approaches both southbound prior to Grays
Road and northbound prior to the Paremata Roundabout could also significantly lessen the
predominant occurrence of nose-to-tail collisions in these sections, and the co-ordinated
"green-wave" management of through-traffic flows within the length of Mana Esplanade
and St Andrews Road will enable similarly significant safety gains.

[39'1 J Richt-tu-n accidents to and from each of the principal side-road intersections could be
overcome as a further notable gain from providing traffic si;;n3!s. The gaps between
platoons created when the main road signals turn red will also benefit manoeuvres to and
from individual driveways
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[392] Further, specifically marked traffic lanes for through and turning traffic along the length of
the route, provides for a consistent flow of traffic In an organised and smooth fashion. /\s
Mr McCombs indicated this operation greatly reduces the opportunity Tor mtrusive or
erratic onvtnq behaviour b)' individuals and instead leads :0 an overall better and more
uniform standard of controlled and smooth behaviour for the majority of drivers

[393] Overall, we concluded the traffic safety issues will improve.

[394J And as identified earlier in this decision, a critical part of the upgr-ade route wiil not be 3

high speed environment. It was Mr McCombs' evidence that within the present road
layout, an existing 100 krnih speed limit applies to all of the length of road from the
southern end of Pukerua Bay through to around 300 metres south of Plirnmerton Drive.
from this point, Cl <;pced limit of 50 kmih applies through all of the length of St Andrews
f~(nd and ~,Ji3na l:siJ;ai l:JCJS. From just south of the Parernata RCllmdabout, the pusted
1:1111: only increases 2:92in to 100 krn/h alonq the motorway towards Porirua and Wel!inc;torl

[395J The general application of the 50 km/h speed limit applying within a built up area is
determined by s.52 of the Transport Act 1962. On enquiry from the Court, Mr McCombs
identified that Mana Esplanade would not be approved for the imposition (S8Y) of a 40
km/h formal speed limit. For limits of less than 50 km/h the rules restrict their use
essentially to circumstances of roads defined as local roads within the District Plan and not
intended for use by large volumes of through traffic, which this is not.

[396J On further reflection and close evaluation of Mr McCombs' evidence, we are satisfied that
the traffic management scheme for the area, will have beneficial effects on the current
situation.

[397J Mrs Middleton considered traffic lights as of only marginal benefit to her family situation 
she would still have to supervise her children crossing Mana Esplanade. But we consider
traffic signals are in fact a key safety feature of the Reduced Upgrade. In our view they
are necessary for the local residents in that they:

• provide safety for crossing pedestrians including children going to and from school;
• provide windows of opportunity for residents to safely exit their properties onto Mana

Esplanade;

• provide opportunities for those exiting Marina View crossing northbound traffic to turn
south;

• provide regular gaps in the southbound flows so that residents arriving from the
south wishing to turn into their properties may wait on the painted median and turn
into their entranceways.

• provide the opportunities for those who do not wish to wait on the painted median
strip to U-tUrrl at the appropriate traffic signals and come back to their driveways.

[398] III spite of these advantages, some of the Residents questioned the safety of such
facilities; if there is a train to catch and a pedestrian IS running late, might not an individual
continue to cross against the lights?

[3S<:J] /,t this point in ~Imt, there is only one pedestrian crossing on M2.'la Esp!an3de and that is
near the Mana S~lOPS Pedestrians currently crossing the esplanade at random are
supported in their movements by slow moving traffic at peak periods. But it is this traffic
which in tact causes in part the very dubious safety record along the esplanade
Mr McCombs' evidence was that the series of traffic signalled intersections could
significantly improve the opportunity and safety levels for pedestrians crossing the

I
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principal traffic flows. And in this regard we prefer Mr McCombs' evidence to that of
Mr Barclay Mrs Foster as an experienced planner was also of the opinion that the
proposal will enhance the adequacy of pedestrian access to the extent that 5 sets of traffic
liqhts will enable safer crossing.

[400] We concluded that aiding the jay-walking activities of late commuters is not what this case
is concerned with. It is to provide a safe, efficient traffic management system which takes
account of all users of SH1 through several townships like Plimmerton and Paremata. We
are concerned at the lack of safety features which currently exist along Mana Esplanade
and indeed along the full route of the Reduced Upgrade. As observed by Mr McCombs, :1

particular benefit of the upgrade is that it provides a better standard of managernent at ail
times of the day rather than Just at peak hours.

[401] We turned next to the safety issues surrounding the HOV/Clearway lane. !\s noted th;:;
ReciuC!~c' Upc]!ade has done awClY with sight-line restrictions over private property which
were first introduced to address perceived safety issues in relation to access.
Mr McCornbs concluded that these restrictions are an unnecessary feature of the
amended proposal neither adding to nor detracting from traffic safety, although they may
add a measure of convenience. Speaking in particular of Mana Esplanade, the reasons
for his view are:

• for 99% of all cars, the measured distance between a driver's eye and the rear
bumper when reversing is slightly less than the 2.5 metre width of the mid-block
footpaths. Traffic using the kerbside lane during the Clearway hours is typically
further out from the kerbline allowing an appropriate and realistic margin of safety.
There are also occasional other larger vehicles that are manoeuvred or reversed
from driveways and out on to SH1, but these are the exception for which the driver is
properly responsible, and does not of itself warrant the adoption of greater standards
or the general adoption of sight plane restrictions on properties along all of the route;

• the Clearways will only operate for several hours each day, and then driveway
access will revert to the situation as it occurs at present;

• the safety records of other Clearways give no indication of difficulty or reported
pattern of accidents involving driveways or a related lack of inter-visibility between
vehicles;

• The HOV restrictions have the effects of reducing the traffic flows using the peak
period kerbside lane. Because the length of highway is short and because a series
of traffic si91181s control vehicles throughout the route, motorists cannot gain much by
illegally using the kerbside travel in both lanes which will occur pretty much at the
same speed.

[402] As noted earlier, Mr McCombs had reviewed Clearways examples in Auckland where
similar footpath widths and Clearways operate were significantly larger volumes than here.
There were no Safety issues identified. Or Ramsay for Transit affirmed this view. Thus
there was no evidence from which to draw an adverse inference as to the safety of
clearways. .

[403J What then of the operation of the HOV lane? Transit was persuasive that good signage
2r,0 a properly .ocateo publicity carnpaiqn will be employed to reinforce this. it recognised
clear explanatory signage has to be identified so that those who are not regular travellers
along that stretch of the highway know what they are doing. It was established with Mr
Barciay that the average driver during the morning and afternoon peak flows is a
commuter. It follows therefore that it will be the regular commuter who will most benefit

I
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from the HOV scheme and these drivers will become accustomed to the siqnaqe and
OCCUpclllCY components of the requirement.

Finding

• The Reduced Upgrade will provide for greater traffic safety along the upgrade route.

Access Safety and Amenity

[404] In Transit's view, the proposed painted flush median (at both Mana Esplanade and St
/\ndrews Road) allows right-turning traffic the opportunity to sit safely out of traffic until it
can complete manoeuvres, and it allows for separate traffic flows. The painted median is
irltertcL:c! to provide waiting space for pedestrians and provides separation between
CfJDcslng tri:lf['c streams Lengths of solid or raised median ho-vever 21e e,::;'J incorporated
ill lilc' design in :ever,J! areas in order to contribute to traffic flows :35 well ;_,c safety. Trailic
signals at the var-ious key intersections will further assist right turning manoeuvres and
exits from driveways at peak periods along the upgrade route.

[405] We turned to traffic safety issues concerning schools. it was Ms Meade Rose's evidence
that the majority of children at Parernata and St Theresa's Schools arrive by car. At
Parernata the redesign of the Paremata Roundabout associated with closure of Station
Road will provide access to SH58 from Paremata Crescent, thus avoiding the need to go
round the main roundabout on SH1. It may be expected that this will increase the volume
of traffic going through Paremata Crescent - but there will be no conflict traffic fur people
delivering and picking-up their children from the school because there Will be no traffic
coming into Station Road as there is currently.

[406] Currently access to St Theresa's is by way of SH1 into James Street. Ms Meade Rose
indicated that some drivers experience difficulty turning right in and out of Jarnes Street
with congestion there at peak times. With the Reduced Upgrade school buses to and from
the school from the north and south will be able to use the left turn lane on SH 1 out of
James Street, the link road and the Plimmerton Roundabout. For private vehicles there
will be greater ease of access reaching the school but the route would be longer for those
needing to use the Plimmerton Roundabout. Ms Meade Rose advised nevertheless that
access Will be safer and result in less conflicting traffic,

[407] It was Mr McCombs' evidence that the area along the west side of St Andrews Road to the
north of Steyne Avenue poses particular design issues arising from the location of
buildings and driveways. The latter are complex arrangements whilst some portions of the
houses are currently located within the designation. The provision along this stretch of
road with a raised median is seen by Transit as necessary to ensure good levels of
operating safety of the curving length of the highway between two closely spaced
intersections.

[408] The Plimmerton Residents are very critical about being prevented from right turning to
3CC8,-;S a total of () resicential properties. to 2 businesses to t:~e 88:::1, cmd fr or.: b:lrc1

prevented from parking in an area adjacent to the Plirnrnerton f~3iiway Station because ~·f
.- ,--- '-, ,_.4 laning along the St Andrews stretch of the upgrade. They are also concerned about the

<disruption they perceive in terms of lifestyle and amenity values from the modification of
driv~ways and ground levels proposed. The Residents, who provided helpful evidence on
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St Andrews Road, included Mr B Cook, Mr M and Mrs G Rotherharn, Mr N Hardinq, Mr5 W
Munro, Mls M A Bradey and others.

[409} Vvith respect La Flirnmertoll Motors, ~he pi esent workshop ,""'r~tr8!)Ce and lubrication hay of
Plirnrnerton Motors lies within the existing road designation. The provision of the raised
median strip along the adjoining length of St Andrews Road between Steyne Avenue and
Grays Road is seen to raise access and operational difficulties for the company. Mr I
Capeweil, Manager of Plimmerton Motors, estimated that at least 50% of customers will
be adversely affected by tile upqrade. M3ny customers are elderly and he considers that
the layout of the southbound laning in front of the company's entry/exit points w)11 make it
net only danqerous but impossible for vehicles to exit south to access Plirnrnerton as they
will need to cross two lanes of traffic to access the right lane to enter.

[410] r-v1r IvkCombs specifically listed Cil! the traffic features for each affected addrers 21cng St
;\nc1rews Road end made both qeneral and specific comment that the proposed desiqn
provides property owners with a better standard and facility for access to their prcperiies,
including the provision of medians and distinct localised gaps in traffic flows which wil] be
created by the traffic signals to allow them better egress and ingress.

[411} Transit proposes alternative access to numbers 75 - 91 St Andrews Road (western)
These properties now enjoy rights of access to St Andrews Road and, if Transit proposes
to alter or restrict that access, by eliminating vehicles, as will be necessary to safely effect
the Reduced Upgrade, alternative access will have to be negotiated under other legislation
such as-

• A new rear access driveway across the Railways land behind numbers 85 ,- 91 but
with bridged vehicle access only to the rear of number 85;

• Rear access from Steyne Avenue to numbers 75 - 81 and a new front driveway
access to numbers 75 - 81 parallel to St Andrews Road;

• A new front access driveway to numbers 83 - 89 parallel to St Andrews Road, and
separated from the adjoining SH 1 carriageway;

• Access to 204 shifted from the St Andrews Road frontage to James Street.

[412] /\S to St Andrews Road (east) the proposed median barrier along the centre of St Andrews
Road between Grays Road and Steyne Road will prevent right turns into and out of
numbers 188 - 196 St Andrews Road. Travel north from these properties will have to be
by turning left into SHl and then making a U-tUrIl at Steyne Avenue or Pope 8tl-e01. I'
travel south from St Andrews Road to these properties, vehicles would have to travel to
Grays Road for a U-turn or to the northern roundabout. There will be a dedicated right turn
phase at the Grays Road intersection (clear of any competing turns from Grays Road) to
effect such a turn.

[413] The PCC (through Mrs Foster) observe that although the additional travel time would be
an inconvenience to residents, the enhanced safety resulting from the raised median is
important. Ms Meade Rose gave similar evidence. Mr McCombs identified that in his
opinion safety outweighs any severance issues.

[414] We gave special consideration to the St Andrews Road situation because it seemed to us
that the residences and businesses along that section of the upgrade were particularly
vulnerable to the changes proposed, particularly those on the western Side of St Andrews
Road north of Steyne Avenue. In response to our concerns and those of the Residents,
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Transit met again with the.affected parties during the hearing to further clarify the situation.
live were appreciative of the further attention Transit and theResidents gave the matter.

[415] As ~\/ir Bradbourne identified however, the conflict which these residents 8xreric::':ce at the
interface of the highway and the urban environment is part of the existing environment. It
is the basis against which effects assessment should be made, In this regard:

• It is relevant to consider the extent to which the upgrade would intensify those
problems. If so, it is appropriate to consider the extent to which those effects should
be avoided, remedied or mitigated in accordance with s.5(2);

• It is also relevant to consider the extent to which existing conflict at the
highwaylurban interface will be alleviated by the upgrade. As Transit submit in
opening, any 2lievi;"ltion of existing conflicts should appropriately be measured in
terms of an irnorovemant to the existino environment., v

[416] Mrs Bradey, who lives at 150 St Andrews Road and is a long term resident of the mea,
had this to say of the current situation:

The speed of the traffic makes it very dangerous to enter and leave my
premises. The road is very narrow where I live. Probably the most narrow part
in fact of St Andrews Road. I usually have to turn into the property next door,
as there is a small amount of space available between the lanes to wait for a
gap.

If the four lanes go ahead, I do not feel it would be safe at all to cross two
lanes. The painted median opposite my house will be only one metre
approximately wide and it will be quite unsafe to stop prior to making any right
turn. It will be much more exposed and dangerous.

Entrance to Property

Not being able to do a right hand turn into my property will be a major problem.
It is dangerous to do a U turn of any description locally Pope Street is very
busy with the new subdivisions constantly expanding. Steyne Avenue is no
better, in fact, it is even worse. You are subjected to the railway station traffic
and pedestrians. I work in Wellington and need to enter my property several
times a o'ay

Crossing the Road

This is difficult now and when if the four lanes are implemented, we will have to
walk back to the lights to cross. Nobody likes to walk in a different direction to
where they wish to go.

[417] Assessing the evidence of access issues in its entirety along St Andrews Road,
Mr McCombs described them as "difficulf'. One of the hallmarks of this case is that even
t:,ough the P,esidents realise how bad their existinq situation is, they make no concessions
to what may be improvements! We are entirely clear nowevcr that what Transit propose

__~-->--~-_'Nill improve access Issues for the Residents.
,':""

I
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[418] We feel entirely comfortable with Transit's explanation that drivers wishing to enter
Plimmerton Motors from either the south or to park to the north will tie able to make the
desired U-turns, within the fully protected exclusive right turn green arrow periods provided
by the traffic signals at both the Grays Road and Steyne Avenue intersections, On
departure from the site, drivers will have the advantage of driver courtesy where there are
heavy streams of traffic, Mr McCombs produced Plan E which he described as providing
"a more workaNe, better managed and safer outcome for that section of the route" and we
agree,

[419] With respect to private addresses, we note the highway in front of many of the western
properties is currently marked with only a painted double yellow line, But with the
Reducer! UpW2de because of the particular roadinq alicnrnerits at 172 St ArlcJ[i;WS F\02Cl,

the cer'ltr::::i io::;iilted median is wider than elsewhere, An onsite turning area is also provided
for that resident and the operation of the nearby traffic signals at Steyl1e /wenue will
provide localised entry gaps in the southbound traffic. In any event, the planned layout in
this vicmity allows a 3.2 metre width between the property boundary and the new kerbline
which provides for better egress from the property, /\ relatively similar situation exists for
'154, 160 and 162 St Andrews Road. There will be Cl 2 metre width between the property
boundaries and the repositioned kerbline for these addresses, It was Mr McCornbs'
uncontroverted evidence this width is sufficient for a reversing driver to stop within the
kerbline, clear of passing traffic. The Bradey household will have a 4.5 metre clear width.

[420] Otherwise, for the residents prevented on St Andrews Road from accessing their
properties through right turns, they will be advantaged by the green arrows provided by the
traffic signals and breaks provided in the traffic flows, Other arrangements involving new
gates and driveways and relocation of garages on the various sites to make access and
egress better are also available through arrangements with Transit

[421] Finally, we note that where alternative rear access is appropriate, that the resource
consents sought to create the new arrangements in this area have been granted and have
not been appealed. Access for residents at 75-83 St Andrews Road will now be via
Steyne Avenue.

[422J We do not underestimate the potential adverse amenity effects on the residents of St
Andrews Road where on-site modifications are to be made. Nevertheless we concluded
that the safety features of the Reduced Upgrade should control what happens with such
values now, Loss of parking on the grass verge outside certain properties does not, in our
view, compensate for the unsafe access practices which currently exist

Mana Esplanad~

[423] Mrs Doornbos for the Residents described entering and exiting properties by car along
Mana Esplanade as currently diffIcult and hazardous ,.. residents have had to develop
their own tricks to survive, She told the Court that currently parked cars block the view of
oncoming traffic while big trucks use Mana Esplanade as a rest area, Meanwhile vehicle
owners US2 the toctpath to drive on 8S an alternative roadway to gain access to their
properties

I
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[424] Mrs Doornbos was critical too of Transit's evidence that the traffic lights will create large
enough gaps for residents to go in and out, considering that the gaps will be filled with cars
enterrno from the side streets. She concluded residents living downstream from traffic
lights v7iil be worse off than those living mid-block. They \\fiil be unable to enter or leave
during Clearway hours, because there will be either a platoon of moving cars or a line of
stationary ones.

[425] Evidence was also given on access for the Residents of Mana Esplanade by Mrs Dinou
who (2S noted) owns the Bridge Shoppe and Omega 3 Seafood. Mrs Oir1O~J gave
examples of customers on SH1 currently crossing 2 lines of traffic (with difficulty) to access
both shops. She did not describe a comforting or safe situation. It was her conclusion that
With 3 traffic lanes in operation under the Reduced Upgrade scheme there will be even
grf:2ter difficulties and rlanl:jer. In her opinion the Clearways should be extended further
south on both sides at the road to nearer the northern end of the bridqes. This would be :,1
order to shift extreme danqers associated with lane ch3nging Cl'N2Y from such a busy
stretch of highway.

[426] Mrs Dinou also considers an extra set of traffic lights and a pedestrian crossing should be
installed at the intersection with Marina View, to safely access SH1. She considered every
driver will take life in his/her hands with the new proposal, noting the constant stream of
traffic, the left hand lane obscuring visibility, with traffic comprising boats with trailers and
commercial vans accessing the new businesses in the vicinity. She considered for
pedestrians road crossing will become even more daunting. Mrs Doornbos too was
concerned to ensure that there should be lights on the Marina View access onto SH1
describing the current situation with no traffic controls as very unsatisfactory. Mrs
Ooornbos specifically raised the issue of access and egress at 48 Mana Esplanade as did
Mrs Middleton at number 70.

[427] Mr McCombs specifically addressed the entry and exit from Marina View. Currently those
exiting and entering and manoeuvring to and from the site have to cross an existing
narrow painted median across the single northbound lane. With the upgrade, the traffic
lights at Pascoe Avenue will provide some exit opportunities. And with a new bridge and
associated realignment, Mr McCombs explained the width of the central median is able to
be increased so as to provide a central 3 metre right turning and queuing lane, with a
similar width of painted central median for southbound drivers. In this situation there is
good visibility in both directions.

[428] The evidence of Or Ramsay describes turning arrangements on site for identified
properties with which Transit is happy to assist. There will be a 2 metre wide painted
median providing space for an arriving car on SH 1 to wait clear of other traffic. The
Pascoe Avenue intersection lights will provide distinct gaps to occur so that residents can
complete right hand turns on to their properties.

[429] Meanwhile the upgrade provides a 2.5 metre clear width between the properties and the
kerb for safe ingress and egress. With respect to traffic banking up outside the Mana
Esplanade properties, the traffic lights will stop the southbound flows and clear roads will
occur regularly
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[430] For most of the day, access issues along Mana Esplanade will be 8S they are now.
Otherwise tile restrictions on the types and ti~erefo!-e numbers of vehicles able to travel in
the kerbside HOV lane will reduce the volumes of vehicles in the kerbside lane making
turning onto and off Mana Esplanade easier for the residents.

[431] On Mana Esplanade, Mrs Doornbos considered that traffic from the side roads will fill up
any pause options and intervening spaces when the traffic signals are red. But
Mr McCombs stated that the turning volumes from the side roads throughout the
esplanade are, (by comparison with the through traffic volumes), very small. And Mr
Barclay stated in his evidence-in-chief that while high flow rates have the effect of making
it more diffic'Jlt for side road traffic to find access gaps, this could be addressed by the
SigllS! control of intersections which v/ill be in place.

[432] Meanwhile, it is our view that ill addition to better visibility and lack of parked vehicles due
to the Clearway, the proposed situation will assist safer and more efficient access at peak
tunes. We noted too that Mr Heine who undertook the peer review of Transit's traffic
issues conclusions affirmed that the Reduced Upgrade will enhance the ease of access en
to private property right through the upgrade route.

[433] The one exception to our conclusions on increased safety of access is the access
~. provided by Marina View onto SH1. We are not at all convinced that the Residents'

concerns have been taken seriously enough. Mrs Dinou's evidence on the current
situation was concerning. We consider this issue requires re-visiting, particularly as the
PCC has recently allowed further town house and business development in the area. We
note however in its final amended conditions Transit appropriately allows for the issue to
be revisited.

Finding

• Overall the Reduced Upgrade for St Andrews Road provides a more workable better
managed environment and safety outcome for access to properties along that
section of the road. We concluded that for Mana Esplanade a similar situation will
exist except in relation to ingress and egress from Marina View.

Pedestrian Safet.y and Amenity

[434] The earlier review of Full Upgrade proposal considered the following factors to be relevant
to pedestrian safety:

• adequate operating safety.
• adequate provision for local access and pedestrians.

[435] Transit's experts conclude that the current situation is unsafe for pedestrians and there is
particular concern at safety of a zebra crossing near Station Road. The Reduced Upgrade
on the other hand signals significant improvements as well as opportunity and safety levels
tor P:;G::::siri2Ils crocsinq the principal traffic ilcV'/s.

"f436] 1t is proposed that the painted flush median on Mana Esplanade and St Andrews Road will
. provide adequate waiting space for pedestrians Further, increasing the footpath's widths

and lengths across Paremata Bridge will better connect the local Paremata community

--.•
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with the bridce and increase safety for pedestrians Local upgrading objectives include
both maintaininq and extendinq the ability and safety of crossing the arterial flows.

[437] On St Andrews Road Transit considered Hie CUil211t distance :)8tv.',0·e1 !,'-oo f')c'n::dh and
the lanes provides a good separation distance between traffic and pedestrians.

[438] Transit also maintains that arrangements under the Reduced Upgrade for children walking
to and from school will be both safe and appropriate. For example, footpaths are to be
provided where there are none currently, and as noted there wi!1 be controlled pedestrian
crossings at each of the intersections. Particular areas of concern for pedestrian safety
such as Mcma View, Station Roac, the Mana Esplanade intersection and Grays Road were
addressed specifically by Mr McCombs.

[439] Mrs rviid(;il~tun for the' ;-<.esidents described how one of the assets of Cl home Oil fk·md
Esu'lailc'd~; is her f2rnily's eZisy walkinq access to every facility in the area. :3he IS
concerned at the safety factors involved with all HOV lane operating immediately adjacent
to the footpath on which her children currently walk without problems. She indicated too
that the proposed 2 metre wide footpath at intersections is just wide enough to .....
accommodate with the dog and pushchair on either side with the other cnildren either in
front or behind. To have a child alor.qside requires a 2.5 metre footpath. Mrs MidcJleton
was critical too that Transit had not mentioned that the footpath would be used by cyclists,
particularly children riding to and from schools. She was concerned also that when ManCl
Esplanade is eventually reinstated to a two lane road, that footpaths will not be returned to
their original width.

[440] The Paremata Bridge footpath was also in contention. The evidence indicated that there
have been 15 accidents in recent years on or near the bridge.

[441] The eastern footpath on the existing bridge currently varies in width between 1.15 metres
and 14 metres. Mr Heine identified that a feasibility study carried out by BCHF found that
widening of the eastern footpath to 2 metres is feasible and will provide a significant
improvement for pedestrians. If the footpath cannot be widened further as we indicated
earlier, we concluded that the addition of a handrail should be considered to provide an
additional safety measure.

[442] Meanwhile the Residents who live on St Andrews Road, are critical that there will only be a
2 metre wide footpath between their section boundaries and the kerb, and they would not
as a consequence, be able to stop to open or close the gate without the car protruding into
the kerbside traffic lane. And in terms of pedestrian safety, Mrs Foster for PCC identified
that the Transit proposal brings the traffic lane closer to the footpaths.

[443] Mr Barlow acknowledged with approval that the footpath width on the western side of the
northern pedestrian crossing at the Mana View intersection will be increased from 2 - 2.5
metres. But he was critical that pedestrians will need to wait longer at the traffic lights to
cross Mana Esplanade (Ms Meade Rose's evidence is that wait time will be 70 - 89
seconds) Mr Barlow's point is that if commuters are running short of time to catch a train
they may take risks crossing the road outside the pedestrian phase time. Further, at the
(only) e>:istlng P;:C18st,·j,m cossinc. currently ",ot only is there 3 centre-of-road ~)edestri2n

refuge, but he estimated the average wait time would be less than 15 seconds -- iJr~ !SSL:8

r-"~="-we alluded to earlier.

[444] Mr Barclay for the Residents considered that 2.5 metres is a minimum design Width for
footpaths which may serve cyclists as well. Similar standards should apply in places like

I
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Goat Point where a footpath of 2 metres only is proposed. He acknowledged the 25
metre .ootpath ~jlong Mana Esplanade, but then identified that his chief concerns relate to
HI'': lNO bridqes where traffic lanes occupy the full width at all times of the d8y There will
b(3 no shoulders and footpaths will be no more than 2 metres. The ".,itness' experience
with river' bridges in the Hutt Valley indicates this width to be insufficient.

[445] Mr5 Doombos considered that the "juggernauts" which travel SH1 close to the pavements
create suction that could topple a child or frail adult onto the road.

Evaluation

[446] Our view of the current Urban Section of SH1 is that in pedestrian terms it is a hostile and
unsafe environment throughout the upqrade section. With the Reduced Upgrade we
conclude i:l;,tters wiil be substantially improved. Mrs van Son acknowledqed pedestrian
arr.eruty would be improved.

[447] ),\11 the expert traffic advice in this case is that the traffic situation on Mana Esplanade is
likelv to become worse not better III all already difficult traffic climate. This means the ,;ry

conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles will also increase. Given that situation, we fail
to see that Q91 providing for better safety measures is commensurate with the principles of
sustainable management.

1448] We were advised that consultation between BCHF and the PCC's Director of Works,
Mr T M Davin, established the desired benchmark of providing a minimum width footpath
of 2.5 metres in mid block locations with 2 metres at intersections alonq the Mana
Esplanade. This is to be achieved as far as practical, including widening of the eastern
footpath on the existing Paremata Bridge.

[449] There are three sections where footpaths will not meet the benchmark of 2.5 metres. But
in each of these, however, footpath widths will be no less than those existing, and not less
than 15 metres. The alternatives would be to either reconstruct the adjoining length of
existing roadway to a narrower width, to show the localised widths of the adjoining traffic
lanes, or to seek additional land on the opposite of the road. On balance, Mr McCombs
identified it is preferred that these options be retained in their present form.

[450] New lengths of footpath are also included in the plans. The verge south of Paremata
Bridge roadway between SH1 southbound, and SH58 northbound will be constructed tu
better connect the local Paremata community with the bridge.

[451] The proposed footpath widths were set out in Appendix 9 to Dr Ramsey's evidence. They
show extensive lengths of footpaths along Mana Esplanade at 2.5 metres or greater, the
area around the two intersections at 2 metres with new links elsewhere at 2 metres 
2.5 metres with two very small sections only at less than 2 metres near Acheron Road and
one at Grays Road. We note that 2.5 metre widths provided mid block and 2 metres at
intersections are standard elsewhere providing for convenience and safety. And we
consider with the footpaths more formalised, the linking patterns provide greater amenity
for pedestrians.

[452] Mr5 Foster, with reference to the section of St Andrews Road north of Acheron r~~o2d

observed that the road would operate with traffic in both directions "hard against the
footpath ". As noted by Mr Julyan, however this statement is misleading. The Reduced
Upgrade would provide a 3.5 metre wide kerbside lane. And it is Mr Julyan's evidence that
this width provides a reasonable degree of clearance between vehicles, travelling normally
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in the lane and the kerb. This situation is not uncommon in urban arterial road
environments 8S demonstrated In the examples referred to by Mr McColllbs.

[453] As to the concerns of Mrs D001 nbos and other r':::"esidents about 'suction' from high, fast
moving vehicles, the evidence all pointed in the direction of measured, steady flows
throughout the upgrade route. Mr McCombs' evidence was that while moving vehicles
create pressure charges as they pass, the extent and nature of such effects are essentially
minor, particularly with the urban travel speeds at Mana.

[454] The Plimmerton Pedestrian Overbridge.. was constructed by the PCC in 1989 followinq
stronq r:pr;:~ent2tions from the local community and schools and their' concerns about
p(:;d'::otric:m safety on SH1. With the proposed upgrade St There sa's :':~:urch and ~;cho(il

h8\N~ expressed concern that the overbridqe be retained. The evidence established it is ;;
well used facility (3 recent survey indicated that 120 people passed over tile brici!Je in the
two hours between 7.00 - 9.00 am).

[455] On our site visit we visited the overbridge mid-morning on a weekday. We witnessed the
steady heavy traffic flows along St Andrews Road. We were in no doubt at all that the
overbridge with an access ramp must be retained to provide pedestrian safety and this
should be a condition on the designation - as indeed is intended.

[456] There was some discussion from Transit's witnesses that the painted median strip in the
centre of St Andrews Road would provide a safe haven for those wishing to cross that part
of SH 1 to their houses. But as Mr and Mrs Rotherham of 160 St Andrews Road queried:
Would a mother come to stand on the painted median strip with two traffic flows north and
south?

[457] After observing the heavy traffic flows beneath the Plimmerton overbridge at the time of
our site visit, we concluded that a painted median strip would probably offer little comfort or
safety to any pedestrian in that area. For this reason alone the overbridge is a necessity 
either that or the residents have to walk back to the proposed lights at Steyne Avenue
intersection - an additional distance of 800 metres.

[458] In addition and in support of retaining the overbridge, Mrs Foster for PCC identified that
crossinq at the traffic lights is not perceived to be GS safe as the overbridge, because it
requires children to queue up at the edge of the traffic lane. This apparently creates the
potential for jostling and the risk of the children spilling out into the lane, It is also difficult
to prevent young children making last minute dashes across the road to join their friends,
even though the pedestrian signal is on "stop".

Finding

• We find that the arrangements for pedestrian safety to be provided by Transit along
the Reduced Upgrade route contribute to the health and safety of the residential
community and considerably mitigate the adverse effects which currently exist.

.. T: ,~~ arr:tngements support the relevant provisions of the PDP.

1
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Air Emissions

Wellington Regional Policy Statement

[459] Chapter 8 Air in the Wellington Regional Policy Statement (RPS) (inter alia) states as
foliows:

8.3 Objectives

I

Objective 1

Policy i

Policy 2

Policy 3

Policy 8

Policy 11

High quality air in the Region is maintained and protected, and
there is no significant iietetioreuon in air quality in any part of the
Region.

To identify and describe the existing air quality of the Wellington
region.
To identify pollution sources that currently degrade, or have the
potential to degrade, air quality in the Region.
To identify and improve understanding of the links between
atmospheric processes, air quality and the range of human
activities that occur in the Region.

To avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of local and global
air pollution on human health.

To avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of air pollution on
public amenity values.

Regional Air Quality Management Plan for the Wellington Region

[460] The Regional Air Quality Management Plan for the Wellington Region (WRAOMP)
contains a number of relevant provisions. They include:

Issue 2.3.3 Discharges to air from mobile sources, particularly mobile transport
sources, cause, or have the potential to cause, significant adverse
effects on air quality.

- -,

[461] The explanation to this issue recognises that motor vehicles are a significant source of air
pollution from mobile sources, and that the WRC has little substantive information on the
contribution of mobile sources to local air pollution or to the ambient air quality of the
region as a whole.

[462] Relevant objectives and policies from the WRAQMP include:

DbJective 4:U High quality air in the Region is maintained and protected, degraded air
is enhanced, and there IS no significant deterioration In embient all'

quality in any part of the Region.

~.

~.r

Policy 4.2.22 To avoid, remedy, or mitigate the adverse effects of discharges to air
from mobile transport sources and to promote:
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(1) the use of transoort fuels which are low or non-polluting:
(2) the use of fuel-efficient ancl wel! maintained vehicles; and
(~) oriving tiebiis which mirirnise tile production of heimiu! emiiriont;

I

Policy 4.2.23 To promote improved air quality in the Region through regional and
clistrict transport planning practices which:

(1) encourage the tteveicptnent ef an efficient and etiective public
transport system,

(2) promote the use of non-motorised forms of transport such as
walking and cycling; and

(3) aim to reduce the grol,vfh in motor vehicle numbers end motor
vehicle congestion in urben centres.

~.

",.,.

[463] It was Mrs Foster's evidence that because the proposed changes to ~~H1 are expected tu
improve (lessen) air emissions by reducing traffic congestion at certain times of the day,
the proposal is, on this basis, consistent with the RPS objectives and policies.

[464] It was Mrs Foster's evidence based on Or Kuschel's evidence below that the proposal is
cornpetent with the objectives and policies of the proposed regional plan.

[465] Or G T Kuschel, a Research Engineer and Auckland Regional M,::mager of NIWA. who
gave atmospheric scientific evidence for Transit identified that contaminants on this part ef
SH1 will go up in time, irrespective of the different options, because of increased traffic
flows. But if the Reduced Upgrade takes place then her conclusions are as follows:

• In the short term, the overall air quality of the area will actually be enhanced by the
proposed upgrade as a direct result of the immediate relief of traffic congestion and
the associated emissions.

• Further into the future, emissions of most contaminants with the proposed upgrade
will decrease by 11% on average in 2009 and increase by 20% on average in 2019
versus the 1999 emissions resulting from the current layout. The corresponding
impact on air quality from the proposed upgrade will be negligible.

• By comparison, a significantly larger increase in emissions (up to 93% on average)
will result in 20 years time if the current layout is left as it is (that level will still be
nowhere near the VvHO health level recommended)

• The impact of the HOV lane is unlikely to result in any adverse effect on air quality,
Depending on the number of commuters who choose to take advantage of the HOV
lane, the likely effect on air quality ranges from slightly lower to slightly higher
emissions predictions versus the emissions resulting from the clearways alone,
Regardless, emissions resulting from incorporating HOV lanes will still be fewer than
those predicted for the current layout if left as it is.

• Over all the combination of site geometry of the upgrade area and local meteorology
is highly favourable to dispersion.

[466J In Questioning Or Kuschel stated that an improved emission situation will emerge from the
upgrade because traffic flow behaviour will be controlled at [leak times throucn '[he creen
wave when vehicles will be able to move efficiently rather than with the stop/start
behaviour which currently exists. Vehicles in effect wiil flow more efficiently in a controlled
manner rather" than through slOWing down or even stopping due to congestion. Because of
improved traffic behaviour there will be fewer contaminants,
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[467] Mr's M D van Son, 3 resident of 72 Mana Esplanade, Parernata, was not satisfied with the
pouution reading taken by Or Kuschel d Paremata School which IS 40 metres from the
road Her front door is 12 metres from the present carriageway and with the HOV lane will
be 2 rr.etres nearer the carriageway. 3118 and her b:nily can srnel: diesel and petrol fumes
outside the house, She told us the dust which falls daily from the traffic is black, greasy
and gritty. Mr5 van Son considers that the pollution she currently experiences will only get
worse as the traffic increases and when it queues outside her house waiting for the green

liqht.

[468] Other residents complained about the existing air quality and complained that it would
deteriorate under the Reduced Upgrade.

[46~J Despite; the; r':;,;sidents concerns about the existinq air quality, Or Kuschel's evidence was
effectively unchallenged.

[470] Or Kuschel stated:

(3) With increases in emissions as estimated above, exceedences of guideline levels of
any contaminant are highly unlikeiy to result from the proposed upgrade.

(b) Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a really adverse contaminant, and is generally the problem
In terms of exceedences in locations affected by transport emissions. Therefore the
decrease (13%) in CO emissions forecast for the proposed upgrade in 20 years time,
versus the current ambient measurements, is favourable, Although measurements
of the other contaminants have not been made, inferences can be drawn between
them and CO from previous experience at other monitoring locations. Even heavily
congested and constrained sites (such as Riccarton Road in Christchurch with
24,400 vpd where CO exceedences have already occurred), generally do not have
exceedences of the other transport-related contaminants,

[a] The dispersion of contaminants has a much greater impact on the ambient air
concentrations than the actual level of emissions and is influenced by site geometry
and local meteorology, For the Plimrnerton-Paremata section the open layout and
meterological conditions are favourable to dispersion. Or Kuschel stated the current
air quality is very good and site conditions are very favourable to dispersion.

[471] With the new traffic systems in place there may be idling for short periods of time but
normally traffic will be operating under a green wave and this will achieve benefits in
emission terms. Or Kuschel identified too that emissions from a vehicle travelling at 30
kpm are greater than one at 50 kpm with the engine running more efficiently,

Finding

••

/

•

/.,_----:...- ........t:~ •

The proposed upgrade will not result in any adverse effects on the ambient air
quality in the Plimmerton-Paremata area.
if H),'~ pm posed upgrade does not take place daily ernisslons could increase up to
93% in 20 years - still well within WHO standards.
The air emission aspects of the Reduced Upgrade are not contrary to the relevant
planning instruments.
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Noise

POP

C11 Noise Objectives and Policies

-I

Objective C1 i.1

Policy C11.1.1

Policy C'I·1.1.2

To minimise the adverse effect of noise on the environment

To protect the natural and physical environment from unreasonahle
noise in order to maintain and enhance the amenity values of the
environment.

To promote tieelih by ensuring environmental noise does not
exceed a reasonable level.

[472] The Method of Implementation for Policy C11.1.2 notes that noise standards have been
established based on the expected traffic noise in any part of the City.

[473] The environmental outcomes anticipated include the recognition that:

C11.2.2 Residents in the Suburban and Rural Zones receive a high level of
protection from intrusive noise, and from the gradual degradation of the
environment from increased background noise levels.

[474] Mrs Foster for the pee identified that for the Suburban Zone (affecting the Mana
Esplanade and St Andrews Road environment) noise levels surrounding SH1 are set at
levels recognising the predominant residential character of the environment.

Noise Effects

[475] It is Transit's case that noise levels will be largely reduced and the Heads of Agreement
formulated between the pee, wee and Transit provides for a commitment by Transit to
undertake a review of the environmental effects of the Reouceo Upgrade, in the event that
construction of the TGM has not commenced by 2005. Otherwise the agreed conditions
r1OV,;;TIIIlg operational and construction noise are based on guidelines and standards
generally accepted by practitioners in the field as appropriate for that purpose. The
relevant document with respect to operational noise from SH1 is Transit New Zealand's
Guidelines for the Management of Road Traffic Noise - State Highway Improvements, (the
Guidelines) and with respect to construction noise is NZS 6803P: 1999 Acoustics 
Construction Noise (Construction Noise Standard).

[476] Mr N I Hegley, Acoustic Consultant gave evidence for Transit, supporting the Reduced
Upgrade. He concluded that

Residents along Mana Esplanade currently experience high levels of traffic
noi:e If this a!ignm:::nt were upgraded there would be an insignificant change
to the existing noise level for the majority ... and a small reducUon for some as
a result of noise control measures being put in place.
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[477] With respect to acoustic design Mr Hegley considered that the Guidelines provide a good
level of traffic noise protection. He considered:

The guicJsiinus provide a 0'...:si9;) level t),:ised on the ey/sting no/se environment.
.,. Where the traffic noise is already significant the guidelines ensure that Dny
further increase in the noise is minimised to the point where no additional noise
is considered acceptable. . . . The aim ... is to keep the Lmax to within a level
that will not ciisturb sleep for the typical person. . .. I am of the opinion that,
when taking into account the community response to traffic noise and industrial
noise, the value adopted in the Transit guidelines is reasonable. Siqnfficantly ii
is 5dBA below the level previously recommended by the Ministry of Health.

[478J Mr Hegley ic"·::.njified that the Guidelines recommend that when the distance from the
nearside e(J~d2 of lh~ traftic lime to the nearest assessment point for residential buildings is
less tha: I 1:~ metres, some noise reduction may be appropriate. He notes that there are ill
HlC upgrade area some dwellings that fall within that category and as a result the design
levels in the guidelines are already being exceeded. The existing noise environment for
the houses fronting SH1 is generally in the range that puts them in the 70dBA design limit
under the guidelines. Mr Hegley considers however that the use of a friction course road
surface (for example) could generally reduce the noise levels to bring them within the
design goals. He then considered those houses closer to the road where the noise level
exceeds 70dGA. He concluded that a modified road surface would enable the 24 hour Leq
design goal to be maintained.

However, as these houses are very close to the road the Lmax night time level
... would not be complied with. The best method to control the Lmax value
would be to construct a screen fence. . .. The only houses that would require
attention beyond that proposed above are the few houses on the western side
of the highway between Steyne Avenue and Grays Road. The proposed
upgrading would bring the edge of the carriageway within 2-3m .... As the
current access to these houses is off State Highway 1 it would be impractical
to screen them and retain their access. It has therefore been recommended
that alternative access is provided from the rear of these properties and they
are then protected with a solid noise barrier ... to ensure the design
requirement is achieved.

[479} The witness identified that Transit itself had determined the need for noise attenuation
measures by application of the criteria in the Guidelines. He then gave evidence as to the
acoustic design measures which would ensure compliance. In particular he concluded
with respect to those houses within 12 metres of the carriageway any attenuation
measures would include acoustic treatment subject to residential approval. For those 5
houses identified as impractical to screen and retain access, the suggested option of
providing rear access and a solid barrier will reduce the noise exposure at these houses
by a minimum of 8 dBA - which he considered was a significant improvement.

[480] Mr Hegley also gave evidence as to the relative merits of the various options with respect
to noise effects. In his opinion, based on an effects-based comparative analysis, the
Reduced Upgrade is the preferred noise option.

I
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[481] The Residents' case is that it is inevitable that the already damaging levels of traffic noise
will be worse if capacity is increased, traffic lights are installed and traffic is mewed nearer
to the footpaths and residences. They are however prepared to accept that the effects in
some residences may be mitigated with acoustic treatment but \VU8 concerned that their
implementation would, in fact, create further adverse effects. They accepted that the use
of friction course sealing might assist in controlling noise levels but considered that it
would be extremely difficult to maintain, because of the many services in the carriageway
and would not mitigate the new noise increases caused by the effects of traffic lights on
vehicle movements. Tile Residents considered that retaining the status quo and sealing
the existing carriageway in friction course would provide greater noise rnitiqation.

[482] Dr P J Dickinson, a Consultant Acoustic Scientist, gave evidence on behalf of the
Residents and it is his conclusion too that the proposal will increase noise effects. He also
iientified that the Residents of t/lana Esplanade are already receiving noise levels from
the road traffic on SH1 which are well ill excess of those compatible with the requirements
for protecting the environment. Dr Dickinson set out several areas in which he considered
that the evidence of Mr Hegley either contains omissions or may be open to
mis Inte rpretati on. .....

[483] First of all he considers that the Guidelines are not acceptable as a planning tool with
respect to protecting the environment. He considered that no Government Department
had accepted the Guidelines as acceptable, nor had the local government agencies.

[484] For example the unit of sound description in the guidelines, the 24 hour time average level
(Leq 24hrs), is not the recommended metric for environmental noise world-wide, as it
tends to hide the increased effects of high levels of noise during the night. He concluded
that:

Almost without exception the noise metric used for the description of sound
when health and the environment is involved, is the day/night level Ldn. This
takes account of noise at night having greater effect on a population trying to
sleep than the same amount of noise on the same population awake during the
day. The 24 hour Leq used by Transit New Zealand simply averages the
sound received over the entire 24 hours ...

[485] The l.dn treats all levels occurring between 10 PM and 7 AM as though they are 10 times
(1 Cl.-jl:') 2S high as they are. Use of the Ldn (8S opposed to Leq), identified Dr Dickinson, is
internationally accepted practice and is reflected in the following New Zealand Standards
on Environmental Noise:

NZS 6801:1999 Acoustics - Measurement of Environmental Sound
NZS 6802:1999 Acoustics - Assessment of Environmental Noise
NZS 6805:1992 Airport noise management and land use planning
NZS 6807:1994 Noise Management and land use planning for helicopter landing
areas
NZS 6809:1998 Port Noise

[486] Dr Dickinson questioned why Transit hod decided to use a unit other than l.dn, unless the
object was to obscure the high levels of noise at night.

I
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[487J In NZS 6802: 1999 the standard given as a guideline for the protection of health and
amenity IS 45-55dB.A Leq for daytime and 35-45 dBA Leq for night-time. Or Dickinson
qave evidence of the noise measurements he had identified over three days at three
properties in tile subject area. The results were as follows:

At 48 Mana Esplanade the Leq 24hrs was 71 dBA and the Ldn was 75 dBA
At 96 Mana Esplanade the Leq 24 hrs was 69 dBA and the Ldn was 75 dBA
/\t 160 St Andrews Road the Leq 24hrs was 67 dBA and the Ldn was 71 dBA

[488J Or Oickinson noted that at the Mana Esplanade properties the Leq was 4 and 2 dB higher
respectively than those in the Hegley report, but emphasised particularly the difference
between the Leq of 67 dBA and the Ldn of 75 dBA. He concluded that the Hegley report
somewhat underestimates noise along Mana Esplanade. Further, he noted that in his own
study there 'th;k very I ii single event noise levels at night, with many over 80 liSp,.

[489J It was also Or Dickinson's evidence that while many consultants like to describe an
increase of 10 dBA as being twice as loud, that this conclusion is illogical. He stated that:

From basic acoustics, an increase of 10 dB is ten times (10 10
/
1
°). If the noise

exposure is increased by one decibel, it is an increase of 26%. A two decibel
increase is an increase of 58%, and a three decibel increase, an increase of
100% An Increase of 12 dB would mean almost 16 times the amount of noise
(10 12) 1° )

[490J However in his rebuttal evidence Mr Hegley responds thus:

I accept that to say an increase of 10dBA sounds twice as loud is not scientifically
accurate for all sounds and frequencies. However, as far as a general appreciation
of sound is concerned, this is a fact.

Loudness is measured with a unit called piion. A change of 10 ph on is usually
associated with a doubling or halving of loudness. The dBA scale is, in fact, the
smoothed 40 phon curve. Rather than adding further to the confusion, I will simply
say that the majority of my colleagues in acoustics remain of the view that a 10dBA
increase in the noise level is an apparent doubling of the sound level. This is
supported by technical facts.

[491 J In Or Oickinson's opinion, the increase in noise as a result of the Clearway through Mana
will not be just 1 dB, but is likely to be significantly more. He identified that maximum
noise levels at night are often 100 times as great as those recommended as the maximum
allowable in New Zealand NZS 6802:1999.

[492J Much of Or Dickinson's evidence concerns what is an appropriate level for noise in a
residential environment. He refers to environmental noise standards from reputable
organisations such as the WHO and EPA and compares these with the current noise
situation in the subject area. Having done this he concludes the current noise levels are
inappropriately high.

[493J Dr Dickinson acknowledged however that because noise from road traffic is measured ati
metre from the dwelling that it does suffer some enhancement by reflection, as compared
with the free field levels referred to in the above standard. He concluded, nevertheless,
that even if the effect of that is adjusted the Residents' evidence is that there are still free
field levels in the range of 70-75 Ldn levels in which residential use is proscribed.

I
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[494] Mrs Middleton who lives at 70 Mana Esplanade and is an Environmental Health Officer
and Lecturer with ten years experience gave evidence. She confirmed that the KeSldents
already suffer excessive noise daily. She queries \v11Y Transit's ,,/):,~e levels on the
Reduced Uooreoe route should exceed the International Noise Standard identified by Dr
Dickinson. She was critical too that Transit have used the Leq noise measurement to
assess potential effects. In her opinion, this "balances" high and low noise energies but
not the fluctuating ones currently experienced by the Residents. Free flowing traffic
orovides a constant noise environment and the more traffic travelling at speed mid
afternoon the noisier the environment becomes. Peak times when the traffic is travellinq
slowly is relatively quiet by comparison. Mrs Middleton was of the opinion the traffic light
controls will change noise characteristics from a steady noise to stop/start with trucks
braki:1C] and traffic accelerating away

[495] !v'ir H,;ljlry responded to two aspects of Dr Oickinson's evidence. Firstly, that 8S CJ rnernber
of the committee that developed the Guidelines that he had seen no evidence that any of
the committee members had objected strongly to the Guidelines finally adopted. Nor was
Mr Hegley aware of any concerns being expressed by Government Departments or local
government agencies. Thirdly, Mr Hegley identified that the controls finally adopted by the
committee were generally stricter than those previously adopted, which were a copy of the
levels used in the United Kingdom.

1496] As to Or Dickinson's suggested use of a Ldn descriptor for traffic noise, Mr Hegiey
considered that it is not significant that some countries have chosen to use the Ldn value
because there are different descriptors. For each descriptor there will be a corresponding
trigger level to reflect the different type of measurement value. What matters is that the
noise level that is adopted, relates to the reaction of the community to traffic noise.

[497] And as to Or Oickinson's application of the NZS6802 Standard to traffic noise, Mr Hegley
referred to Paragraph 1.2 of each of the 1991 and the 1999 Standards which specifically
exclude the use of the standard for assessment of sound in relation to transportation
noise

[498] With regard to noise estimates along Mana Esplanade, Mr Hegley observed that there will
necessarily be some variation in any measurements and noted that the equipment used to
monitor noise is only accurate to ±2dBA. In this instance, the difference in the
measurements recorded by Dr Oickinson and himself could, he concluded. be largely
attributed to wet weather conditions at the time of Dr Oickinson's recordings. A wet road
will raise the noise level significantly ... on average I am of the opinion that the
measurement sites that I selected are representative of the typical noise levels
experienced by the resident in fine calm weather conditions.

[499] Further, as to criticism of the noise level that has been designed for, Mr Hegley himself
was critical elf the noise levels suggested by Or Dickinson as acceptable. Mr Hegley
identified that those levels are not necessarily sought by the community and that such
levels on a state highway such as the Mana Esplanade are realistically unachievable. As
an example. based on distance alone, to achieve those levels at Mana the closest a house
should b? to the Hi9hwsy would be around 250 metres. This distance would be reduced if
screening were included. However, no amount of screening could achieve the night time

. criteria for the existing houses.

I
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[500] Finally, in respect of the effects of noise on sleep, Mr Hegley considered that
Dr Dickinson's evidence with respect to the effects of noise on sleep was incomplete and
thus cave an incomplete discussion of the issues. Mr Hegley referred to some additional
facto;~s that mCJCJiiie;j the picture gaii'led from that evidence First, that the noise level
generated at the ear of a person turning over in bed exceeds the l.rnax recommended by
Or Oickinson for sound inside a bedroom. Secondly, the type of acoustic surroundings
(near an airport, near a heavy traffic street, etc) also affects the threshold of awakening as
does the stage of sleep at which the noise occurs.

[501] Mr KO Ballagh, an Acoustic Consultant also gave evidence for Transit on the basis that
he conducted 3 peer review of the noise investigations into the Reduced Upgrade.

[502] Mr Ballagh "dcire::,c"ed several principal concerns. Firstly, the range of bypass options
L:::'tw8l'.n Coat r~'cini and the Pare.nata Roundabout. Secondly, -ith respect to existiliq
1',01s8 effects, the estimated noise from each option, possible methods of rnitiqation, and
the effects of traffic lights 011 noise emission, particularly ifI heavy traffic. The effects of
noise were then compared for the Mana Bypass and the Clearway options. fvir Ballagh
identified and also reviewed a number of key documents1 and concluded that any
concerns that he had after reviewing those documents were satisfactorily addressed by
Mr Hegley.

[503] With respect to the existing noise environment Mr Ballagh noted that Hegley Acoustics had
~. conducted investigations at nine sites in the area. Prior to that there was data from only

one property recorded some 5 years prior. A summary of those results is as follows:

(i) Properties fronting onto Mana Esplanade
(ii) Near sections
(iii) Properties fronting onto the proposed bypass route

67-71 dBA
62 dBA
56-62 dBA

[504] Because doubts had been raised by the Commissioners at the NOR hearing, Mr Hegley
had made new calculations of the predicted noise emissions for each option. But for one
result, the predicted levels generally agreed within ± 1 dB of the actual measured levels at
the same location. This conclusion, Mr Ballagh considered, is satisfactory, giving
confidence that the predicted levels for future situations are a reliable indicator of noise
exposure. At one location only, being 13 Mana Esplanade, the measured levels were 4dB
higher than the predicted levels. Mr Ballagh concluded that anomalous conditions on the
day might have caused this difference.

(i) SH 1 Paremata to Pukerua Bay Capacity Improvement Study-Option Evaluation Assessment of Effects on the
Environment !'.ugust 1995 (Transit)

(ii) State Highway One Paremata To Pukerua Bay Capacity Improvement Study NOise (Acousafe Consulting & Engineering
l.rnuec 22 ..1 une 1S:?~ '.

(Iil) Stale Highway One Pukerua Bay to Paremata Upgrade NOise Study December 199f (Heqley I\COUStic Cnnsui\?n~s)
(IV) State Highway One Upgrade - Purnrnerton to Paremata Section Upgrade - Notice of Reouirernent. Resource Consent

Applications Assessment of Effects on the Environment
(v) Brief of evidence in the matter of a notice of requirement for State Highway 1 (Plirnrnerton to Paremata section) Upgrade
(vi) Proposed State Highway 1 Urban Section Upgrade Recommendalion of Commissioners (PCC reference number RC

1119/A)
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[505] The second outcome of the study was a comparison of the noise emissions fOI each of the
options. These results are as follows:

(i) Clearways option - increases the Exisling ambient noise by - 1df3/~

(ii) Full Bypass options - reduces existing noise to properties on Mana Esplanade by 
5-6 dBA, while increasing the noise levels for those properties fronting onto the
bypass route by about 1OdBA (assuming no mitigation)

(iii) Two Lane One Way Bypass option - reduces existing ambient noise for properties
on Mana Esplanade by 3 dB!\, while increasing the noise levels for properties
fronting onto the bypass by - 6dBA (assuming no mitigation)

[506] Mr Ballagh was satisfied that the methods identified by Mr Hegley are standard ones which
are w(,11 understood and widely used. It is Mr Ballagh's opinion that the suggested
rniiiqation should be adequate to achieve compliance with the Transit Noise Guidelines.

[507] Mrs Middleton for the Residents inquired whether Mr Ballagh could clarify his conclusion
that with the Reduced Upgrade there would be insignificant change to existing noise levels
for the majority: and a small reduction for some, given that noise from traffic flow is louder
than noise from stationary vehicles. Mr Ballagh's response was that because traffic must
go past at some stage, traffic jams do not reduce noise overall, they just shift it in time.
Further, measurements show that traffic will produce the same amount of noise at any
speed between 20 - 50 kilometres per hour. Mrs Middleton next inquired whether traffic
lights wouid create more noise because of the traffic starting and stopping at the lights.
Mr 8allagh responded that a study of such effects, conducted by Mr- Henley at a
comparable site (in Auckland) found that there was no significant difference in noise
effects by virtue of the operation of traffic lights.

[508] Mr M Hunt, an Environmental Consultant specialising in environmental noise gave
evidence for the PCC. He was also concerned that the proposed works will introduce an
increase in noise levels in an already high noise environment. He concluded that the
operation of outside lane traffic will result in a small increase in Lmax noise levels at
nearby house locations as a result of the traffic lane moving closer to dwellings. The
installation of traffic lights also has the potential to increase noise in discrete areas near
intersections.

[509] Mr Hunt believes that the evidence of exisJLn_9 noise levels and survey results support the
contention that the current noise situation represents an undesirable noise environment for
the Residents. He considered that even if the mitigation recommendations are
implemented, the noise environment along Mana Esplanade and the entire "urban section"
would still be far from ideal. Like Messrs Hegley and Ballagh Mr Hunt believes that the
Reduced Upgrade constructed and operated in accordance with the noise conditions as
agreed, will result in reduced adverse noise effects in the residential environment
improving existing residential amenity and better sustaining the residential use of already
affected sites.

[510] Mr Hunt referred to the potential use of a friction course, a low noise road surface, to
ameliorate potential adverse effects. He considered that such a course will appreciably
reduce overall traffic noise in the local area (eg as experienced by pedestrians)

......-.rT.~::t:""'-.
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[511] Mr Hunt also referred to the differences in the impact of night and day noise effects with
which Dr Oickinscn was concerned. Mr Hunt considered that the time of day when noise
is received is of critical importance. He stated:

Leq(24hl) is the most commonly- useo metric measure to quantify traffic noise
in New Zealand. It is used both in New Zealand and overseas for this purpose
and in mv view is adequate to quantify whole- day exposure to traffic noise.
The recommenoetions of the Transit noise guidelines are based mainly on this
unit. As described above, the Guidelines also refer to a design guide for
mitigation of noise for houses very close to highways which is based on the
Lrnax unit (a method of quantifying single event type sounds that are
particularly important in terms of night time sleep disturbance).

[512] Mr Rendall replied Oil behalf of Transit to Mr Hunt's evidence. Mr Rendall Vias concerned
that while Transit is prepared to use friction course thEJC are practical limitations. He
identified that Transit will use friction course wherever practicable, pointing out that for
such a mitigating measure the Agreed Conditions allow some degree of flexibility to
determine where it is to be used for practical reasons related to maintenance. --

Evaluation

[5"13] The evident outcome of the expert evidence as Transit identifies is of an environment with
high existing noise levels generally as a consequence of proximity to SH 1, often exceeding
the levels in the Guidelines.

[514] Mr Hegley provided criteria to identify properties where the Guidelines would indicate that
acoustic treatment be offered to owners for the purposes of noise mitigation. As a result
some owners have been offered acoustic glazing of specified windows. As well, an
acoustic barrier will be constructed to provide noise mitigation for 9 frontages belonging to
odd-numbered properties 75 - 91 on the western side of St Andrews Road. In his
supplementary evidence Or Ramsey further discussed the provision of an acoustic fence
at this location. He indicated it is similar to one at 2 metres high already constructed at
No. 93. Examination of an accurate scaled cross-section suggests a fence slightly lower
than 2 metres might be acceptable for the fence to function as a noise barrier for traffic in
the northbound lanes.

[::15] Throughout the hearing Mr Lambie considered that under the upgrade the traffic lanes will
be closer to several houses with resulting adverse effects. But Mr Hegley told the Court
that there may be possibly a 1 dBA increase which he concluded would be unnoticeable.

[516] Nevertheless as observed by Or Ramsey, it is appropriate for Transit and the Residents of
St Andrews Road to meet and agree what might be suitable both in terms of noise
mitigation as a result of this decision.

[517] For his part Mr Hunt now considers that his points of difference with the other experts have
been satisfactorily addressed in the proposed conditions on noise latterly agreed to
between the PCC and Transit. They provide for specified reductions for those dwellings
close to the road (namely r.urnbers 75 and 77 Steyn Avenue), and the potential increase in
overall 24 hour norse levels that exceed the Guideline criteria. Further, Mr Hegiey refers to
proposed conditions that refer to the collection of further ambient noise levels in the
affected area and suggests that that provides a reasonable basis for future assessment of
compliance with the Guidelines.

I
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[518] The evidence of Or Oickinson effectively was in conflict with that of Messrs Hegley,
Ballagh and Hunt in a number of areas but we al-e satisfied from our evaluation that the
evidence of the latter is to be preferred. For example, 01- Oickinson was clear that
although the F~educE:d Upgracfe consisted of 3 instead of 4 .anes throl~gh Mana Esplanade
that noise levels will still be increased. We looked at this statement carefully. In cross
examination Or Oickinson had admitted that he was unaware the Clearway proposal was
for a 3 lane configuration and had incorrectly operated under the premise of a 4 lane
proposal. It was Mr Hegley's response to questioning by the Court that the inside lane will
only be in use at peak periods when noise levels are hig~ anyway. Thus the perceived
noise levels will remain the same.

[519] The difficulty we have with Or Oickinson's evidence is that it is essentially a criticism of the
current noise levels experienced by the Residents. This criticism extends to further
criticism that the current noise level may have been underestimated by Transit's engineers
and that the Guidelines hide the effects of noise at night. Or Dickinson concludes that the
proposal will only serve to increase the noise effects. Thus essentially Dr Oickinson's
criticisms are pointed at the baseline level of the effects and where that baseline ought to
be, rather than an analysis of what the baseline is currently, and how the proposal will .-,
impact on this baseiine.

[520] What Or Oickinson's evidence appears to suggest is that for the upgrade to be acceptable,
the no.se effects would need to be reduced to a level which is substantially less than that
currently experienced. But Or Oickinson does not provide any evidence opposing Transit's
case that the proposal will reduce current noise effects on some Residents and maintain
the status quo for the majority. Much of his evidence is not relevant, given that it is
essentially a criticism of the existing noise effects.

[521] Messrs Hunt and Hegley agree on the application of the Guidelines as the only available
relevant criteria and agree also as to the appropriateness of the detailed conditions based
on them. That standard is generally accepted by practitioners in the field in dealing with
the control of road traffic noise. Specific exceptions where the standard is not applicable
are noted in the standard but in this case it directly applies. The implementation of the
Reduced Upgrade in accordance with the draft Agreed Conditions (including those
requiring compliance with the Noise Guidelines), including mitigation with friction course
road surfacing, will mean an improvement over what would otherwise occur with
increasing traffic congestion on the SH1.

[522] Transit rightly identify that although Or Oickinson criticised the Guidelines he did not
substantiate their lack of acceptance, nor offered a credible alternative. Transit also note
that neither Messrs Hegley nor Hunt were cross examined as to Or Oickinson's assertions.

[523] As to the effects of traffic moving closer to several properties, although questions were put
to Mr Hegley by Mr Lambie and the Court, no expert evidence was lead by the appellants
with respect to this matter. In response to those questions Mr Hegley had Indicated that
the effect of moving the road closer would be insignificant and even unnoticeable at the
distance referred to. He also indicated that the road would be quieter immediately after
the upgrade, due to the road resurfacing. He concluded that:

I

/<0~~~I~:<'~",'
f
! "t:

Under the upgrade, for the majority of residents, there would be an Insignificant
change to the existing noise levels, a reduction of 8 dBA for some properties,
and a small reduction for some, as a result of noise control measures being put

'in place.
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[524] Turning now to Or Oickinson's views on the relationship between decibel level (dBA) and
loudness, referred to at para 488 - we make no finding on this point.

[525] We believe the more relevant matter with respect to noise here is the perceived effect on
the residents and again we note the agreement between Messrs Hunt and Hegley on the
application of the guidelines and the condition of consent based on them.

[526] With respect to the question of the suitability of friction course two matters were raised by
Transit. Messrs Heg!ey and Hunt had given their opinion that the noise level on Mana
esplanade could be reduced, in Mr Hegley's opinion by approximately 5dBA, if a friction
course is used on the road. The Residents did not question Mr Hegley further on this
issue.

[527] With respect to maintenance of friction course in response to concerns raised by
Mr Barlow, Transit acknowledged that there are practical limitations on the use of friction
course on areas such as intersections, which are SUbject to high levels of stress. E3ut w:-:
note this is reflected in the conditions now proposed by Transit after further discussions
with the Residents groups such that the use and maintenance of low noise road surface is
required "where practicable"

[528] Meanwhile along with the PCC, we consider it is reasonable to expect a different noise
environment for properties on an arterial route than for those in the area located away from
the route. Mr Julyan considers that if no upgrade is undertaken, noise would continue to
increase with increased traffic flows without the benefit of conditions mitigating existing
noise. It is clear to the Court that will occur.

Finding~

• The residents along Mana Esplanade currently experience high traffic noise and the
noise will worsen if nothing is done. If this alignment is upgraded with the noise
measures proposed there would be an insignificant change to the noise level for the
majority and even a small reduction for some as a result.

• If the Reduced Upgrade is constructed and operated in accordance with the
proposed noise conditions it is likely that there will be reduced adverse noise
effects within the residential environment.

• The methods by which Transit achieves noise reduction in the relevant residences
along the Reduced Upgrade route is for Transit in consultation with the Residents,

• The methods by which Transit achieves noise reduction on road surfaces is for
Transit.

• The noise conditions imposed are not contrary to the provisions of the relevant
planning instruments.
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Chapter 10: Landscape Amenity Values

[529] Very detailed landscaping evidence was given by Mr J R Hudson, Landscape
Consultant to Transit, who considered the existing streetscape character and had initially
considered the effects of the Full Upgrade on 80 properties along the Urban Section of
SH1 which either had land loss or sight plane restrictions resulting from that proposal.

[530] When the Reduced Upgrade was developed, which takes no land from any residential
properties south of Steyne Avenue, Mr Hudson assessed this option also. In landscaping
terms Mr Hudson identified that for all the landscaping factors assessed, except ambience,
the Rerluced Upgrade is clearly preferable to the bypass. For ambience, the Reduced
UpgraCJe is slightly preferable to the two lane bypass option and preferable to other
proposals.

[531] Mr Hudson's plans for the upgrade were peer reviewed by Ms M C Buckland, Consultant
Landscape Architect Ms Buckland agreed with the conclusions he drew of the proposal
and its landscape effects as well as the roading options identified. She concluded that in
Visual terms the Full Upgrade is preferable, and in landscape terms the two lane bypass
options were better. Ms Buckland considered the Reduced Upgrade however had the least
Visual and landscape effects of all. The Resident groups chose not to cross-examine
either of these two experts.

[532] We do not intend to traverse the details of Mr Hudson's evidence because it was largely
unchallenged, but evaluate only those issues which arose out of questions put to him by
the Residents and the Court. The Residents had in fact been invited by Transit to submit
questions in writing to which Mr Hudson replied in his rebuttal evidence. These questions
ranged over issues such as:

• the effects of the proposed weigh station and the industrial site on the character of
the northern entry to Plimmerton

• peoples' preference for diversity over aesthetic coherence particularly when
coherence involves a noise screening wall along most of the western side of the road
beyond Goat Point, two sets of lights in close proximity, the removal of large trees,
no ~lrC)SS berms etc

• loss of views as a result of the construction of a concrete barrier south of Pope
Street

• parties affected by frontage alterations and the alterations themselves particularly in
respect of the Steyne Avenue to Paremata Bridge properties, including the
aesthetics of noise mitigation fences

• issues surrounding the Plimmerton Domain/Plimmerton Roundabout.

We address these in a somewhat different format.

The Steyne f\venue / Goat Point Area

[533] The iilt:;r,~eGtion of ~)t?yne Avenue and St Andrews ::~oad is marked by a stee o clay bank
.c"'''''''.",carrying a number of Pohutukawa on the eastern side of SH1 and the Steyne Avenue

'_-: . railway level-crossing to the west with views seaward. At Goat Point, the road skirts the
, headland wedged between the foot of this steeply rising bank and the railway line. For a

--.•
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short section of SH1 at this junction, there is a complete absence of buildings, allowing
unirnpeded views across the railway to the seascape beyond.

[534] It was Mr Hudson's evidence that when ioc'king north, the views from the hiqhway at GO,1t
Point are spectacular, with an open seaward vista which takes in Plimmerton Beach, Mana
Island and Whitireia Park. At that junction the headland road has the character of a
coastal highway. When heading towards Wellington this section of the highway is the first
point south of Pukerua Bay from which motorists gain views of the sea. The seaward
aspect of vvhitireia Park is in full view and views of Mana tsland may also be obtained. Mr
Hudson considered this area has a seaside ambience characterised by the views cif the
sea in this coast, the style and scale of dwellings, the old sea cliff escarpment and
prominent headland of Goat Point, the Pohutukawa trees, the informality of the wide berms
and the intormal eoqes to the highway.

[53S] The ei-icct of the necessary road widening around Goat Point will be to remove the gI2:::S

berm and formalise this section of the highway and footpath. This, Mr Hudson concluced,
is going to have the greatest landscape or visual effect along this section of the upgrade.
A batter wall on the proposed cut, traffic signals, extra lanes, and a concrete barrier south
of Pope Street on the seaward side will all contribute to this formalisation. This area and
its future development troubled us

L536] The clay bank on the eastern side of SH 1 at the Steyne Avenue intersection is to be cut
back to better accommodate the physical proportions of the upgrade. Or Ramsay's
evidence is that the toe of the bank will be set back 1 metre, with the wall footprint 3
metres, and with a height of 12 metres. This may require removal of some of the trees on
the bank and a stepped face in that prominent location. The residents sought some
control over the materials used to face the bank and more extensive landscaping. The
Court endorses that approach. The area requires as natural a treatment as possible.

[537] The parties recognise however that engineering feasibility of the suggestions made must
be a prime consideration. Concept Plan 2 in Appendix 3 introduced in evidence by Mr
Hudson demonstrated a rather formal tiered bank of timber half rounds to be planted with
native shrubs to complement the surrounding vegetation. Proposed condition 8.7 records
the fact. Notably, proposed condition 8.17 records that Transit in landscaping the bank will
take into account the reasonable preferences of the adjoining residents, and landscaping
will be to the satisfaction of the PCC.

[538] Meanwhile, draft condition 8.8 requires Transit to design and construct a vertical safety
barrier on the western side of the highway as a pedestrian protection measure between
the footpath and the road at Goat Point, incorporating surface treatment measures to
soften its appearance.

[539] Mr Hudson established that the 6 houses south of Pope Street will have their sea views
reduced to some extent by this proposed concrete safety barrier. Of these, one low-lying
property, 15 St Andrews Road, will lose most of its sea view and the rest, incluoinq 160 St
Andrews Road, will lose sight of the near seashore.

[540] Otherwise it W3S his opinion that Flere would be minimal effects on any private property
from the Reduced Upgraoe in the area except for a small wall or bank at 158 S, !\ndrews

" .... - .. Road, grade changes at 180 St Andrews Road and the wall construction from 186-182 St
Andrews Road. Although these changes would occur on private land, the actual houses
are set well back on the ridge above the road and in his opinion would not be greatly
affected (beyond the entry access changes).

I
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[541] The Court after the site visit was concerned that the 'proposed concrete safety barrier at
Goat Point was in fact going to have a major adverse effect on the visual amenity of the
Residents, pedestrians and motorists alike and should be mitigated. Pic 90-A View of

Barrier from sitting in armchair in 160 St Andrews Road included in the witness' evidence
(Appendix 2) which did nothing to assuage our concerns. We did not consider the design
of the wall in that location is a slight detraction. The views at that point travelling north and
south are significant, and it seems unacceptable that they would be diminished for both the
travelling public and for the residents across the other side of the highway. It is to Transit's
credit that it gave immediate attention to the issue.

[542] Dr Ramsay identified that the arrangement could possibly be modified to replace the
retaining v/311 on the western side by a fill slope within the designation in which case a
fence could be provided below the level of the footpath. Discussions will need to he held
with TranzRail to seek agreement on the form of boundary fence because it is adjacent to
the railway line and safety is an issue. Mr McCombs in fact stated that Transit couid
potentially provide a plan which would involve bringing the footpath up to the same level as
the roadway and have a kerb and footpath in the usual manner beside the road. If that is
practicable, he stated, there would be no wall in this location.

[543] To allow more open views across the water, Transit now proposes to erect a fence
constructed of pool fence mesh, and if possible, to locate it on the slope to the west of the
road Or Ramsay explained that two alternative arrangements have been developed in
relation to the design of the wall and the footpath to be located in that area. We recognise
again there are engineering considerations to be accounted for.

[544] In an amended condition 1 the parties agreed that alternative design options should
include:-

• construction of the carriageway as near as practicable to the western
boundary of the designation;

• the use of a cantilevered structure providing vertical separation of traffic
from pedestrians;

.. the use of vertical wire "pool fence" mesh for any fences;

• lowering the height of any fence between the railway and State Highway
1;

• in the event that other options are found to be impracticable, the use of a
vertical wall incorporating surface treatment measures to soften the
appearance of the wall in general accordance with Figure 5b in Appendix
3 and to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC.

[545] Transit will, in consultation with the parties, investigate at the same time as finalising the
desiqn for Goat Point, the feasibility of extending the footpath along the eastern side of
S;,'I around Goal Point between Acheron Road and Pope Stieet.

This has been further amended In the final conditions

I
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Diversity Over Aesthetic Coherence For Noise Screening Walls

[546J Several of the residents were critical of the aesthetics of the proposed noise mitigation
fences and offended by the potential for what they termed "pedestrian" desiqns

[547] We are satisfied that the range of fences proposed by Mr Hudson in his Appendix 4,
Frontage Reinstatement Options, provides for varying heights, designs and materials (as
examples) which are available on request and in many cases are an improvement on what
currently exists.

[548] The Residents ultimately have the say in what design they require Mr Hudson made the
point that it is beyond Transit's control to ensure ongoing diversity and aesthetics cm the
issue. But we note his designs included in Appendix 4 cater for those criteria and we
conclude, if irnplemented. it will contribute to enhanced visual amenity in the area.

Plimmerton Domain and Taupo Stream Diversion

[549] Transit have inoicated (in response to a question from the Court) Cl willingness to modify
the linear nature of the stream realignment to produce a more natural alignment.

[550] We note that Transit hold a resource consent allowing final modification of the design for
compliance with resource consent conditions and that Connell Wagner have prepared a
plan incorporating pond areas in association with the stream relocation.

[551] We realise that PCC do not wish to increase the area of land designated for the stream
diversion but understand that the modification proposed will fit within the boundaries of the
existing designation.

[552] Once again we commend Transit and PCC for their willingess to mitigate as far as
possible any adverse effects on the landscape arising from the Reduced Upgrade.

Plimmerton Pedestrian Overbridge

[553] Currently the Plimmerton Overbridge is a very dominant unaesthetic structure which
dissects and clutters the air space over SH1 on St Andrews Road. Its timber denseness
creates an adverse visual impact.

[554] As part of the mitigation of adverse effects, when the overbridge is replaced, Transit have
undertaken to redesign it to be in keeping with the surrounding environment and in
consultation with the Plimmerton Residents and to the satisfaction of the PCC. Mr Hudson
stated that if it had a wide span and was a structure with supports of light appearance
located towards the edge of the reserve, then that would be mitigation of an obvious, but
necessary, facility.

[555] Dr Ramsay in his supplementary statement of evidence stated he knew of no reason why
the bridge could not be constructed of steel sections with balusters that comply with the
Building Act. The approach ramps could also be framed from steel sections but because
of the switch-back arrangements of the rarnps dictated by' the site constraints, there would
be substantially lesser reduction in the visual impact as the ramps themselves form a

,........·,~.""-'~~.,qsual barrier.
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[556] Transit has included a new condition to take account of the new design (proposed
condition 29A). We have amended the condition to reflect more closely emphasis Oil a
more slender bridge recognising there may well be structural limitations on what may be
achieved.

The New Paremata Bridge-

(557] The introduction of a new bridge into the existing environment will introduce further
structures into the Pauatahanui arm of the Porirua Harbour inlet. The inlet itself is
classif:ed as a significant landscape in the RPS. The bridge is to be constructed
immediately adjacent to and west of the existing bridge. Its decking would be at a similar
level to the existing bridge and the two bridges are to be linked by a flat grill structure. Mr
Hudson said this:

Its general appearance when viewed from road level and above in relation to the
significant Pauatahanui Inlet, the new bridge would read as one with the existing
bridge. This visual integration would be assisted by the bridge being seen in
association with the other large structures in the immediate area. If the piers could
be aligned, the same could be said for views from the beach or water.

[558] We explored with Transit the alignment of the piers (noting that the resource consent for
~ the new bridge had already been granted). Or Ramsay had this to say after Transit had

revisited the issue:

Factors considered in the determination of the pier arrangements for the proposed
duplicate bridge included the fol/owing:

(i) maintenance of navigation passage (which required the central pier of the
duplicate bridge to align with the central pier of the existing bridge and that the
central two spans have a width of not less than those on the existing bridge);

(iJ) aI/ piers for the duplicate bridge needed to avoid the location of the piers of the
former railway bridge;

(iii) minimisation of total pier cross-section (to minimise scour effects);
(iv) minimisation of disturbance to the seabed during construction;
(v) cost effective and efficient bridge forms, with the ability to achieve a flat deck

level at a similar eievation to the eXisting bridge and the underside of beams to
provide sufficient clear headroom in the navigation spans at high water.

[559] Or Ramsay included in his evidence Attachment 3 which shows the proposed 7 span
arrangements (of generally equal span) which avoids the piers on the former bridge, and
involves a 22.9 metre span. He believed the 7 span arrangement is most appropriate as it
will produce a structure which will have the necessary headroom and will also be visually
balanced. The alternative of a 45.8 metre span arrangement would require expensive on
site construction and there could be difficulties in achieving navigational headroom. In
addition an examination of Attachment 3 shows that a 9 span bridge with 15.2 metre spans
(to match the existing bridge) would have two piers too close to piers on an earlier railway
briejgE:, which remain embedded in the seabed to 8110\'/ practical construction.

~~l?~.O] It is therefore not practical to achieve what would be more aesthetically acceptable. We
.:,1"";+ .•,:·accept Or Ramsay's evidence on the issue.
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YV~h Station Landscaping

[561) It was Mr Hudson's evidence that a plan entitled "Plimmerton Weigh Station - .larnes
Street Concept Plan" recognises the effects the extended weigh station and industrial
estate will have on the character of the northern entry to Plimmerton and outlines
landscaping to mitigate these effects.

[562) in response to enquiries from the Court on the rather barren nature of the weigh station in
what we consider to be a visually significant location, Or Ramsay indicated it may be
possible to dispense with the concrete barrier currently provided and substitute 3

vegetated strip. Some taller trees may also be able to be introduced to soften the area.
Or Ramsay made the point however that such modifications have to be made with the
~lgreement of the Commercial Vehicle Investigation Unit of the NZ Police (CVIU) The
c,\/IU requires high visibility of the area from the weigh station as well as high visibility from
the highway

[563) In the event Transit now proposes to add a further condition to reflect our interest
(proposed condition 8.2A) which we consider achieves a possible better outcome in the
circumstances.

Other Landscape Issues

41564) Otherwise we affirm and endorse Mr Hudson's evidence as produced.

• The re-examination of some of the issues raised and amendment to a number of the
conditions have satisfied us that Transit is concerned to mitigate any adverse visual
amenity effects which would otherwise reflect against sustainable management of
the area's natural and physical resources.

• Transit has used its best endeavours to address all the Court's and Residents'
concerns.

• The landscape through which the Reduced Upgrade route travels is extremely
diverse and changing rapidly. We conclude that Transit is committed to work with
the PCC and the Residents jointly to mitigate adverse effects through the
implementation of various landscape measures around key features of the upgrade.

I
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£J.l~Qtcr 11: Further Conditions

[565] 'iJe have referred throughout this decision to a number of proposed conditions
agreed to by .§l! parties. A few exceptions sought by the Residents are found In

Annexure B to the Agreed Memorandum of All Parties in Respect of Proposed
Conditions.

[566] We have reviewed all conditions in both Annexures A and B and amended some in
Annexure A as follows:

---.
I

1. Extended the date for the review of the designation to 31 December 2006 in
Conditions 58 and 58.1

Re-emphasised our concern for a rnore slender design of the Plimmerton
Overbridge in Condition 29A.

We have reviewed the conditions in Annexure B but have concluded in the light of the
evidence they should not be included. All issues are satisfactorily accounted for, thanks
to the parties

\
\. \\..

.",-,p.....
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SummarY

• The proposal is designed to meet Transit New Zealand's Principal Objective under the
Transit ~~Z Amendment Act 1989 "to operate El safe and efficient highway system" (55).

• For road traffic and pedestrian safety reasons and for relief of traffic congestion, the
Reduced Upgrade should proceed as soon as possibfe. What is proposed by Transit is a
safe and efficient upgrade to a critical portion of SH1.

• In legal terms the proposal meets the tests set out in s.171 RMA. The Reduced Upgrade
IS reasonably necessary for achieving the objectives of the public work for which it is
sought, namely:
- to relieve existing congestion problems associated with this section of the SH1 coastal

route; and
- to assist in ensuring that, during the interim period pending construction of the Inland

Highway route, there IS Cl sufficient level of service afforded in relation to the a>:i~,ti!lg

coastal highway route by enhancinq traffic capacity between Plirnrnerton and f~dlernata.

Transit has Qlvell adequate consideration to alternative routes and methods. :t is not
required to select the best option but under the particular circumstances of the case, we
consider the Reduced Upgrade is the best alternative. It is unreasonable to expect
Transit to use another alternative.

• The Reduced Upgrade meets all the requirements for sustainable management under
Part 11 RMA.

• The Reduced Upgrade is consistent with the relevant planning instruments, namely the
Porirua District Plan and the Regional Policy Statement.

• The Reduced Upgrade is not an alternative to TGM. It is both a short term strategy and
one that may be made to last effectively until the TGM is commissioned whenever that
may be.

• What is proposed is essentially a traffic management solution and not a road building one.
• The designation for the Reduced Upgrade provides sufficient roading capacity for the

short/medium term and also meets the reasonably foreseeable needs of future
generations by leaving open all other roading options.

• Some attributes of the Reduced Upgrade will become permanent assets to the
Paremata/Mana/ Plimmerton region. Others are reversible after T(;M is commissioned.
The position is to be reviewed with the local community in 5 years time.

• The Reduced Upgrade achieves a well-reasoned and well-structured balance between the
interests of the local and greater regional communities of Wellington.

.. Conditions are Imposed on the Reduced Upgrade to avoid, remedy and mitigate identified
major adverse effects and include ongoing provision for consultation.

• The Reduced Upgrade is consistent with the Wellington Regional Land Transport
Strategy.

• Within their objectives for the Reduced Upgrade Transit have made their best endeavours
to mitigate the adverse effects of the proposal and to meet the concerns of local
authorities and residents.
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Determination and Confirmation of Designation

I

[567] The designation for a Reduced Upgrade on the Urban Section of SH 1 is confirmed
subject to the modifications to the conditions set out in Schedule 2.

[568] This decision records the appeal (RMA 1000/98) Porirua City Council v Tran~i!

New Zealand is allowed on the terms and conditions set out in Schedule 2.

[569] This decision records that the concerns of associated parties to the PCC appeal,
Shell New Zealand Ltd and McDonald's System of NZ Ltd is settled by consent. A
consent order is attached to this decision marked Schedule 1.

[570J Appeals RMf\ 1006/98, RM/\ 1013/98, f~MA 1011)/98 and RM,<\ 1016/98 by A and
F Middleton and Others, Transmission Gully Action Council, Paremata ReSidents
Association and Plimmerton Residents Association are disallowed whilst
recognising that many of the concerns of the Residents have been met in the final
conditions.

[571} We wish to record that we do not consider that there should be an award for costs.
If any parties wish to seek an order for payment of costs however against the
appellants however, they may do so in writing within three weeks of this decision.
A party in reply may respond in writing within two weeks of receipt.

DATED at WELLINGTON this

___ "$.~ ~_._JJ",.. J~~~~l~ __
S E Kenderdine
Environment Judge

For the Court

•.:/.....: <~ -:-,:~ ,'':"'.,

/.

" -Iv day of July 2001
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SCHEDULE 1

IN THE MATTEI~
--------

AND

IN THE MATTER

BETWEEN

AND

AND

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

of the Resource Management Act 1991

of an appeal under section 174 of the Act

PORIRUA CITY COUNCIL

(RMA 1000/98)

TRANSIT NEW ZEA LAND

Respondent

SHELL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED and
McDONALD'S-SYSTEMOFNZ ---

LIMITED

Section 271A parties

r

."

Environment Judge S E Kenderdine sitting alone pursuant to section 279 of the Act

IN CHAMBERS at WELLINGTON

CONSENT ORDER

HAVING CONSIDERED the notices of Shell New Zealand Ltd and McDonald's System of NZ
['ld,-Jill! therneITiOra-rldl:lm submitted on behalf of those parties and Transit New Zealand, 'THIS
COURT HEREBY ORDERS BY CONSENT that: -----

1. The Court confirms the respondent's decision, subject to the following:
(a) The requirement will include Plan G in Appendix 1 to the "Porirua District

Plan - Transit New Zealand "Urban Section" Designation: Restrictions,
Terms and Conditions" (the "Agreed Conditions") in Annexure A to the
"Agreed Memorandum as between Certain Parties Concerning
Determination of the Appeals" dated 17 August 2000; and

(b) The requirement will include Condition 34 of the Agreed Conditions.*

2. Th'3 notices O( S'-Iell New Zealand Ltd and McDona!d's System of f\E LtJ to be (3 party to
the proceedings and/or represented at the hearing are withdrawn.



2

3 There is no order for costs.

I

DATEI) at WELLlf\jGTON this

!':...~. ~>. 14.-J.u-..1l"L..:>
/~EKenderdine

/. -: 'Environment Judge

l

day of July 2001

The Court notes that Plan G and Condition 34 as agreed between Shell New Zealand Ltd,
McDonald's ~3ystem NZ Ltd and Transit New Zealand have since been incorporated into the "Agreed
Memorandum of all Parties in respect of Proposed Conditions" dated 10 November 2000. t\s d result the
s271A parties' concerns have still been met.
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ANNEXURE A

Requiring authority
Transit New Zealand ('Transit') is the requiring authority responsible for
the designation.

Objectives of the Work
11 The objectives of the Work are as follows:

• To relieve existing congestion problems associated with this section of
the State Highway 1 coastal route; and

'. To assist in ensuring that, during the interim period pending
construction of the Inland Highway route, there is a sufficient level of
service afforded in relation to the existing coastal highway route by
enhancing traffic capacity between Plimmerton and Paremata.

Boundaries of the designation
The land (in this designation called "the Land") which is subject to the
designation and to which this designation applies is within the Porirua City
Council (in this designation referred to as "PCC") district boundaries, and
is as follows:

1.1 The road reserve for the existing SH1 including the land shown in the
Porirua City District Plan ("POP") as designated for "Limited Access
Road" (Reference K0401) and for "Road (State Highway)"
(Reference K0402);

1.2 Specified additional land adjacent to the existing SH1, including land
contained within the boundaries of various properties with frontages
to SH1;and

1.3 Specified additional land in the vicinity of the approaches to a new
bridge proposed to be constructed in the vicinity of Pauatahanui Inlet
near Paremata to the west of the existing SH 1 bridge; and

1.4 Specified additional land of Taupo Stream and in the vicinity of
Taupo Stream, in Plimmerton and various specified roads and streets
including Plimmerton Drive, James Street in Plimmerton and portions
of various other streets in the vicinity of their intersections with the
existing SH1, including Steyne Avenue, Pope Street, Pascoe Avenue
and other land -

each as shown Oil the Plans in Appendix 1 attached hereto 3S being
._. within the PCC district boundaries.

/,~":~ ••_'-- _F__ , ~

.r :
r:

,'. ""

.,' -, .t.. ",
\~,,' ". '/J.,.. -'-., - ..

I
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Properties subject to the designation
2 Those properties which are the subject of this designation are all of those

properties listed in Appendix 2.

Building Line Restrictions
3 The parts of the l.and at 182, 184, 186 and 188 St Andrews Road,

Plimmerton to which the proposed Building Line Restrictions apply are
shown on Plans E and RLR E in Appendix 1. On those parts of the Land
within the areas shown on those Plans, the nature of the proposed
restrictions is that in respect of each of the relevant properties no person
rnav without the orior written consent of Transit New Zealand:r » ,

3.\ f~['ect, reconstruct, place, alter or extend any structure in, on, under
or over the Land where this VI/Quid involve any excavation or
disturbance of Hlf: Land;

3.2 Introduce or plant any tree, bush or other plant or vegetation
(excluding any qrass or other shallow rooting vegetation) where this
would involve any excavation or disturbance of the Land or the
intrusion of any root system into that Land, and which may affect any
retaining wall or anchor support; or

3.3 Excavate, drill, tunnel, or disturb the Le-Hid (except whereihis :s
necessary for and in relation to the planting, or removal of any grass
or other shallow rooting vegetation).

Scope and extent of work
4 Subject to and in accordance with its terms and conditions, this

designation authorises Transit to undertake a work (in this designation
called the "Work") being the construction, operation and maintenance of
that section of SH 1 as shown on preliminary design plans A to M inclusive
in Appendix 1 (the "Plans") and associated works and activities. The
scope and extent of the Work shall be generally in accordance with the
Plans, subject to final design and any minor modifications required to
comply with any condition of this designation.

Certificate of final design
5 The following shall apply to all aspects of the Work other than landscaping

(to which conditions 6 to 8.17 apply) and operational and construction
noise mitigation (to which conditions 18 to 27 apply):

5.1 Prior to commencing the Work, Transit shall submit to the PCC
detailed drawings, specifications and other such information as the
PCC may reasonably require to enable the PCC to certify that the
Work is in accordance witn the designation.

I
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5.2 Transit can seek such certificates in respect of any particular section
or aspect of or for the whole Work.

5.3 Transit shall not commence the Work (or any section or aspect of it)
until the PCC has certified that the Work (or that section or aspect of
it) is in accordance with the designation.

5.4 Any certificates under condition 5.3 may be given subject to a
condition that details of specified aspects of the Work be provided at
a later date if the PCC is satisfied that it is impractical or
unreasonable for Transit to be required to provide those details at the
time certification is sought.

Maintenance of built structures
SA Irans.t shall, followinq completion of the \Nork, maintain all structures

located within the designation boundaries that are built in accordance with
these conditions [8,7] (cut face at Steyne Avenue, [8.8] (Goat Point
accessway and fence or wall), [11 &12] (lighting), [23] (acoustic fence), [29]
(Plirnmerton Pedestrian overbridge), [35] (signage), and [46] (handrails).

Landscaping
6 In ccmying out the detailed design for the Work, Transit shall engage a

practising landscape architect to advise on the carrying out of landscaping
in accordance with the conditions of this designation.

7 Landscaping work (other than maintenance and other ongoing work) shall
be:

7.1 Commenced and substantially progressed within one planting
season after the completion of construction of the Work authorised
by this designation; and

7.2 Completed before the end of the next planting season.

Maintenance of landscaping
7A Transit shall, following completion of the Work, maintain all landscaping

work undertaken in accordance with these conditions. Maintenance shall
include replacement of any plants that perish or are damaged by the Work
(eg because of changes to ground water or damage to root systems or
canopies).

8 Landscaping shall be undertaken by Transit in accordance with the
following:

Landscape design principles
·8.1 {a) Transit shall retain as far as practicable the essential elements that

contribute to the character of the area;

I
•
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(b) To retain some of the diversity of character which currently exists,
new fences shall vary in height, materials, vegetation, line and
setback, subject to agreement with individual property owners;

(c) The various treatment methods used shall include varyino materialc.
design and planting to create a non-uniform streetscape.

Plirnmerton Weighstations - James Street
8.2 Transit shall landscape the area of the Plimmerton VlJeighstations south

through to the vicinity of the intersection of Jarnes Street with St Andrews
Road (including the Plimmerton Roundabout and environs) shown in the
Plimmerton Vveiqhstations - James Street Concept Plan (being Concept
f:J!~cHlS 1/\, 18, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F and 1G in Appendix 3) in general
accordance with that Concept Plan and the Landscape Plan required to he
submitted under condition 8.17 and to the reasonable satisfaction of the:
PCC.

8.2A In addition to the landscaping required by condition 8.2, Transit shall
enter into consultation with Commercial Vehicle Investigation Unit of NZ
Police (CVIU) to seek agreement to:

(2) Carry out additional excavation to reduce the slope of the batter east of
the proposed Weigh Station, and plant the batter with native
vegetation;

(b) Determine the requirement for the paved area north and south of the
Weigh Station buildings, and determine whether it is possible to include
additional planting in areas within the vicinity of the Weigh Station; and

(c) Substitute the concrete barrier with a vegetated strip of approximately
2 to 2.5 m wide with a centrally located steel W-Section [ARMCO)
guard rail.

Such modii'cations shall be in accordance with condition 8.2 and to the
reasonable satisfaction of PCC.

Piimmerton roundabout to Steyne Avenue
8.3 Transit shall offer to the owner to replace, at Transit's cost, the existing

hedge outside the SH 1 frontage of the Spinnaker Motel (located at the
south eastern corner of Grays Road and St Andrews Road), with a hedge
or fence within the motel site and in consultation with the property owner
and, if the owner so desires, shall undertake that replacement.

e.4 Transit shall, as far as pract.cable, ensure undisturbed retention of the
_•.>'C'. ~,,", ..>~.,group of Pohutakawa trees on the northern side of Grays Road along the

.' C..-Gray~ Road frontage of number 1 Grays Road and adjacent to SH 1.
".

I
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8.5 Transit shall retain, where practicable, the trees on the northern side of
Steyne Avenue at the intersection with SH1, within the designation
boundary adjacent to l5 St Andrews Road.

8.SA If it is not practicable to retain undisturbed the trees specified i;l
conditions 8.4 and 8.5, Transit shall where practicable and under the
supervision of Transit's landscape architect transplant the subject tree(s)
to a nearby suitable position within the designation boundary.

St Andrews Road property frontages
8.6 Transit shall construct and finish the fence referred to in condition 23 in

general accordance with a fencing plan which shall incorporate the
followinq plit",uplE-::-::

(a) Varied faces, styles and heights, incorporating features shown in the
examples in Appendix 4 Figures 2, 3, 6 of the Agreed Memorandum;
and

(b) An alternating of the position of the fence within the 500mm available
space.

The fencing plan shall be developed as follows:

(i) Transit shall consult as to the street-facing treatment and finish of the
fence with the PCC;

(ii) Transit shall consult as to the property-facing treatment and finish of
the fence (including with regard to the selection of materials and
design) with the owners of the properties at 75-91 St Andrews Road;

(iii) After incorporating such reasonable changes as may be requested
during such consultation, Transit shall finalise the fencing plan (the
street-facing treatment and finish thereof being to the reasonable
satisfaction of the PCC) and provide copies of it to those property
owners and the PCC prior to commencing construction of the fence.

Cut Face at Steyne Avenue Intersection
8.7 Transit shall landscape the cut face opposite the intersection of Steyne

Avenue and -St Andrews Road shown in the Steyne Avenue Cut Face
Landscape Concept Plan (being Concept Plan 2 in Appendix 3) in
general accordance with that Concept Plan and the Landscape Plan
required to be submitted under condition 8.17 and to the reasonable
satisfaction of the PCC.

Goat Point
'8.8 ·Transit shall provide a pedestrian accessway west of State Highway 1 in

the vl;inity of Goat Point. Transit shall, in designing such pedestrian

I
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accessway consult with 'he Piimmerton and Paremata Residents'
Associations and the PCC about alternative design options, for structures
for the provision of the pedestrian accessway including options relating to
fences, location and height of the accessway relative to the carriageway,
and surface treatment of any vertical structures. In the design of the
pedestrian accessway regard shall be given to the following design
principles:

(a) The protection of pedestrians from vehicle traffic;

(b) Vertical and horizontal separation of pedestrians from vehicle traffic
where practicable;

(c) The safety and security of pedestrians including night security;

(d) The importance of westward views of the sea from numbers 150 to 166
St Andrews Road and from passing vehicles;

(e) The finished appearance of any fences or structures.

Mana commercial area frontage
8.9 Transit shall seek agreement from the owner of that privately-owned land

shown in the Mana Retail Area Frontage Concept Plan (being Concept
Plan 3 in Appendix 3) and, for this purpose, not less than 3 months prior
to the commencement of construction of that section of the Work shown
on plan G in Appendix 1 as south of Acheron Road, Transit shall:

(a) Give written notice to the owner of that privately-owned land shown
in that Concept Plan, specifying the following:

(i) A copy of the Concept Plan; and

(ii) A description of the landscaping which Transit seeks to
undertake Oil that land (at Transit's cost) in accordance with
that Concept Plan, if the owner so agrees; and

(iii) An offer to the owner to agree to allow Transit to undertake the
landscaping of that land; and

(b) Pursue all reasonable endeavours in consultation with the owner
during that period of not less than 3 months in order to secure such
agreement.

8. "ID Except as provided in condition 8.11, Transit shall landscape '[hose parts
,._~-_~~.-, gf the privately-owned land shown in Concept Plan 3 in Appendix 3 in

-- - : - - general accordance with that Concept Plan and any Landscape Plan

\

I
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required to be submitted under condition 8.1'7 and to the reasonable
satisfaction of the PCC.

8.11 VVhere, on the expiry of 3 months after Transit has given notice to the
owner of the privately-owned land shown in Concept Plan 3 in
Appendix 3, the owner has not agreed to the landscaping of that land:

(d) Transit shall inform PCC accordingly; and

(b) Transit shall not be required to comply with condition 8.10.

8.12 Transit shall keep available for inspection on request by the PCC, records
of the following:

(a) The written notice given in accordance with condition 8,9(a);

(b) Any response to that written notice.

Modifications to property frontages
8.13 in respect of all properties adjacent to the Work except those covered by
~. Conditions 8.3 to 8.6 (dealing with hedges and trees from Plimmerton

roundabout to Steyne Avenue and St Andrews Rd property frontages) and
8.9 to 8.12 (dealing with the Mana commercial area frontage) the following
shall apply:

(a) Prior to the commencement of construction, Transit shall:

(i) Provide to the PCC, a list of all such properties (in this
condition called "Affected Property" or "Affected Properties") in
respect of which SH 1 road reserve immediately contiguous with
that land (in this condition referred to as "road reserve
frontage") will be modified by the carrying out of the Work;

(ii) Consult with the PCC as to:

(A) The nature of the road reserve frontage modifications
proposed to be undertaken contiguous with the Affected
Properties;

(B) The options proposed to be offered to owners for
reinstatement including reinstatement of boundary fences
and retaining walls (including, but not limited to, the
cottons illustrated in Figures 2 to 8 in Appendix 4),
replacement of boundary' plantings of hedge;:; 81iC:

vegetation and reinstatement of vehicle crossing places;
and

I
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(C) The process which Transit will follow in its dealings with
the owners on these matters;

t\lot less than 3 months prior to the carrying out of any modification of
. "

the road reserve frontage contiguous with any Aifectec Property,
Transit shall give written notice to the owner of the Affected Property
specifying the following:

(i) A description of the nature of the modification proposed to be
undertaken of the road reserve frontage contiguous with the
Affected Property (including in relation to boundary fences and
retaining walls, hedges, trees or other vegetation, and driveway
entrances);

(ii) A description of options proposed to be undertaken to reinstate
that road reserve frontage including options for the
replacement, design and construction of any boundary fences
and retaining walls, and for replacement of any boundary
plantings of hedges and vegetation and the design and
treatment of vehicle crossing places (including, but not limited
to, the options illustrated in Figures 2 to 8 in Appendix 4);

(iii) An invitation to the owner to notify Transit within a specified
period of not less than one month of whether or not the owner
agrees to enter into discussions with Transit as to the selection
of suitable road reserve frontage reinstatement options or
otherwise to inform Transit of the owner's preference in regard
to the proposed options;

(iv) A statement informing the owner of any ability for owners of
Affected Properties to have access to any expert adviser
(nominated by Transit to the reasonable satisfaction of the
PCC);

(c) Transit shall keep records available for inspection on request by the
PCC of the following:

(i) All written notices given in accordance with clause (b) of this
condition;

(ii) All responses received to those written notices;

(iii) Those Affected Properties in respect of which responses have
not been received:

\.
','

\.
'.~.

",.
fr

Except as provided in condition 8.13(e) Transit shall, in consultation
with each Affected Property owner (and, if so requested by the
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owner, with any expert adviser so nominated), design and implement
the road reserve frontage reinstaternent works and shall notify the
PC~C once those reinstatement works have been implemented in
respect of each Affected Property;

(e) Where, on the expiry of 3 months after Transit has given notice to an
owner of an Affected Property under condition 8.13(b), the owner
has not aqreed with Transit as to road reserve frontage reinstatement
works er could not after r-easonable enquiry be found:

(i) Tr-ansit shall inform the PCC accordingly;

(ii) Transit shall not be required to comply with condition 8.13(d) in
respect of that Affected Property:

(iii) Transit shall, in its construction of that section of the Work
immediately adjacent to that Affected Property, take practicable
measures to mitigate to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC
any adverse effects of the construction of the Work on the road
reserve frontage of that Affected Property (including in relation
to boundary fences and retaining walls, trees and other
vegetation and driveway crossing places).

5teyne Avenue to Paremata Bridge
8.14 Where any existing established tree on any Affected Property is required

to be removed in order to construct the Work, Transit shall offer to the
Affected Property owner, at Transit's cost, to replant or replace the tree,
where practicable.

Paremata Bridge to south of Paremata Roundabout
8.15 Transit shall landscape the area of the Paremata Bridge through to south

of the Paremata Roundabout shown in the Paremata Bridges-Paremata
Roundabout Concept Plan (being Concept Plans 4A, 4B and 4C in
Appendix 3) in general accordance with that Concept Plan and the
Landscape Plan required to be submitted under condition 8.17 and to the
reasonable satisfaction of the PCC.

8.16 In general accordance with the Paremata Bridges-Paremata Roundabout
Concept Plan (Concept Plans 4A, 4B and 4C in Appendix 3) and any
Landscape Plan required to be submitted under condition 8.17 and to the
reasonable satisfaction of the PCC, Transit shall:

(a) Construct a walkway on the northern side of Pauatahanui Inlet under
the existing and proposed bridges to link the beaches to their east
and west; and

I
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(b) F\e-establish screen planting between SH 1 and Paremata School
which will be removed in the construction of the SH58 southbound
on-ramp onto SH1.

Landscape plans
8.17 Where Transit is obliged under any of conditions 8.2, 8.7, 8.10, or 8.15 to

undertake landscaping, Transit shall arrange for the following landscape
plans to be prepared by a qualified landscape architect to the reasonable
satisfaction of the PCC:

(a) Landscape plans demonstrating how Transit will implement the
Plimrnerton Domain, Plimmerton - V'Jeighstations to James Street,
and Mall3 F~staj! Area Frontaqe Landscape Concept Plans set out in
/\ppendix 3, such landscape plans:

(i) To detail those matters outlined in the Landscape Concept
Plans (including in relation to ground levels and contours, the
locations and species of major trees to be planted, and the
areas, shapes and heights of areas of plantings) and
maintenance and upkeep; and

(ii) To be submitted to the pec not less than one month prior to
commencement of construction of the section of the Work
between the Plimmerton Weighstations and Steyne Avenue;

(b) A landscape plan demonstrating how Transit will implement the
Steyne Avenue Cut Face Concept Plan set out in Appendix 3, such
landscape plan:

(i) To detail those matters outlined in the Steyne Avenue Cut Face
Landscape Concept Plan (including details of the locations and
species of major trees to be planted, the areas, shapes and
heights of areas of plantings, facing treatment for excavated
surfaces), taking into account the reasonable preferences of
owners of 188, 186, 184 and 182 St Andrews Road ascertained
through consultation with them; and

(ii) To be submitted to the PCC not less than one month prior to
commencement of construction of the section of the Work
between James Street and Pope Street.

(c) A landscape plan demonstrating how Transit will implement the
Paremata Bridges - Paremata Roundabout Landscape Concept Plan
set out in Appc:.ndb: 3, such landscape plan:

(i) To detail those matters outlined in the Landscape Concept Plan
including ground levels and contours, the locations and species

I
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of major trees to be planted, the areas, shapes and heights of
areas of plantings, the walkway and re-establishment of screen
planting between SH1 and Paremata School referred to ill
condition 8.16; and

(ii) To be submitted to the PCC not less than one month prior to
commencement of construction of the section of the Work
between the northern approaches to the Paremata Bridges and
the southern boundary of the designation.

Earthworks
9 All earth filling shall be carried out in accordance with Transit standard

specification F:1.

10 The disposal of cleanfill material at each of the Deposit Areas along and
adjacent to SH 1 shown on Plans C and D in Appendix 1 shall be
completed within three years of commencement of the earthworks for
construction of the Work.

10A In undertaking the works to realign the Taupo Stream, to create a variety
and more natural appearance, Transit shall modify the stream by widening
its course, as far as practicable, within the boundaries of the designation,
and in accordance with resource consents WGN 970226(01 )-(03) and
WGN 970226(7)-(15). Such modification shall be to the reasonable
satisfaction of the. PCC.

Lighting
11 Lighting provided along the route shall be in accordance with the

appropriate classification for "main roads" in AS/NZS 1158:1997.

12 Transit shall ensure that the design and construction of the pedestrian
footpath along the western side of SH1 at Goat Point between Steyne
Avenue and the Mana Shell Service Station site and under the duplicate
Parernata Bridge along the northern and southern shores of the inlet
provides for lighting in accordance with standard AS/NZS 1158:1997.

Construction effects mitigation
Construction hours

13 SUbject to unforeseen emergency situations, hours of work during the
construction phase of the Work shall be:

13.1 Weekdays: 7:30 am to 7:00 pm;

1? '7' C'..,-'lJrj-;:>,\/"· 8"'()""m to r::·C'() r m:l'~.f._ \-'t:':' .. , l"-J~~' . . ,).0. I.\. V. "\. .. ' i)l I,

13.3 Special Short Term Operations (being operations which, by their
nature, cannot reasonably be undertaken or completed in
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accordance with conditions 13.1 or 13.2): 8pm to 6.30am,
weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays, preceded by
written notice being provided to the occupiers of those residences
which are both contiguous with the designation and within 500
metres of the location of the intended operations not less than 5
working days prior to such operations commencing, such notice
including reference to the location, the nature, and the proposed
timing and duration of the operations;

13.4 Sundays and Public Holidays: Except as provided in condition 13.3,
no work, except for emergency maintenance works for public safety
and convenience.

Traffic Management Plan
14 ~lot less than one month prior to construction of the Work, Transit shall

establish a Traffic Management Plan in consultation with the PCC. To
demonstrate that traffic will be managed during the construction phase of
the Work, so that the section of SH1 is safe at all times and there is
minimal disruption to the public and to the normal flow of traffic this Traffic
Management Plan shall address the following matters:

14.1 Programme of works;

14.2 Hours of work;

14.3 Proposed Traffic Control Methods:

(a) Safety procedures for hazardous substances;

(b) A Contingency Plan (including 24 hour call out for
emergencies);

(c) Public notification procedures (such as Advertisement, Radio
Reports);

(d) Monitoring and maintenance of Traffic Management
Procedures; and

(e) Contractors' Traffic Control Supervisors.

15 Without limiting condition 14, Transit shall ensure that the PCC is kept
reasonably informed of traffic control arrangements made from time to
time in relation to:
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15.1 Measures such as signs, temporary marker posts, amber flashing
lights (night work), temporary bypass traffic lanes, and other such
measures;

15.2 Proposed speed restrictions and minimum lane widths; and

15.3 Circulation routes for site traffic.

16 Construction works within the carriageway shall take place, as far as
practicable, at times and places that minimise interference with traffic
flows, and particularly peak hour traffic flows.

Disruptions "0 properly access
17 ~)m\li~io!l SfF111 be made to enable safe vehicular, r::destrian and cycle

access to private properties at all times during the construction of the
Work, as far as practicable, and to ensure that any interruption to public
pedestrian, cycle and vehicle accessways is minimised to the extent
practicable. Where existing pedestrian routes are affected by the
construction of the Work, an alternative route will be provided wherever
practicable.

Construction noise mitigation
18 During the construction activities all construction work shall comply with

the requirements of NZS 6803: 1999 "New Zealand Standard, Acoustics
Construction Noise".

Construction Noise Management Plan
19 Not less than one month prior to construction, Transit shall establish a

Construction Noise Management Plan to the reasonable satisfaction of the
PCC. Transit shall not commence construction of the works until the
Construction Noise Management Plan has been established and it shall
take all reasonable steps to ensure that the Construction Noise
Management Plan is complied with during construction works. The
purpose of the plan is to describe the method by which noise associated
with the construction of the Work will be managed to comply with
condition 18 of this designation. In particular, the Construction Noise
Management Plan shall specify:

19.1 Estimated duration of works;

19.2 Methods of managing noise, including information in any relevant
tender documentation and specifications in the contract
documentation of contractors' obligations in assessing and
contrcllin., noise;

19.3 Noise monitoring methods, including details of methods, equipment,
location and frequency;
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1~~.4 Auditinq;

19.5 Continqencv measures in the event of any incident of
non-compliance;

19.6 Procedures for handling any noise complaints; and

19.7 !\ITangernents to ensure that occupiers of all dwellings within 20
metres of any proposed construction works receive not less than 10
working days' notice of the intended works and are informed of the
estimated duration of works and procedures for making any noise
complaint.

20 in resr.ect of dwellings adjacent to or within 20 metres of any construction
works:

20.1 Transit shall keep the pee informed of all noise complaints received;

20.2 Upon reasonable request by the PCC, Transit shall arrange for
measurement of construction noise levels to be undertaken at any
specified occupied dwelling in accordance with NZS 6303: 1999 to
the reasonable satisfaction of the pee and shall provide the results
of that measurement to the pec;

20.3 If any such measurement demonstrates that the noise levels
specified in NZS 6303: 1999 are not met for any occupied dwelling,
Transit shall take such measures as are required (including at the
affected dwelling) to ensure that the noise levels at the dwelling
comply with NZS 6303: 1999, unless the occupier of that dwelling
otherwise agrees (and Transit provides evidence of that agreement
to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCe).

Operational noise mitigation
21 Transit shall engage an acoustic engineer to investigate, and where

practicable, implement his/her recommendations with regard to the
following conditions 22 to 27.

22 The Work shall be designed so that, in relation to existing dwellings, noise
levels shall comply with the Transit document entitled "Transit
New Zealand Guidelines for the Management of Road Traffic Noise - State
Highway Improvement" contained in the Transit New Zealand Policy
Planning Manual, dated December 1999 (the "Noise Guidelines")
throughout the 10 year design period referred to in the Noise Guidelines,
I,', particular, \'vrv"::s the facade of anv habitable room is within 13 metres of
tne nearside edge of any southbound or northbound traffic lane, the Lrnax
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noise level within that habitable room shall be reduced by not less than
3d[3A by implementing any practicable control measures 1.

221'\ In order to achieve the necessary operational noise levels in Condition 22,
Transit will, wherever practicable, use a low noise road suriace to reduce
noise at source and will maintain that surface in good order in accordance
with normal maintenance practices.

23 As soon as practicable after commencement of construction of the VVork,
an acoustic fence shall be developed along SH 1 frontage at the houses on
the western side of SH1, north of Steyne Avenue (75 to 91 St Andrews
Road) in accordance with condition 8.6.

. 24 Prior to construction of the Wart, and for the purposes of establishing to
the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC ambient noise levels as required by
the Noise Guidelines, Transit shall provide to the PCC the results of 24
hour ambient noise measurements (the "ambient noise measurements") at
not less than 12 sites within 20 metres of the proposed northbound and
southbound traffic lanes, such ambient noise measurement results
comprising:

24.1 The results of the measurement of existing ambient noise at the sites
shown on the plan in Appendix 6 as "Measurement Site 1".
"Measurement Site 2", "Measurement Site 3", Measurement Site 4",
"Measurement Site 5" and "Measurement Site 6".

24.2 The results of measurements undertaken by or under the supervision
of an appropriately qualified person of existing ambient noise at six
(6) further sites to be selected by that person and undertaken at a
position one metre from the outside of the most exposed facade of
any habitable room in any existing residential dwelling within the
following areas:

(3) On the east side of St Andrews Road, between Goat Point and
Pope Street;

(b) On the east side of St Andrews Road, within 70 metres of the
intersection with Steyne Avenue;

(c) On the west side of St Andrews Road, within 50 metres of the
intersection with Grays Road;

1 It is acknowledged that this reduction cannot be achieved by road surfacing alone
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(d) 3 other sites including sites in the vicinity of signalised
intersections along Mana Esplanade nominated by the PCC
after consultation with the Paremata Residents' Association;
and

24.3 Site maps detailing measurement locations and relevant information
on measurement conditions.

Compliance Monitoring
25 Following completion of the Work, Transit shall arrange for an

appropriately qualified person to undertake monitoring of the level of traffic
noise at the twelve (12) sites referred to in condition 24 for which ambient
noise level data has been previously recorded:

25.1 Within the period of 6 to 12 months after completion of construction
of the Work; and

25.2 Within six months of the fifth anniversary of the completion of
construction of the Work -

and shall report the findings of that monitoring to the PCC. Where the
Noise Guidelines referred to in condition 22 are or have been exceeded,
except where condition 27.5 applies, Transit shall advise the PCC of the
measures taken or intended to be taken to ensure that noise levels
attributable to road traffic will comply with condition 22.

Acoustic treatment of residential dwellings
26 Prior to commencing construction of the Work, Transit shall:

26.1 Engage a suitably qualified person to undertake an assessment of all
existing dwellings to which acoustic treatment shall be applied in
order to ensure compliance with the Noise Guidelines' 10 year
design period (in this condition and condition 27 referred to as
"Aftected Dwelling" or "Affected Dwellings"); and

26.2 Provide to the PCC a report listing the Affected Dwellings and
identifying the extent of noise reduction required (if any) for each
dwelling in order to ensure compliance with condition 22.

27 In respect of the Affected Dwellings referred to in condition 26, the
following shall apply:

27.1 Not less than 4 months prior to completion of construction of the
vvork. Transit shal: consult with the PCC 3S to the: cpticr s for on-site
noise mitigation treatment of the Affected Dwellings and the
processes which Transit will follow in its dealings with the owners of
Affected Dwellings on these matters;
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27.2 Not less than 3 months prior to completion of construction of the
Work, Transit shall give written notice to the owner of each Affected
Dwelling specifying the following:

(a) The change in noise levels without on-site noise rnitiqation
treatment at that dwelling predicted in accordance with the
Noise Guidelines for that dwelling arising from the operation of
the Work following construction of the Vvork and on the fifth
anniversary of completion of construction of the Work;

(b) The options which Transit offers to that person for on-site noise
mitigation treatment to that person's dwelling and the predicted
benefits and any other implications such as the need for
alteration or house ventilation which implementation of those
options would have in terms of noise levels (and demonstrating
compliance with condition 22);

(c) An invitation to the owner to enter into discussions with Transit
as to the selection of suitable noise mitigation treatment options
and other consequential measures such as altered house
ventilation;

(d) A statement to the effect that the owner (or any subsequent
owner) has a period within which to decide whether or not to
accept Transit's offer for on-site noise mitigation treatment,
which period shall not terminate sooner than the sixth month
following completion of the Work;

(e) A statement informing the owner of the ability which owners
have to get access to any expert adviser (nominated by Transit
to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC);

27.3 Transit shall keep records available for inspection on request by the
r~cc of the following:

(a) All written notices served in accordance with condition 27.2 of
this condition;

(b) All responses received to those written notices;

(c) Those Affected Dwellings in respect of which responses have
not been received;

:27.4 Except as provided in c.cndlrion :Z7.~; of this condition, Transit shall:

(a) In consultation with each Affected Dwelling owner (and, if so
requested by the owner, with any expert adviser so nominated
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by the PCC), arrange for the implementation of the noise
mitigation treatment works for each Affected Dwelling by a
person whom the PCC is satisfied is competent (or such other
person as may be agreed with the owner);

(b) As soon as practicable after completion of the noise mitigation
treatment works at an Affected Dwelling, arrange for a
completion certificate to be issued in respect of that property
certifyinq that the noise mitigation treatment works have been
under-taken to appropriate standards, to attain the level of
reduction required to comply with condition 22, such
completion certificates to be submitted to the PCC within one
month of completion of the noise mitigation treatment;

'17.5 VVhere Transit has duly given notice; to an owner of an Affected
Dwelling in accordance with condition 27.2 hereof, Transit shall be
deemed to comply with condition 22 hereof:

(a) From the date notice was given until the date the completion
certificate referred to in condition 27.4(b) of this condition has
been issued, where the owner of the Affected Dwelling has
agreed to Transit implementing noise mitigation treatment
works;

(b) From the date notice was given until indefinitely thereafter,
where the owner of the Affected Dwelling refuses to agree to
Transit implementing noise mitigation works (except where
before the expiry of six months after completion of the Work the
owner then agrees in which case condition 27.5(a) of this
condition applies);

(c) From the date notice was given until indefinitely thereafter,
where the owner of the Affected Dwelling cannot after
reasonable enquiry be found before the expiry of six months
after completion of the Work.

Pedestrian overbridge at Plimmerton
28 Prior to dismantling the existing ramped pedestrian overbridge at

Plimmerton, Transit shall:

28.1 Consult with members of St. Theresa's Primary School and with the
owners of neighbouring residential properties and with the pee;

~~8.2 Seek all necessary statutory consents and approvals to enable re
erection or replacement of the ramped pedestrian overbridge in tl:'2
same general locality; and
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28.3 Report to the pee on those matters advising the pee on whether or
not Transit has succeeded in securing those consents and approvals
and, if so, Transit's timetable for re-erection or replacement of the
overbridge to ensure its erection prior to completion of construction of
the Work.

29 Unless Transit fails to secure necessary statutory consents and approvals
under condition 28.2, Transit shall erect in the same general locality a
rarnped pedestrian overbridge at Plimmerton, prior to completion of
construction of the Work. Prior to erecting a pedestrian overbridge, Transit
shall comply with the requirements of section 176A of the Resource
Management Act 1991 in relation to the erection (unless approval for the
erection is by way of resource consent).

29A Subject tu condition 7.9, if Transit erects a new pedestrian overbridqe, the
overbridge shall be designed to provide a less visually intrusive design in
consultation with the Plimmerton Residents Association Inc. and shall be
in keeping with the surrounding environment to the reasonable satisfaction
of the pee.

30 In the event that Transit re-erects the pedestrian overbridge at Plimmerton
in accordance with condition 29 or erects any new pedestrian overbridge
in the general vicinity of the existing Plimmerton pedestrian overbridge,
Transit shall be entitled to alter the layout of the signal-controlled
intersection of SH1 and Grays Road such that it provides for only a single
pedestrian crossing of SH 1 provided that Transit shall ensure to the
reasonable satisfaction of the pee that any altered signalised intersection
continues to provide for the safety of pedestrians crossing SH1 and/or
Grays Road.

31 Except as provided by condition 30, Transit shall construct and maintain
the signal-controlled intersection of SH1 and Grays Road in general
accordance with the layout shown in plan E in Appendix 1 and operate
the intersection as a "Barnes Dance".

Provision for emergency service vehicles
32 In carrying out the detailed design for the alignment, Transit shall provide

a 2.5 metre wide shoulder along both sides of the section of SH1 between
the southern end of each of the weighstations (north of Plimmerton), south
to taper into the proposed Plimmerton Roundabout to provide access for
emergency service vehicles.

33 The shoulder on the western side shall be extended to the north of the
weiqhstation to connect with the proposed emergency access lane running
along the F:ural Section of SH'i north of the weighstation .

.,,/~;~~"">,
/,l
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Access to Shell/WicDonald's site
34 Access to and from the ShellfMcDonald's site and site works within the

designated land, including reinstatement of landscaping, and relocation of
drive-through 'grille order' parking spaces, lighting poles and signs, shall
be qenerany in accordance with plan G in Appendix 1 or otherwise as
may be agreed between Transit and the owners and occupiers of that site.

Signage
35 Transit shall provide a sign in accordance with Land Transport Safety

Authority CLTSA") standards (standard blue service sign) north of the
Acheron Road/service lane intersection with SH1, to ensure clear direction
is provided to SH 1 motorists wishing to use the services accessed to or
from the service lane. The sign shall incorporate generic identification of
the services offered.

36 Transit shall provide signage at the northern approach to Plimmerton and
the southern approach to Malla to advise heavy goods drivers that they
are entering a residential area and that the use of engine brakes should be
avoided.

37 Transit shall provide directional signage at the Plimmerton Roundabout
clearly identifying the Plimmerton Industrial Estate, and clarifying the route
to be taken to the Estate. The signage shall be constructed and erected
following consultation with the owners and occupiers of the Estate.

Sewer and water main protection and fire hydrants
38 Transit shall:

38.1 Consult with the PCC to determine the location of the trunk sewer
along the 4.1 kilometre section of SH 1 and shall co-operate with the
PCC in order to ensure the protection and/or relocation of the trunk
sewer; and

38.2 Consult with the pec and Wellington Regional Council to determine
the location of the bulk water supply main along the 4.1 kilometre
section of SH1 and shall co-operate with the Councils in order to
ensure the protection and/or relocation of that water main.

39 Transit shall:

39.1 Retain or replace existing fire hydrants within the road corridor.

39.2 Provide a fire hydrant and water supply at the eastern Plimmerton
weiqhstauon.
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Consultation
40 Prior to the commencement of construction works, Transit shall use its

best endeavours to notify affected owners and occupiers of all properties
adjoining the new road of:

40.1 The details of the construction programme; and

40.2 A single point of contact for any concerns or enquiries relating to the
project, including a telephone and facsimile number -

provided that Transit shall be treated as complying with this condition once
any such notice sent by pre-paid post to the person at the usual or last
known olace et 18sideIlC::; or business or Post Office box address would
have been deliver ed ill the ordinary course of post, or once "my such
notice has been sent by tacsimue to the usual or last known facsimile
number of that person, or delivered by hand to the property.

41 For the period of construction works, Transit shall prepare a bi-monthly
newsletter for circulation to the owners of all properties adjoining the new
road This newsletter shall, without limitation, include the following:

41.1 A statement of progress against the construction programme; and

41.2 An assessment of the management of dust and noise relative to
management plans.

Community Information Programme
42 Prior to completion of construction of the Work, Transit shall establish and

implement, to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC, a Community
Information Programme, to provide information to the communities of
Plimmerton, Camborne, Mana and Paremata, regarding modifications to
intersections, traffic lights and the operation and enforcement of the lanes
shown marked "High Occupancy Vehicle Clearway (HOV2 Clearway)"on
Plallc.; (~'cJ in Appendix 1. The Programme shall identify to whom
information should be disseminated and specify the methods for the
dissemination of information, including leaflet drops, and press releases
to, and public notices and advertisements in, local newspapers and other
media.

Community Liaison Group
43 For the purposes of providing during construction and for the six month

period immediately following completion of construction of the Work an
interface between Transit and the communities of Plimmerton, Camborne,
iv'I'·"'1'3 ar.d F'arern2ta (the "communities"):

43.1 Transit shall, prior to commencement of construction of the Work, in
consultation with the PCC, invite representatives of local residents'
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groups and community groups and organisations, Ngati T03
Ranqatira, schools, businesses, PCC and such other bodies and
persons as the PCC considers appropriate to form a Community
Liaison C;roup whose purpose is to provide a forum to enable the
communities to be kept informed of progress VV[t;1 It'ie Work and
issues to be identified and resolved quickly and co-operatively;

43.2 Transit shall provide such administrative support as is necessary to
ensure that the Community Liaison Group is formed and can
effectively continue to perform its functions (including regular
meetings) during the construction period and until the sixth month
immediately following completion of construction of the Work.

Consultation in relation to detailed road design
43/-\ Duri::u detailed design, and prior to completion of construction of the

Work, having regard to the interests of residents, Transit shall consult with
the F)lirnmerion Residents Association Inc. and the Paremata Residents'
Association Inc. in respect of methods including advisory or variable
message signs:

(a) To discourage drivers from travelling in the kerbside lanes during
off-peak hours and to encourage driver courtesy; and

(b) To encourage heavy commercial vehicles to use the central lane at
all times of the day.

438 During detailed design, and prior to completion of construction of the
Work, having regard to the interests of residents, Transit shall investigate
in consultation with the Paremata Residents' Association Inc. the
extension southward of the HOV lanes at the southern end of Mana
Esplanade in order to discourage drivers from travelling in the kerbside
lanes.

43C Transit will, within one year of commissioning the Work, undertake surveys
to assess side road and pedestrian delays at Marina View intersection and
any relevant issues concerning vehicle access difficulties for properties
south of Pascoe Avenue. In consultation with the Paremata Residents
Association Incorporated, Transit shall investigate the necessity for
modifications to the form and operation of the intersection and consider
whether future surveys and investigation should be undertaken.

Mitigation of dust including management plan
44 In order to minimise dust nuisance, Transit shall ensure that each

cor-tracto; encaqed in activities that may generate dust shall prepare and
comply with a Dust Management Plan which, as a rr.inimurn, shall require
the Contractor to undertake the following measures:

I
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44. 'I That all exposed earthworked areas, stockpiles of earth, and other
dust sources which, in each case, are liable to give rise to dust
nuisance beyond the construction site be kept moist so as to avoid
any such nuisance; and

44.2 That all earthworks materials on trucks which are carted near urban
areas or in any locality beyond the construction site liable to give rise
to any dust nuisance beyond the construction site be covered and/or
kept moist so as to avoid any such nuisance.

Protocol for discovery of koiwi, taonga or other artefact material
45 If koiwi, taonga or other artefact material is discovered in any area Transit

~)ivll ensure that Ng8ti Toa Ranqatira is unmediately contacted through Te
f\unanga 0 Tea Rancatira Incorporated, and construction work in that
:3i ea shall stop to allov. Cl site inspection by Ngati T03 Rangatira and their
advisors. Transit shall then consult with Ngati Toa Rangatira on
appropriate steps to recover the artefacts in order that work can resume.

Footpath widths and handrails
46 Pedestrian handrails shall be installed and located to the reasonable

satisfaction of the PCC between the footpath and the carriageway where
each of the following criteria apply:

46.1 The section of carriageway does not provide for kerbside parking at
any time; and

46.2 The section of footpath is less than 1.8 metres wide; and

46.3 The handrail would not impede or interfere with the safe movement
of vehicles across vehicle entrance ways and crossing places.

47 Transit shall offer to the owner to install at Transit's cost and in
consultation with the owner, a pedestrian handrail between the footpath
and the carriageway on the eastern side of Mana Esplanade extending for
a distance of not less than 2 metres outside the frontage of the Omega 3
at 116 Mana Esplanade and, if the owner so desires, shall install that
handrail (to the reasonable satisfaction of the PCC).

47A Transit shall install a handrail on the road side of the footpath in front of
the properties at 75-91 St Andrews Road except where it is necessary to
provide access to the pedestrian crossings. Such handrail shall be
constructed of panels of "pool fence" mesh, set into a frame of timber
uprights, lower rail and handrail.

Community feedback register
,'" 48' Transit shall maintain a permanent record of any complaints alleging

adverse effects from its operations within the designation or any breach of
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these conditions or other comments received. The record shall include the
name and address (as far as practicable) of the person who made the
complaint or comment, and where a complaint is made, identification of
the nature of the matter complained about, date and time of the complaint
and of the alleged event, weather conditions at the time of the alleped
event (as far as practicable), and any remedial action taken. This record
shall be made available to the PCC on request.

Traffic calming
49 Transit shall install traffic calming measures in Paremata Crescent north of

the Kiriwai Road intersection, approximately opposite 44 to 46 Paremata
Crescent, if required.

Replacement of parking spaces
.lemes Street carparking

50 Transit shall extend the formed carparking in James Street to replace the
carparking spaces removed from James Street as a result of the upgrade.

Paremata Station carpark
51 Within two (2) months of the removal of carparking spaces from the

commuter carparks as a result of the Work, Transit shall reinstate or
replace on the western side of SH 1 the carparking spaces so removed.
Transit shall ensure that access to the Paremata Station carpark from SH 1
is designed to minimise the loss of carparking spaces.

New parking area in Redoubt Lane
52 Transit shall:

52.1 Seek any necessary consents and approvals for the formation of a
carparking area at 91 Mana Esplanade (Redoubt Lane) in general
accordance with Appendix 5; and

52.2 Subject to securing such consents and approvals, shall form, seal
and maintain the carparking area to the reasonable satisfaction of the
PCC and shall make all reasonable endeavours to enable usage of
the carpark prior to completion of that section of the Work between
Dolly Varden Crescent and Mana View Road.

52A If so requested by the Plimmerton Residents Association Inc. during
detailed design, Transit shall provide five additional car parking spaces
located within 40m of the St Andrews Road/Steyne Avenue intersection,
and available for use at all times. The precise location of the carparking
shall be determined following consultation with the Plimmerton Residents
Association Inc. and PCC.
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Plimrnerton Domain Playing Field
53 Transit shall, in consultation with and to the reasonable satisfaction of the

PCC, arrange for repositioning of the rugby league playing field within or
adjacent to the Plimmerton Domain to the same size and no lesser
standard as the existing playing fie la, the boundaries of which VJill be
modified as a result of the Work.

P!imrnerton Pony Club
54 Transit shall, in consultation with and to the reasonable satisfaction of the

PCC, arrange for:

54.1 The relocation of the Plimmerton Pony Club buildings and ancillary
facilities within or adjacent to the Plimmerton Domain; and

54.2 Provision of an area of the same or similar size to the area of the
Domain as a result of the Work for the use of the Plimmerton Pony
Club.

Restrictions on the operation of kerbside lanes
55 In its operation of the Work as SH1, Transit shall ensure that practical

provision is made to enable those portions of the northbound and
southbound kerbside lanes shown marked "Parking Permitted Except
When HOV2 Clearway Operates" on Plans G to J in Appendix 1 to be
available for kerbside vehicle parking except during the periods specified
below (being the "Clearways hours"):

55.1 Southbound kerbside lane to be available for parking except:

(a) Monday to Friday, for a maximum continuous period of up to
three hours commencing not earlier than 6.30am and ending
not later than 9.30am;

(b) Sunday and Public Holidays, for a maximum continuous period
of up to three hours commencing not earlier than 3.30pm and
ending not later than 7.00pm;

55.2 Northbound kerbside lane to be available for parking except:

(a) Monday to Friday, for a maximum continuous period of up to
three hours commencing not earlier than 3.30pm and ending
not later than 7.00pm;

(b) Saturday, for a maximum continuous period of up to three hours
commencing not earlier than 1O.30am and ending not later tha:i
2.30pm.
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Monitoring parking
55A Transit will monitor the vehicle parking activity in the HOV lanes and

particularly the impact of parked vehicles on sight distances from property
entrances.

Notices
56 Where, in accordance with any condition of this designation, Transit is

required to give written notice of anything to any person, then Transit shall
be treated as having duly given such notice once:

56.1 Any notice sent by pre-paid post addressed to the person at the
usual or last known place of residence or business of that person,
Post Oriic'? box or private bag or document exchange would have
been delivered in the ordinary course of post or delivery;

56.2 Any notice sent by facsimile to the usual or last known facsimile
number is shown by the sender's facsimile records to have been
transmitted.

References to pee
5] References in any of the conditions to PCC shall include:

57.1 Any officer of the Porirua City Council acting for the time being in the
office of the Chief Executive of that Council;

57.2 Any officer of the Porirua City Council nominated by the Chief
Executive of that Council as having the relevant experience and
expertise to deal with the matter on behalf of the Council.

Review of designation
58. In the event that the construction of the Transmission Gully

Motorway has not commenced by 31 December 2006, Transit shall:

58.1 No later than 31 December 2006 complete a review of the
operation, environmental effects, safety and efficiency of the Work
for the purposes of determining whether or not to seek any
alteration to the designation in relation to those matters; and

58.2 Consult with the pce, the WRC, Paremata Residents Association
Inc, Plimmerton Residents' Association lnc, Ngati Toa Rangatira,
and such other body as the PCC reasonably considers ought to be
consulted, regarding any proposed alterations, including (but not
limited to) alterations in relation to capacity of the operation of the
clearway or HOV 12::85; and

-~ . - I
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58.3 Report the outcomes of that review and consultation to the pec
and the WRC prior to making any decision to seek any such
alteration to the designation.

59. Prior to the completion of the construction of Transmission Cullv
Motorway Transit shall:

59.1 Consult with PCC, WRC, Paremata Residents Association Inc,
Plimmerton Residents Association lnc, and Ngati Toa Rangatira in
relation to its proposals for the Work following the construction of
the Transmission Gully Motorway, including the following matters:

(3) Ownership and control of the Work;

(b) Options relating to the future of the existing Paremata
Bridge;

(c) The continuation of four Janing of St Andrews Road between
Acheron Road and Jarnes Street;

(d) Measures (to the extent that they are legally available) to
restrict or discourage heavy vehicle movements through the
Work;

(e) Other measures required to ensure an adequate level of
service for the traffic volumes and traffic type expected to
use the Work;

(f) Provision of arrangements for cyclists;

(g) Alteration of footpath widths;

(h) ]3emoval of traffic lights;

(i) Changes to the operation of the clearway or HOV lanes;

U) Alteration of arrangements in relation to capacity;

(k) Any changes to be sought to the designation in relation to
those matters; and

59.2 Report on the outcomes of that consultation to PCC and WRC for
the purposes of ensuring that the pec and VI/RC are fully informed
of the views of the public and those bodies, and of Transit's
intended response to that consultation.

I
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Properties subject to this designation
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Properties subject to this deslgna"tlDrl I

\Property Address

Vested 'BCe

~GI lL~P 43570)
Vested pce
(Lot 12 DP 43569)

188 St Andrews R02.d

I Land Req. !tegu.l Description

\ Plan !

I
" !

Reference :

C \L01 13, DP "-8570, Vested PCC

\

D [Lot J2,DP .18569, VeS1d PCC
I

i

lOP J 1272, CT 548/.3

U

I

,.Ii" ,rrr "'j np,'J 11 .....,,-:-1 C~ ::..~~/J('iI
.........,j~ __ J..__, .I. '::_-_" _

iI_o'( .i DP 11272. CT j 75/98----
!Lot dol DP 729, eT 82/31

------1

E..~__=~;,~~<::y~'.~Ro~_I_.__.l~ .. lL~t.LJ 12.C!~2:.CT 2_09/:2~-=- j
85 St Ano.:-ews Road I _L ILat2.4 UP 719, CT iLl/36

83 a St Andrews Road I M !Let45 DF 729, CT 30BI74-75
81 StADd:::;;~-~---I---N--iL~~6-DPn9-. CT 172/61

7?St Andrews Read I 0 [PtLot 47 DP 729, CT 83111_. - ._---_._-_.._.__._.----'-._---------
77 ~t t~,dr.:.nl~ P02.r' __1,_1_?_! !.p~ Lot48 DP 729.\ CT 8'7/sr;1 ..... - # .... ,,"-'..l.\....... _ __. _

Q75 Se A...l"}c;;-;:ws R02.G
1::-' . -
.t\.e::::;-e~.IlC',~ Keserve i\.C_._--------_._-'---
89 PT Lot ? DP .13007 P..B

Plimmerton Railway
StationEntrance

H

P1i'::.Iner::0::1 Domain I A.E ISec; 1,SO 36405, Gaz 199!!. Cl i6~5

i .L.:? 1Ft Tot 6' ilP paa:: Gaz :OOLl. DIe.:;
c-:--------~I-------'-'-"-·_'-'--. I ... .-I ..... ~ , ..... ;. , :'.-=--
Plimrnerron Domain I G iSec;tion 1,SO 3{)L05, Gaz 199Ll P i633
-.--__------:------7-------':....-.----C.-------''---j
Pli,::l,ilertWlDomain __ 1}"& AD iSec20n 1 SO 35263, Gaz 1988 f-' 3663

M21l.2. Esplanade I A..1( &..A...L ISO 37704 andSO 3/733,
(SO 3770fi & 3037733) i IGN B 604092

-
71 Ma.TJ2. Esplanade i NN iLot 1. :JP 642G8, CT 33A!922

M~,,_ ,::sDla.'1acie . I X [Lor 1DP 68833, CT36B/607
rl~ain·-Rc~-dP!;;;;;;~~--!-K:i:.-3-,~-!1~~T;;po N; I (E/133), CT 26D/S7S

I AG & PJvl :

I E /LotllDPIl8568.Vest:edPCC

I PJ ll.ot 1DP 42679, CT 18C/I193
i PJ-i :Lor21 DP 9683, CT 527/298

or 11 DP 48568
Jarnes Street
lames S-:::-tr-e-e-:-------;-----...,-------~--------j

Goat Point Railway Lane

Drainage P...eserve

TOTAL 31



APPENDIX 3
Landscape Concept Plans and Figures
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APPENDIX 4
Frontage Reinstatement Options
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APPENDIX 5
Carpark at Redoubt Lane
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APPENDD: 6
Noise Monitoring sites
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